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The Sanitized Sensorium
The fluo rescent bulb flickered as it always did, emitting an unrelenting, 
low, and per sis tent buzzing that filled the space. The windowless room and 
harsh institutional lighting made all the participants feel uneasy. Every one 
shuddered and fidgeted— physical manifestations of the anxiety, panic, 
anger, fatigue, and desperation that filled them. As the class got  under way, 
some participants taking notes and  others seemingly distracted, a cascade 
of proscriptions filled the room: “ Don’t show up smelling like foods that 
are foreign to us,” “ Don’t wear a shalwar cameeze,” “Change your name if 
it’s hard to pronounce,” and “ Don’t wear a hijab if you want to get a job.” 
This was the core curriculum (and moral imperative) delivered to a room 
full of professional Pakistani, Indian, and Bangladeshi  women seeking work 
in Toronto. I looked around at the fifteen participants in this government- 
funded workshop, trying to gauge their reactions. The instructions seemed 
astonishingly dissonant for a workshop aimed at foreign- trained profes-
sionals with advanced levels of education, skills, and experience.
The strangeness of it all was not lost on the participants. As one attendee, 
Saima, remarked to me  later, “It’s diff er ent back home. At home  there’s 
more importance stressed on qualifications.” I met numerous Pakistani im-
migrant  women like Saima in settlement- services agencies, many of whom 
 were unemployed or underemployed. The majority of  these  women lived in 
relative poverty in government housing proj ects in peripheral parts of the 
city. Despite having migrated as “skilled workers,”1 most of them  will never 
enter their chosen fields again. In fact, 44  percent of the Pakistani popula-
tion of Toronto lives below Canada’s low income cut- off.2 And yet, in this 
pedagogical effort to facilitate their entry into the workforce, immigrant 
introduction
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 women  were subjected to intimate instructions concerning their sartorial 
and hygiene practices.3 Rather than the skills- focused conversation the par-
ticipants had expected, they received a barrage of regulatory proscriptions 
aimed at the immigrant body.
This unemployment workshop took place in a government- funded, 
privately run settlement- services agency for new immigrants that specifically 
worked with South Asian  women, and that I  will call “the Center.” It was 
located in a small building in the emerging  Little India—or  Little Pakistan, 
depending on whom you ask—in the West End of Toronto. The neigh-
borhood was eco nom ically marginal and populated by a large immigrant 
community  because of the availability of difficult- to- find low- cost housing 
 there. The main street was filled with small Indian and Pakistani restau-
rants, grocery stores, dollar stores, and a storefront mosque. Many of the 
city’s settlement ser vices  were located nearby, but the center of the social 
world for many Indian and Pakistani  women was the Center.  Women sat 
in the waiting room, much like a doctor’s office, but one that opened up 
to the rest of the Center. The large storefront win dows in the waiting area 
put the attendees on display for anyone passing by. Counselors had their 
offices in cubicles that dotted the space, which ended in a large fluo rescent- 
lit back room where classes and workshops  were held. As a first stop for 
many new immigrants, settlement agencies provide ser vices ranging from 
help finding a home, to understanding healthcare, to unemployment 
workshops. Such agencies and organ izations form part of the bureaucratic 
matrix put in place to  settle new immigrants. More than one hundred of 
 these settlement- services agencies in the greater Toronto area are aimed at 
“immigrant integration”— a catchphrase the federal government uses in its 
emerging agenda for managing immigrants.  These centers are a critical site 
for examining the interface between immigrant bodies and bureaucratic 
structures.4
 These South Asian nonprofit organ izations also actively participate 
in numerous cultural festivals that take place throughout the city during 
South Asian Heritage Month, which happens  every May in Ontario. I 
attended  these festivals throughout my time in Toronto, sometimes par-
ticipating as a volunteer with South Asian organ izations and sometimes 
as a consumer, drinking mango lassi and eating chicken tikka masala and 
samosas  under the blazing sun of a Toronto summer. South Asian cultural 
festivals are staged throughout the city and display a commodified form of 
culture, including dance per for mances, art, and mehndi parlors; cooking 
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demonstrations; and stalls selling clothing, jewelry, and food, all presenting 
a simulacrum of South Asia. The festivals attempt to engage the senses: the 
sight of beautiful sari fabric, the sounds of Bollywood  music, and the smells 
of pan- Indian food fill the air. But in other contexts, like  those discussed in 
the employment- training event,  these same exotic markers of difference are 
a barrier to employability and even citizenship. How can this be reconciled 
with the fact that at the cultural festival, which is also situated squarely 
within the state’s practice and logic of multiculturalism,  these same  people 
are encouraged to highlight their difference?  Here, the smell of citizenship 
changes.
The classroom encounter, the cultural festival, and Pakistani  women’s 
downward mobility all provide a meaningful introduction to the issues this 
book explores. They help demonstrate how integration in Canada repre-
sents not the erasure of all differences, but the cele bration of some along-
side the eradication of  others. Publicly and internationally, the Canadian 
nation- state has built a reputation of openly abdicating its right to impose a 
single culture on its citizens. However, in real ity, culture is in fact a primary 
domain of action on the part of the state. The Canadian nation- state relin-
quishes cultural imperialism and celebrates multi- ness through cultural fes-
tivals or state- sanctioned forms of difference, yet uses semi- governmental 
agencies to impose a par tic u lar Canadian mode of bodily comportment 
on new immigrants. This dual mode of interpellation puts immigrants 
in an  impossible situation in which they must sometimes suitably display 
their Otherness, but other wise cannot be culturally diff er ent. In the Cana-
dian multicultural state, an implicit pro cess of moralizing is taking place 
through a politics of multiculturalism that si mul ta neously attempts to 
produce, celebrate, and erase differences.  These per for mances have lasting 
effects, conditioning immigrants to understand themselves as Other.
This book theorizes what I call the “sanitized sensorium” as a means to 
understand the ways that foreign bodies become legible and recognizable 
through par tic u lar kinds of sensorial and affective registers. The sanitized 
sensorium signals the forms of embodiment (smell, appearance, and bodily 
comportment) necessary for inclusion in the public sphere of multicultural 
Toronto. The daily practices in agencies such as the one described above 
serve to construct a sanitized body, and sensory perception becomes a cru-
cial means by which that body is judged. The  imagined smelly, sweaty, un-
hygienic immigrant body is central  here. In  these contexts, many senses are 
engaged, but in this book I focus primarily on sight (appearance and dress) 
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and smell (bodily odors).  These pro cesses are located within intersensorial 
junctures and thus concern the kinds of affects that such bodily differences 
evoke for workshop leaders, potential employers, and the larger Canadian 
public. But rather than just smelling or seeing, this book is also concerned 
with the experience of being seen and smelled in a par tic u lar way. Immi-
grant  women, too, have their own sensorial experience of difference and 
Otherness. While many of the ways the sanitized sensorium operates has 
to do with perception, this book also explores how  these  women perceive 
themselves in light of their racialization and interpellation as immigrant 
 women. This work then makes central the affective encounter between 
immigrant  women and the greater public to examine the spaces in which 
race and citizenship are made. The sanitized sensorium contains within it 
both the promise of citizenship and the damage done to it by the threat of 
alterity.
By bringing together anthropological debates concerning multicultural-
ism and the anthropology of the senses, this book examines the sanitized 
sensorium to understand how the same sensorial phenomena (smells, tastes, 
forms of dress, and embodiment) can be a means of both exclusion and in-
clusion, signifying both racialized Otherness and belonging. The way the 
liberal multicultural state manages  these sensorial phenomena is an impor-
tant part of its so- called proj ect of immigrant integration. Taken together, 
the economic marginalization of Pakistani Muslim immigrant  women 
and the state’s presumed solution to that prob lem render a landscape of 
downward mobility built on a terrain of bureaucratic entanglements and 
multicultural ideologies. Since the 1970s,  there has been a large- scale mi-
gration of professionals from Asia to North Amer i ca, facilitated by the 
easing of immigration regulations and the implementation of a points sys-
tem that favored professional skills when granting visas to incoming immi-
grants. Unfortunately, and somewhat paradoxically,  these global pro cesses 
have contributed to increasing social in equality. Skilled immigrant workers 
are drawn into the global economy with the promise of upward mobility, 
but most often end up downwardly mobile and unemployed or working in 
survival jobs. Put simply, while the Canadian government actively recruits 
professionals from abroad, and the economy relies on such immigration for 
growth, once in Toronto immigrants are often unable to find work in their 
fields.
For a city that prides itself on multicultural inclusion, the unemploy-
ment and underemployment of highly skilled foreign workers have become 
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an im mense social prob lem, earning its own moniker in daily news accounts 
and government think tanks as “the foreign- trained- professionals prob lem.” 
The government, public, and media have been immersed in the very vocal 
and ongoing debate around this unemployment, recognized most readily 
on the global stage through the gendered ste reo type of the Indian taxicab 
driver who was a “doctor in his home country.”5 But the fact that this is 
also a crisis for highly skilled, professional  women is often overlooked in 
Canadian public discourse on the prob lem. When I asked who is to blame 
for the foreign- trained- professionals prob lem, the most commonly stated 
answer was bureaucracy. As the narrative goes, the federal government reg-
ulates immigration, while the provincial government regulates  labor, but 
 there is  little coordination between the two. Thus, skilled immigrant work-
ers are admitted with  little consideration of provincial  labor- market needs; 
further, upon arrival they enter a local bureaucratic system that rejects their 
foreign credentials. This macro understanding of bureaucracy fails to take 
into account just how intimate and personally targeted this social prob lem 
can be.
The experiences, perceptions, and frustrations of Pakistani Muslim im-
migrant  women in Toronto reveal  these other wise- occluded dimensions of 
multiculturalism and governance. Seemingly small sites like employment 
counseling centers and cultural festivals reverberate with larger issues, as the 
 women in this study encounter a Canadian society rife with contradictions: 
It famously promises immigrants universal inclusion while it actually prac-
tices differentiated exclusion. It deploys racial proj ects yet disavows them. 
And it denies them meaningful state action against discrimination, yet uses 
the powers of state licensing to deskill them from professional  careers and 
compel them to become ser vice workers.  These are not merely the personal 
prob lems of one aggrieved group. They are part of a pattern in metropoli-
tan countries where the unfettered movement of capital across borders re-
quires the denial of racial distinctions in order to assert the universality of 
the market and its subjects, while it also exploits racial differences to make 
surplus profits. At the same time, to maintain the po liti cal coherence of 
nations that  were founded through settler colonialism, new racial identities 
and hierarchies must proliferate constantly. In the end, the race (or gender, 
or cultural difference) of aggrieved  people is used to scapegoat them for the 
failures of neoliberal programs. Their unemployment is not understood as 
a failure of economic or immigration policy at the state level, but rather as 
a failure of the immigrant workers themselves.
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This book brings together the po liti cal economy of  labor regimes with 
intimate affective economies to examine how they have become mutually 
constitutive features of late capitalism. What I describe in this book is a 
global story, a story of immigration; but it is also a story of racialization 
and gendering in the context of state- making and national identity. In this 
context, the binding of smells, habits, and bodily gestures to skilled immi-
grant professionals is not exclusively about molding foreign bodies to the 
demands of late cap i tal ist production; it is a state- based naturalization of 
immigration policy. The practices of agencies such as the one described at 
the beginning of this introduction ultimately contradict Canadian models 
of multiculturalism by teaching a Canadian mode of bodily comportment 
to new immigrants, thus reinscribing colonial notions of the uncivilized 
and wild Other in need of domestication. Though the specter of the state 
looms large, the responsibility for becoming settled, and becoming Cana-
dian, now lies with the individual and her body. As I demonstrate, the prac-
tice of multiculturalism as it pertains to the integration of foreign  labor and 
bodies is ultimately not about getting employers or the larger public not 
to discriminate; rather, it is about making oneself into someone who  will 
not be discriminated against. This phenomenon contributes to the chang-
ing character of the Canadian multicultural state, which focuses on culture 
while ignoring the real material interests of minority groups. Paradoxically, 
then, liberal Canadian governance in the postcolonial, globalized world 
continues to attempt to colonize and discipline the immigrant brown body.
Cartographies of Downward Mobility
Asma was in her early thirties and had been living in Toronto for two years 
when we first met at the Center. Her  brother, who was also in Toronto 
and formerly worked as a computer scientist, was working at Value Village, 
a used clothing store similar to Goodwill. She was a  lawyer, but had not 
worked as one since she arrived. She often hung around the Center and was 
known as ner vous but kind;  every time I encountered her she expressed 
interest in helping me with my proj ect. She had attended unemployment 
workshops for about eight or nine months, but was unable to find work. 
Eventually she gave up looking for something in her field and started taking 
vari ous survival jobs, such as cashiering, as they arose.
Focusing on the intimate spaces in which this unemployment or under-
employment occurs, I conducted ethnographic fieldwork in vari ous sites 
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throughout urban Toronto.6 I spoke with immigrant  women like Asma 
in a range of regulated professions ( those in which a license is required to 
work) including medicine, engineering, law, and education.7 Through this 
research I learned that it is highly unlikely that any professional would be 
able to work in her field without returning to school for extensive reeduca-
tion, but many do not have the resources to do so. Asma was heading down 
the typical track that skilled immigrant workers are often forced to travel: 
she entered the country  under the skilled- worker class, her foreign creden-
tials  were then misrecognized or not recognized at all, and eventually she 
began taking survival jobs. The  women’s stories you  will read  here are typi-
cal not only of Pakistani  women but also of immigrant professionals from 
other countries, although the ways the sanitized sensorium operates  here is 
par tic u lar to Pakistani  women.
The impact of this prob lem is troubling for men and  women, but the 
state, the market, and even scholars have a blind spot when it comes to the 
experiences of  women, which prevents us from fully understanding how this 
downward mobility operates. For instance, the kinds of work opportuni-
ties typically available to  women earn them less money. Thus, if  women are 
funneled into feminized jobs that pay less, despite the fact that they entered 
the country with the same professional credentials as men, then the liberal 
rhe toric of “equal pay for equal work” does not apply. In the United States 
context, a study using census data from 1950–2000 found that occupations 
began paying less once  women entered them in large numbers (e.g., profes-
sions including  house keepers, designers, and biologists). This phenomenon 
works the other way as well, as evidenced by the field of computer program-
ming. When more men entered the profession, it began paying more and 
became more prestigious.8 Thus, this pro cess of transnationalism not only 
de- skills professional Pakistani Muslim  women but also serves to gender 
them as workers. Accounts of their experiences provide an intimate look at 
how global pro cesses impact  women’s individual lives.
Pakistani  women in Canada have very high rates of unemployment 
(20  percent) and part- time employment (36.3  percent), and very low rates 
of participation in the  labor force (below 50  percent). By comparison, only 
10   percent of  those listing “Eu ro pean” as their race/ethnicity  were living 
below the low income cut- off, and for some Eu ro pean groups the figure was 
only 5  percent (Ornstein 2006: 72).9 Immigrant  women aged twenty- five 
to fifty- four had much higher unemployment rates than both immigrant 
men and Canadian- born  women (Chui 2011: 24). Immigrant  women of 
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color only make 48.7 cents for each dollar that a white, male immigrant 
makes (Block and Galabuzi 2011: 12). In 2006, immigrants  were more likely 
to have a university education than Canadian- born  women and men; how-
ever, the unemployment rate for recent immigrants (2001–2006) was more 
than double for  those born in Canada (Zietsma 2006). This unemployment 
is particularly pressing in Canada, which has the highest immigration rate 
in the world. It is projected that by 2020, 100  percent of the net growth of 
Canada’s  labor force  will be due to immigration, and by 2030, 100  percent 
of Canada’s net population growth  will be due to immigration.10
In the context of multicultural Toronto, South Asian immigrants have 
been the largest minority group since 2006,11 and thus are key players in the 
politics and practice of multiculturalism. In some ways they are an indica-
tor of its successes and failures, and they are often invoked in government 
brochures as the success story of multicultural integration. But in contrast 
to the highly mobile South Asian high- tech workers that often underpin 
accounts of globalization and upward mobility, 44  percent of the Pakistani 
population of Toronto lives in housing proj ects on the city’s periphery, 
meaning they fall below Canada’s low income cut- off.12 Diff er ent segments 
of the Pakistani community, including officials in the Pakistani embassy, 
members of the Canada- Pakistan Business Council, and local community 
workers and members, each (and in de pen dently of one another) reported 
to me rates of poverty at 80  percent. This varies dramatically from the state’s 
official figure, which is significant on its own, but the community’s per-
ception that nearly twice as many live in poverty indicates an even more 
overwhelming sense of social decline. Regardless of the discrepancy, it is 
unquestionable that the economic and po liti cal conditions of Pakistani 
immigrants in Toronto contradict the state’s rhe toric of equality within a 
model of difference.
 These figures offer a glimpse into what has become a national concern. 
Foreign- educated immigrants earn over two billion dollars less than their 
Canadian- born counter parts do, mainly  because they end up working 
below their educational and skill level.13 Nonprofit agencies and govern-
ment offices commonly acknowledge that it is very unlikely new Canadian 
immigrants  will ever use their educational training again.14 According to 
Statistics Canada, fewer than 25  percent of foreign- trained professionals in 
2007  were working in their professions. Many authors have documented 
the ways foreign credentials and work experience become devalued, while 
 others have considered the par tic u lar obstacles  women encounter (Akbari 
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1999; Basran and Li 1998; Bauder 2003; Chakkalalkal and Harvey 2001; Ng 
2006). However, what remains largely unacknowledged within this schol-
arship and within governmental agencies is the correlation between the na-
ture and availability of jobs for highly trained immigrant workers, and the 
sustained perception that  those workers are unsuited to such employment 
 because of their foreignness.
Within Canadian vernacular practice, South Asians are called “vis i ble 
minorities.” According to Canadian sociologist Himani Bannerji (1993), 
the term vis i ble minority emerged when Canadian immigration policy was 
reformed in the 1960s and 1970s. The concept developed from the federal 
Employment Equity Act, which defines vis i ble minorities as “persons, other 
than Aboriginal  peoples, who are non- Caucasian in race or non- white in 
color.” According to Statistics Canada, “The vis i ble minority population 
consists mainly of the following groups: Chinese South Asian, Black, 
Arab, West Asian, Filipino, Southeast Asian, Latin American, Japa nese 
and Korean” (Statistics Canada 2009b). Bannerji (1993) argues that unlike 
the  sister term,  people of color, used in the United States, vis i ble minority 
translates color into visibility, stressing both being non- white and po liti cally 
minor actors. While the categories of “immigrant  women” and “third- world 
 women” are part of Canadian political- cultural language, “vis i ble minority” 
emerged as the most common descriptor.
The race politics of the term have not escaped international scrutiny. In 
2013, the United Nations Council on the Elimination of Racial Discrimi-
nation asked Canada to “reflect upon its use of the term vis i ble minority,” 
 because it was perceived to be outdated and discriminatory.15 In Toronto, I 
found that local community activists and organizers work with the concept 
of “racialized persons” in an attempt to draw attention to the pro cess by 
which vis i ble minorities become understood as racially Other. This rhetori-
cal shift is described as a form of re sis tance to the term “vis i ble minority,” 
which activists understand as a state- produced category of belonging that 
centers a white subject to the exclusion of nonwhite  people. In this book I 
use the term racialized person rather than vis i ble minority, in an effort to 
move away from the language of state institutions and to align my critique 
with the concerns raised by activists and nonprofit workers. It is an impor-
tant move as well  because the term “racialized person” draws attention to 
the class dimensions of the pro cesses of racialization, particularly in the case 
of foreign- trained professionals, which reconfigures their socioeconomic 
status and makes them downwardly mobile.16
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I encountered this pro cess during my time in Toronto. While  doing re-
search, I traveled by subway to both ends of the city— Scarborough to the 
east and Mississauga to the west— where many Pakistanis lived in govern-
ment housing proj ects. In 2002, the Metro Toronto Housing Authority 
(mtha) merged with other public- housing providers to form the To-
ronto Community Housing Corporation. The mtha was established in 
the 1950s to  house the eco nom ically marginal in an effort to eliminate the 
development of slums. Now the largest social housing provider in Canada 
and the second largest in North Amer i ca, Toronto Community  Housing 
accommodates 164,000 low- and moderate- income tenants in 58,500 
 house holds in 360 high- rise and low- rise apartment buildings in the city.17 
However,  there is still an intense shortage of affordable housing, evidenced 
by the fact that as of July 2014  there  were 170,000  people on the waiting list 
for Toronto Community Housing. Increasingly, within government hous-
ing proj ects  there is a hierarchy whereby nonwhite  people live in the more 
secluded, less safe, peripheral proj ects.18 In an interview with the Toronto 
Star, Abdul Sheikh, president of the Scarborough Muslim Association, said 
that poor immigrants have very few housing options  because they cannot 
provide local references for employment or past rentals. He cited ten apart-
ment complexes in Scarborough in which Pakistanis and Indians form the 
majority of the tenants. In one, el derly and disabled tenants  were trapped 
when the elevator was out of order for a month.19
In Toronto as it is across the globe, poverty is highly racialized and spa-
tialized. According to a study conducted by Michael Ornstein of the Insti-
tute for Social Research (isr) at York University, all twenty of the most 
eco nom ically disadvantaged ethno- racial groups in the Toronto census 
metropolitan area (cma) are non- European (Ornstein 2006). According 
to Ornstein’s study, more than half of the Bangladeshi, Somali, Afghan, 
and Ethiopian populations live below Statistics Canada’s low income cut- 
off. The gap between  those of Eu ro pean and non- European descent has 
been increasing over the past thirty years,20 and the racialization of pov-
erty has si mul ta neously increased; fourteen of the top twenty most eco-
nom ically marginal population categories have poverty rates between 30 
and  40   percent (Ornstein 2006: vi). Ornstein puts the numbers in per-
spective: “For groups with 20 or 25   percent of  people below the poverty 
line, we have to think in structural terms: about kids not completing high 
school, the low level of the minimum wage, the expense of good daycare, 
the prob lems of finding a job that uses their skills and credentials, the very 
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high cost of housing and our governments’ retreat from social housing over 
the last twenty years, and the effects of discrimination.”21 As of 2012, the 
poverty rate for racialized Canadians was three times that of other Cana-
dians (19.8  percent versus 6.4  percent).22 Despite all  these facts including 
evidence of the racialization of poverty, the Canadian model of multicul-
turalism has been acclaimed as an international success story.
Sensing Multiculturalism
This book offers an ethnographic analy sis of a multicultural state in crisis.23 
Since September  11, 2001, and in response to the intensification of anti- 
Muslim sentiment and vio lence against Muslims throughout the Western 
world, po liti cal leaders of purported multicultural states have attempted 
to understand the position of Muslims in the  imagined West. Heads of 
state and citizens alike in the United States, Britain, France, Germany, and 
Canada (to name a few) are currently struggling to place minority culture 
within the politics of multiculturalism, identity, and difference. In 2009, 
French President Nicholas Sarkozy declared that the Islamic burqa was “not 
welcome,”24 while in October 2010, German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
said that the attempt to build a multicultural society in Germany “has 
utterly failed.”25 In February 2011, during a security conference in Munich, 
British Prime Minister David Cameron argued that the United Kingdom 
needed a stronger national identity to prevent extremism, saying, “Frankly, 
we need a lot less of the passive tolerance of recent years and much more 
active, muscular liberalism,”26 essentially calling for a return to a Western-
ized, patriarchal vision of citizenship.
Although multiculturalism is often touted as the foundation of Cana-
dian society, it has never been an entirely coherent category, existing more 
as rhe toric and ideology than in policy and legislation. Canada was the first 
country in the world to adopt multiculturalism as an official policy, in pro-
motion of Prime Minister Trudeau’s “just society.” Multiculturalism broad-
ened the definition of Canadian citizenship by outlining a more inclusive 
model. However, when Trudeau first introduced it in 1971, multicultural 
policy did not have any enabling legislation. When it was eventually passed 
in 1988, the Canadian Multiculturalism Act outlined the tenets of multi-
culturalism, including to “promote the understanding that multiculturalism 
reflects the cultural and racial diversity of Canadian society and acknowl-
edges the freedom of all members of Canadian society to preserve, enhance 
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and share their cultural heritage”27 The Department of Canadian Heritage 
further asserts, “Multiculturalism is a central feature of Canadian citizen-
ship, in which  every Canadian has the freedom to choose to enjoy, enhance 
or share his or her heritage, and the federal government has the responsi-
bility to promote multiculturalism throughout its departments and agen-
cies” (2007). Rather than a feature of Canadian society, multiculturalism 
became central to it.
Multiculturalism is a pro cess, rather than an already determined social 
fact. Therefore, I do not use the terms “multiculturalism,” “difference,” and 
“identity politics” interchangeably. Instead, multiculturalism is understood 
as a state policy that directs social practices and interactions between diverse 
actors including governmental workers, nonprofit workers, and immigrant 
workers.  These issues are examined from four perspectives: global trends 
of transnational  labor migrations in late capitalism, the national context 
of a politics of multiculturalism, the local context of Toronto immigration 
policy and the foreign- trained professionals prob lem, and the everyday life 
experiences of Pakistani immigrants living in Toronto.  These areas allow 
for an exploration of the relationship between pro cesses of globalization 
and transnationalism and pro cesses of subject formation and belonging.28
 Until the 1960s, Canadian immigration policy was designed to create a 
“white settler” population, admitting  those mainly from Britain, Eu rope, 
and the United States (Stasiulis 1999).29 In the 1960s,  there was a shift 
from assimilationist strategies— known as the anglo- conformity model, in 
which some immigrant groups  were denied entry  because it was believed 
they could not assimilate— toward the model of integration that priori-
tized preserving culture, known locally through the meta phor of the “mo-
saic” and  later the “salad bowl.” In a single generation, the city of Toronto 
was transformed from the “Belfast of the North” to one of the most racially 
and ethnically diverse cities in the world.30 In 1998 it  adopted the motto 
“Diversity Our Strength.”
Scholarly writing about multiculturalism in Canada (outside of Qué-
bec) can be divided into three broad categories: multiculturalism as serv-
ing assimilationist goals, multiculturalism as a tool that co- opts the real 
interests of Canada’s minority groups, and multicultural policy as meeting 
the needs of minority groups (Abu- Laban and Stasiulis 1992). The second 
category is crucial for my analy sis  here in its suggestion that multicul-
tural policy focuses on culture while ignoring real material interests. For 
instance, Kogila Moodley argues that the ideology of multiculturalism 
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focuses on the expressive parts of culture (such as food, clothing, and 
 music), and therefore is not threatening  because it “trivializes, neutral-
izes and absorbs social and economic inequalities” (1983: 326). The public 
discourse of multiculturalism acknowledges inclusion and creates a body 
politic that imagines itself to be accepting and tolerant of cultural difference, 
while in real ity it ignores how immigrant bodies are being raced, gendered, 
sexualized, and then excluded on the basis of  those differences. Within a 
structure of racial in equality, the inclusion of expressive parts of culture is 
contextually specific and occurs in tandem with economic marginalization 
(or exclusion).
This is clear in the operationalization of the sanitized sensorium. Cook-
ing smells, for example, are acceptable in certain contexts and not  others. 
A recent example in the province of Québec illustrates this. While in some 
ways Québec forms a kind of exception in the context of Canada, in that 
it is both inside and outside of the state proj ect of multiculturalism, this 
rhe toric is not unfamiliar in national debates concerning immigration. In 
2011, the city of Gatineau published a “statement of values” to try to help 
newcomers integrate. The councilor for cultural diversity, Mireille Apol-
lon, a Haitian immigrant herself, said, “We receive immigrants from diverse 
horizons and cultures . . .  be hav iors  aren’t uniform around the globe.  There 
can be irritants.”31 The document outlined a range of be hav iors and expecta-
tions, including the importance of punctuality, that bribing officials is not 
okay, that vio lence is not justified even in “safeguarding honour,” and that 
 children should not be subjected to forced  labor.  Under “hygiene, cleanli-
ness and quality of life,” it suggests that it is impor tant to curtail smells like 
“strong odors emanating from cooking.”32  Here, citizenship and legibility 
are encoded in bodily comportment ranging from a diverse series of  factors 
including punctuality and smell, demonstrating the ways that the sanitized 
sensorium mediates belonging. Building on the work of scholars who have 
focused on the role of smell in excluding immigrant bodies (Manalansan 
2006; Ong 2003; Walcott 2003), this example demonstrates the ways that 
food smells become signifiers of difference; they represent the uncontainable 
and unfamiliar, becoming indicative of an immigrant community’s inability 
to assimilate.
My development of the concept of the sanitized sensorium follows the 
work of anthropologist Paul Stoller (1989), who has critiqued the overreli-
ance on vision and text, advocating instead for embodied analyses that take 
the  human sensorium into account. Building on this notion of engaging the 
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 human sensorium, Constance Classen (1993) has argued that sensory per-
ception itself is a social and cultural phenomenon; thus “sign, hearing, touch, 
taste and smell are not only means of apprehending physical phenomena, 
but also ave nues for the transmission of cultural values” (401). It fol-
lows, then, that the meanings of diff er ent kinds of sensorial phenomena— 
particular colors, smells, or tastes— will vary contextually and connect 
 people to their environment. As Charles Hirschkind (2006) writes, “an 
inquiry into the senses directs us beyond the faculties of a subject to the 
transfers, exchanges and attachments that hinge a body to its environment” 
(29). Thus, exploring the senses demonstrates that sensation is not only an 
individual but also a social experience, one that connects the individual not 
only to  others but also to their larger surroundings.
As I conceptualize it, the sanitized sensorium also pays attention to 
place and environment, signaling a broader range of phenomena. I follow 
Seremetakis (1994), who argues, “The sensory is not only encapsulated 
within the body as an internal capacity or power, but is also dispersed out 
 there on the surface of  things as the latter’s autonomous characteristics, 
which then can invade the body as perceptual experience.  Here sensory 
interiors and exteriors constantly pass into each other in the creation of 
extra- personal significance” (6). In this way, being attuned to the sensorium 
means also paying attention to the relationship between bodies, spaces, and 
objects. Food,  music recordings, and clothing alone are material artifacts 
of specific cultures and cultural practices, but in relation to par tic u lar bod-
ies they become a marker of their difference. Rather than just focusing on 
the experience of smelling, for example, being attuned to the sensorium 
makes us think about the broader environment in which par tic u lar bodies 
are located.
How do we understand the feelings invoked in the encounter between 
immigrant  women and the greater public, in the response to bodily smells, 
the sight of headscarves or shalwar cameeze suits, or the sound of a for-
eign name? I use the term affect  here, or what Massumi (2002) has called 
intensity, to map a terrain of bodily difference and sensorial readings of 
and by  those marked as Other. Rather than spending time  here differentiat-
ing between affect, emotion, feeling, and sentiment, which other scholars 
have done very well (e.g., Lutz and White 1986; McElhinny 2010; Sedgwick 
2003), I instead look at the social work that  these affects do. I am interested 
in the encounter part of the affective encounter. How do sensory and affec-
tive experiences serve to racialize and gender immigrant workers as more 
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and less fit to be citizens? Studies of the South Asian diaspora often explic-
itly or implicitly contend with questions of affective sensibilities, as they 
bind  people to their  imagined homelands while si mul ta neously engender-
ing new forms of belonging (e.g., Grewal 2005; Maira 2002; Mankekar 
2014).33 Building on  those and other studies of the racialization of South 
Asian diasporic workers (Rana 2011), I explore the ways that sensory and 
affective encounters shape pro cesses of racialization and, in turn, delineate 
the par ameters of belonging.
This book explores the production of a South Asian global worker for 
whom culture is a site of contestation (e.g., Radhakrishnan 2011; Upadhya 
2008). For instance, Upadhya (2008) explores the ways “culture” is mobilized 
to construct Indian it professionals into competent global professionals, 
which is also a means to continue to mark them as diff er ent. Radhakrishnan 
(2011) looks at how Indian it workers create a “global Indianness” by em-
ploying Indian cultural practices and transforming them into generic, mo-
bile, Indian norms. Bringing together theories of multiculturalism, affect, 
and the senses, I contribute to  these studies of transnationalism, bodies, and 
culture by theorizing how sensory- based perceptions of South Asian– ness 
become signifiers of both inclusion and exclusion. This is demonstrated by 
the diff er ent values certain  things hold in distinct contexts; for example, 
what is exotic and fragrant in the cultural festival becomes repugnant on 
the job market.  These kinds of embodied differences are critical in under-
standing the relationship between multiculturalism and colonial civilizing 
proj ects. By focusing on  women in the South Asian diaspora, I examine the 
ways that perceptions of gender function as structuring devices and ideo-
logical constructs that delineate proper be hav ior for immigrant  women and 
their bodies.  These perceptions become further complicated when com-
bined with other identity markers, including race and class, as I explore in 
the chapters that follow.
Cultural Logics of the Body and Work
In Toronto  there are more than one hundred settlement- services agencies 
or ga nized around ethnic identities (e.g.,  family ser vices for South Asians, 
or the Portuguese community  women’s center). Many of the  women I in-
terviewed revealed that they  were given a series of flyers about settlement 
ser vices when they first arrived at the airport. During the course of field-
work, I visited all of the agencies for South Asians and Muslims as well as 
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 those specializing in  labor. In general, I went to the most popu lar work-
shops for new immigrants and attended a total of fifty unemployment 
workshops over the course of eigh teen months. I attended workshops that 
 were profession- specific, such as  those for nursing and engineering, as well 
as some that  were or ga nized around par tic u lar ethnic and religious identi-
ties (e.g., South Asian, Muslim). I found a serious discrepancy between the 
mandates of the centers, the expectations of participants, and what actually 
happens in the space of the workshops, as many participants had under-
stood them to be placement centers. I also followed my interviewees as they 
navigated the politics and practice of multiculturalism in Toronto, which 
included numerous cultural festivals or ga nized for what turned out to be 
the contested category of “South Asians,” an issue I discuss in detail  later in 
the book.
I spent a lot of my time in Toronto at the Center in the West End of the 
city on Bloor Street. From 1999 to 2000, they provided ser vices to nearly 
five thousand  women and  children in the form of information, counsel-
ing, and advocacy; by 2011–2012, they provided ser vices to 10,300  women. 
Founded in 1982, the Center caters to South Asian  women immigrants at 
their first level of what nonprofits call integration; therefore, many of the 
clients are very new immigrants. Nonprofits use the term “newcomer” to 
denote an immigrant or refugee who has been in Canada for a short period 
of time (typically less than three to five years), and settlement ser vices are 
often specifically geared  toward newcomers. The Center held many types of 
educational workshops, from healthcare initiatives to social groups for se-
nior  women. I attended all the workshops for foreign- trained professionals. 
As time went by, settlement workers would ask me to sit in the front row to 
demonstrate to visiting instructors the seriousness of their pupils, as I was 
known for taking abundant notes. I sat in many lectures learning about pay 
equity and regulated professions, as well as how to fill out application forms 
for survival jobs such as cashiering.
 These agencies occupy a critical place in relation to the state, for they 
are not state bodies—in that the workers are not considered governmental 
workers, and  there is no government oversight concerning their practices— 
but they are state- funded and state- sanctioned, and thus are critical sites 
to witness the emergence of new forms of governance. The unemployment 
workshop leaders  were overwhelmingly  middle- class white  women (all but 
one of the instructors I met  were white  women) who had followed a very 
similar trajectory of being stay- at- home moms just reentering the workforce 
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 after their  children left for college. In some ways the placement of  these 
white  women, as mediators of culture and belonging, mirrors colonial- era 
practices in which the wives of administrators  were tasked with “civilizing” 
colonized  women by teaching them how to be good spouses and  mothers. 
That  women perform this reeducation is not coincidental and aligns with 
gendered notions of care and the feminization of care  labor itself. The de-
cline of the welfare state has led to new forms of governance that depend on 
the underpaid and undervalued  labor of  women.
As I discovered, settlement ser vices agencies unemployment workshops 
focus on the cultivation of a par tic u lar kind of self, and the production 
(or attempts at the production) of a specific kind of body or racial erasure. 
Thus, the body becomes central in debates surrounding the lived experi-
ence of immigration as well as in the pro cess of constructing citizenship. 
Within con temporary debates surrounding multiculturalism, strug gles of 
identity are waged on immigrant bodies.  These strug gles remake ideas of 
citizenship and the nation in an era of global migrations and demonstrate 
a social order in which citizenship itself is based on bodily per for mance. 
Rethinking immigrant bodies as central to the making of national identity, 
rather than as a challenge to it, contradicts the whiteness naturalized as the 
center and subject of liberal multicultural discourse. As Aihwa Ong (2003) 
argues, “ Women’s bodies become the site, and the female gender the form, 
in a biopolitics of citizenship” (13). In this context, the female, immigrant 
body becomes a site of discipline for cultivating ideals of normative citi-
zenship and appropriate modern womanhood. The white subject becomes 
dominant by defining himself against the subjugated person of color. In 
this sense,  there is continuity with racialized attempts to incorporate the 
Other through the colonial enterprise, as anthropologists such as Ann Stoler 
(2002) have documented. In earlier historical moments, the smell of the 
low- wage immigrant was a mark of one’s Otherness. This mark of the Other 
has not fully dissipated  today.
 These indicators of Otherness, along with accompanying bodily per for-
mances, are signifiers of one’s ability to participate in the modern proj ect. Mo-
dernity is an enlightenment discourse of pro gress and civility, and in this 
case it is written onto the bodies of immigrant  women. This book explores 
modernity in its sensory and affective terms as embodied practice. As Shah 
(2001) contends, “The entanglement of race in modern science, governance 
and morality reveals a paradox at the core of modernity itself. Modernity, 
on the one hand, promotes ideas of universality and, on the other hand, 
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obsessively objectifies difference. In nineteenth- and twentieth- century sci-
ence, social science, law and po liti cal systems, this contradictory pro cess em-
ployed race as a category to explain the bodies, be hav ior, and cultures that 
deviate from and defy presumably universal norms and standards” (5). Thus 
for Shah, and in my own research, this tension between the modern, rational 
state imposing seeming order on disorderly subjects is not an aberrant prac-
tice, but is in fact constitutive of modernity and the modern proj ect itself.
In the con temporary moment, race, bodily difference, and hygiene 
are sites of governance in the management and regulation of immigrant 
 women workers. Social theorists have long been concerned with questions 
of the body and culture, from Marcel Mauss (1934) and les techniques du 
corps to Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984) formulation of habitus. Historically, hy-
giene and bodily smell have been tied to the intimate and embodied aspects 
of modernity and the construction of the modern subject. As Timothy 
Burke (1996) has argued in the case of colonial Africa:
Changes in sanitation, personal cleanliness, and collective hygiene . . .  
 were also brokered by a much more pervasive and subtle field of ide-
ologies and institutions. . . .  The intimate materiality of  these readings 
of race through images of hygiene and appearance  were reflected in a 
number of par tic u lar obsessions of whites in colonial society. Odor, 
for example, was a regular feature of white repre sen ta tion of their 
interactions with Africans, not only in Zimbabwe but throughout 
southern Africa. One Southern African ethnographer commented, 
“No description of the outward appearance of the Kafirs would be 
complete if we failed to refer to the omnipresent odour which streams 
from  these  people.” (18, 21)
Burke also shows how hygiene has been tied to the production of a par-
tic u lar kind of citizen- worker as well: “When the En glish working classes 
 were hegemonically portrayed to be ‘unwashed’ or to have deformed bod-
ies,  these characterizations  were always dialectically related to depictions 
of colonial subjects as also having dirty or undesirable bodies” (18). The 
sanitized sensorium has its historical legacies in such colonial civilizing mis-
sions that sought to discipline and cultivate a modern subject through the 
regulation of bodily and affective sensations.
Sensory perceptions of bodies and hygiene influence ideals of what con-
stitutes a good and modern worker in multicultural contexts.  These sites 
exist on a continuum of affective disaggregation that marks some bodies 
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as fit to be citizens and workers, while  others are to be excluded from the 
national proj ect. In the con temporary multicultural moment, the marking 
of immigrants’ bodies as Other happens not only through a politics of era-
sure, but also through selective incorporation and the demand for a radi-
cal form of difference.  Women are not, however, passive recipients of  these 
sensorial regimes and embodied requirements for citizenship. While  there 
are constraints on the possibilities for action (that is,  women do need to 
work in order to survive), I found that they do find ways to exercise agency. 
For instance, as chapters 4 and 5 illustrate, Pakistani  women resist state- 
produced categories of multicultural inclusion as “South Asian,” while also 
positioning themselves as full citizens despite their current socioeconomic 
exclusion. Despite living in a state of precarity, they position themselves 
as Canadian subjects. Thus, the sanitized sensorium is not simply imposed 
onto immigrant subjects but is also a site of contest and protestation.
The Vulnerable Observer
This is a very personal story.34 This work is animated by my own subject 
position as the  daughter of a Pakistani Muslim, foreign- trained worker who 
spent her life in survival jobs and was eventually forced into retirement 
 because of her inability to ever be fully integrated into the global market 
economy. I grew up in a housing proj ect in Scarborough that was known 
colloquially as Ghetto- ridge, a cluster of three large, concrete buildings that 
had the dubious distinction of being one of the less dangerous government 
housing proj ects in the Greater Toronto area. Returning to  those proj ects 
was difficult. I was confronted with the reminders of a childhood filled 
with the constant threat of home invasions, kidnapping, and rape that kept 
me largely confined to our small one- bedroom apartment and in the toxic-
ity of the government- housing buildings themselves, which  were filled with 
mold and cockroaches. As a child, I would stay up late— much  later than 
my  mother— partly for the quiet, since earlier eve nings  were often punc-
tured by the neighbor’s loud and bloody fights with her young child  behind 
my bedroom wall. A nightly event, it never occurred to me to report them 
to the security guards permanently posted downstairs, since I had learned 
to keep my head down and not get involved.
Late into the night, I watched movies that promised some kind of es-
cape from everyday life and what it meant to live in the proj ects. I would 
watch Audrey Hepburn and Cary Grant and dream of that kind of love 
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and adventure. I also developed a love of horror movies; I liked to be scared 
by something that, for once, was knowable or understandable.  These es-
capes  were often interrupted by the realities of everyday life. Hungry one 
night, and in a roller- skating phase, I glided into the kitchen of the small 
apartment my  mother and I shared. When I turned on the light millions 
of cockroaches scattered; they covered the walls, invaded the stove, and 
crunched  under my skates. I had found them on my body and even in my 
mouth before, but somehow being faced with this many all at once was 
something I  will never forget. I also remember with  great clarity the night 
I heard rustling in the hallway, responded to a knock, and was confronted 
with the Canadian equivalent of the swat team about to descend on my 
neighbor, a known drug dealer. “Stay away from the door,” the kind officer 
urged. I went to bed.
Growing up Other in a multicultural city has also had some lasting ef-
fects. A few nights ago I realized I  hadn’t been wearing deodorant all day. 
In bed, as my head rested against my arm, I could smell my body. The real 
smell of my body. A smell that I had worked  really hard to fight against and 
that had always been a preoccupation of mine. And when I say preoccu-
pation, I mean all- encompassing obsession.  Going to a public high school 
with a large South Asian population, I was hyper- aware of the ways the 
 smell of my body would codify my belonging. I used to bring deodorant 
with me in my school backpack, just in case my morning application was 
not enough to last the day. The esl kids, the English- as- a- second- language 
 students,  were largely South Asian, or at least that’s the way I remember it: 
young men with struggling facial hair, pressed shirts, and nice pants, but 
 who my high school classmates talked about as smelling like “a mix of body 
odor and South Asian food.” I  didn’t know, and  didn’t want to know the 
 esl kids. I kept my distance. I  didn’t  really want anything to do with them 
 because in high school, one false move, even a kind move like talking to a new 
student, could ruin your reputation forever. My  mother would gener-
ally cook once a week and freeze food for us to defrost and eat.  Those week-
end cooking sessions often resulted in long, protracted arguments between 
us; she  couldn’t understand why I might be upset that my hair would smell 
like garam masala on Monday morning. I learned then that smell could 
racialize me.
I ran fast and far from Ghetto- ridge as soon as I could, to California, 
where I went to gradu ate school and then stayed for my own promise of a 
better life. Coming from an elite institution was not a prob lem while  doing 
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fieldwork in Toronto, since the  women I interviewed  were themselves well 
educated. Like my  mother, the subjects of this book  were professionals 
who had worked as doctors, engineers, or  lawyers, and through their trans-
national migration  were forced into poverty. Now I grapple with my own 
class status in the American acad emy, where the typical subject position of 
a South Asian living in the United States, and certainly in academia, is one 
of relative wealth and privilege. This means that I find myself constantly 
confronting the assumption that my parents are wealthy and that I grew up 
in a  middle- class suburb. In Toronto,  there was no shock that I myself had 
come from the proj ects; and in some ways, it is pos si ble that to some of the 
 women I met, my upward mobility represented what their own sacrifice 
could mean for their  children.
It was hard to bear witness to another generation of immigrants living and 
growing up in  these kinds of conditions when I returned. Faced again with 
the place that I had tried so hard to escape, I found myself over- identifying 
with some of my interviewees as I remembered my own experiences grow-
ing up. My childhood was not the same as that of my interviewees, and I am 
not the subject of my study; but it is impor tant to acknowledge my own 
subject position. I bring this up in re spect to  those ethnographers writing 
during the reflexive turn in anthropology (e.g., Behar 1997; Rosaldo 1993) 
who asked scholars to question the objectivity of ethnographic methods, 
practices, and observations, and showed us that ethnography never hap-
pens outside the space of life experience or the lens of the ethnographer. 
As much as being an insider- ethnographer allowed me special access to the 
community, it also undoubtedly led me to take certain  things for granted. 
The act of observing is not a neutral one; we are all vulnerable observers.
An Education
I begin this story of embodied downward mobility by addressing the ques-
tion I received most in the field, “How does this happen?” To attempt an 
answer, chapter 1 examines the tension between two explanations for the 
sustained unemployment of foreign trained professionals: bureaucratic 
miscommunication versus bodily difference. In numerous conversations 
with a range of social actors in Toronto, the unemployment of foreign work-
ers is universally understood as a prob lem of bureaucracy, while my field-
work demonstrated that at the level of the everyday, unemployment is 
treated as a prob lem of the body. This chapter juxtaposes  these two kinds 
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of explanations to explore the space of contact between an  imagined immi-
grant Other and an equally  imagined sanitized West, and what it means to 
be a flexible or adaptable worker in late capitalism. Regulatory regimes that 
can be traced historically to colonial modernist proj ects of empire and civi-
lization are still relevant in the con temporary sanitized sensorium, where 
certain aspects of Otherness have become a personalized deficiency to 
be trained away. Even so, in the current real ity of global capitalism,  there 
are some aspects of Otherness that should not be unlearned— for instance, 
the fact that  women are undervalued as workers and thus can be paid less, 
or that  there are appropriate affects encoded onto certain kinds of  labor 
that are understood as “ women’s work.”
Taking up this question of affective  labor and embodiment, chapter 2 
examines the colonization of the intimate  labor that  women do, in par tic-
u lar the notion of “care work” in a global perspective.  Here I trace the ways 
that intimacy and affect become a pedagogical focus in training foreign 
nurses, which uses an affective register to attempt to produce docile bod-
ies. This chapter focuses on a government- funded pi lot proj ect designed to 
help foreign- trained nurses become licensed in Ontario.  These classes for 
foreign- educated nurses employ what I call “pedagogies of affect,” which re-
produce a racialized notion of femininity predicated on Westernized ideas 
about docility and deference. While other accounts of affect and  labor have 
considered the role of gender, I seek to bring  these impor tant studies into 
conversation with race and gender- making in global contexts. As the training 
of foreign nurses demonstrates, when performing intimate  labor immigrant 
 women are expected to pres ent themselves as docile and deferential. How-
ever,  these expectations change yet again when  women perform a distinct 
type of gendered cultural  labor as the exotic representatives of radical, 
acceptable difference.
In the multicultural state, per for mances of cultural Otherness (during 
circumscribed moments such as cultural festivals) are necessary in order to 
validate state claims to liberalism and inclusivity, while real economic and 
material claims to inclusion are marginalized. Chapter 3 explores this dis-
juncture between what is vilified in the public space of government- funded 
nonprofit classrooms and what is valued in public cele brations of multi-
culturalism. Bridging the two contexts, the classroom encounter and the 
multicultural festival, brings the Janus- faced sanitized sensorium into relief. 
This chapter examines the contradictory calls for embodiment, focusing 
on a politics of the senses to try to understand the erasure of difference 
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with regard to immigrant bodies, which must be cleansed and sanitized, 
and the simultaneous recognition of that very difference. I argue that  these 
contexts say more about Western notions of both femininity and the Other 
than about the immigrant  women themselves, who must negotiate this dual 
mode of interpellation.
How do  women react to  these sensorial regimes, to the multicultural 
state’s requirements for citizenship? The last two chapters explore  women’s 
affective and sensorial experiences of racialization and precarity, and how 
they manage and move forward. Chapter 4 discusses the ways that multi-
cultural state ideologies about citizenship exclude Pakistani  women who re-
fuse liberal constructions of “South Asia.” This category is produced through 
a pro cess of racialization that includes a range of actors and institutions 
at multiple scales, including the state, grassroots organ izations, and even 
the practice of racism itself. The Pakistani  women I spoke with often felt 
misidentified when culture is understood purely in terms of food,  music, 
and clothing  because it glosses them as Indian. The demand for recogniz-
able difference, a radical alterity, rendered them invisible as Pakistani and 
hypervisible as South Asian. This chapter traces the discursive construction 
of “South Asia” in multicultural Toronto and how  women distance them-
selves from a state- produced category that has done  little to mitigate the 
precarious social and economic position they must deal with.
Precarity is not only an economic condition, but also a sensorial experi-
ence. This last chapter explores the sensorial and affective registers by which 
 people come to understand their belonging (or not), how they respond to 
that sensation, and the incommensurability that marks them and attempts 
to interpellate them as second- class citizens. Like the uneven distribution 
of resources, precarity is also dealt unevenly, as the life histories I detail in 
this final chapter demonstrate. I explore  women’s understandings of citi-
zenship, identity, place, and belonging, examining the ways  women invoke 
discourses of a promising  future in order to understand their liminal and 
marginal position. In so  doing, they position themselves as good citizens 
deserving of full participation in the nation- state. Embedded in the nar-
ratives presented  here are strains of hope and optimism, which illuminate 
impor tant features of the affective dimension of precarity. Hope or prom-
ises of a better life provide a means out of the catastrophic pres ent.
This is a story of what it means to live as a poor immigrant in Toronto— 
the hopelessness, the desperation, the lived experience of not being able 
to make ends meet. How does one maintain a sense of dignity when one’s 
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 house feels unsafe, or one’s  daughter is not able to eat well? This book pres-
ents cartographies of impoverishment with the conviction that careful at-
tention to seemingly intractable life circumstances offers new insights for 
the anthropology of the state and neoliberalism, critical studies of multi-
culturalism, the anthropology of the senses, the South Asian diaspora, and 
the per for mance of a global body. At its heart, this book seeks to under-
stand what it means to live in a state of precarity and liminality as a subject 
of globalization and late capitalism.
chapter one
BODIES AND BUREAUCRACIES
Moving to Ontario is one of the most impor tant choices you  will ever make. Ontario 
is a land of opportunity. It is a prosperous, demo cratic society built by the hard work 
of generations of immigrants. We hope that you  will decide to make Ontario your new 
home. Our  people are our greatest asset, and we welcome the talent and energy that 
newcomers bring to our province. In return, we offer opportunities and a quality of life 
that are second to none.— global experience ontario
Canada has the highest educated taxi  drivers in the world.— interview with 
faisal, president of a Pakistani- Canadian or ga ni za tion for businessmen
Khudija had been called to the front of the class by June, the instructor, and 
was told to sit as if she  were at a job interview. June looked at her and said, 
“Always dress in plain clothes and in plain colors,” which Khudija was 
wearing. An audience member called out that she needed to be more re-
laxed. Khudija shifted in her seat. June began calling out vari ous instructions 
in the style of a drill sergeant: “Never put your bag on the  table  because it’s 
not your  table— put it on the floor, it’s a sign of re spect.” Khudija fidgeted 
with her bag before putting it at her feet. June continued focusing on what 
Khudija was  doing wrong. “It’s alright to put your arm on the  table, but 
 don’t lean on it;  there is no right or wrong, but just  don’t be too forward; 
 women can cross their legs, but  don’t switch crossing them too often, and 
 don’t tap your feet; be on time, get  there early, take off your jacket  because 
your appearance is very impor tant; prepare your language, do not translate 
in your head; use  simple sentences; have a firm handshake; change your 
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name if it’s hard to pronounce; be aware of nonverbal be hav ior;  don’t wear 
bright colors, and keep your traditional dress at home.” Another member of 
the class called out, “It’s like being a robot.”
When class was dismissed, the participants shuffled out for lunch, but 
Khudija stayed and began eating her sandwich at the  table. I  didn’t want 
to intrude, so I gathered my belongings and started to leave. “You know 
what they need to do?” she said suddenly. I turned around and asked, “No, 
what?” “The government needs to tell us we need to go through cycles 
[meaning that assimilation or integration takes time], and embassies back 
home should guide us better. I came to Canada  because Canada said they 
wanted engineers.  Here I am without a job.” Despite the workshop’s ad-
vertised focus of helping foreign- trained engineers find jobs, none of the 
instruction had considered the role of professional regulating bodies, how 
to get one’s foreign credentials recognized, or even how to retrain for a 
diff er ent job in engineering. As Khudija and I learned that day, finding 
work meant learning what to wear and how to move one’s body.  These 
seminar instructors seem to imply that bodies can be rehabilitated— albeit 
 piecemeal—by removing the shalwar cameeze, taking a shower, rehearsing 
an effective seven- second first impression, and making eye contact.
Khudija seemed small in that big room. The classroom had all the refer-
ents of institutional architecture and style— a brownish façade, polyester 
and metal chairs, large functional  tables, and a blackboard. Khudija was in 
her thirties and had migrated alone from Karachi  under the skilled- worker 
class. She had been living with her parents in Pakistan and was unsure if 
she wanted to get married; instead, she chose a life abroad as a potential 
escape from their expectations. But life in Toronto was not what she had 
expected. Despite being a professional engineer, she was working full- time 
at a large theme park on the border of the Greater Toronto area selling fast 
food. Further demoralizing to her was that the government had required 
her to prove she had $10,000 before she could enter the country, which 
left her feeling exploited. She explained, “To get a license [as an engineer] 
you need one year [of ] experience in Canada; to get experience you need a 
license. The peo [Professional Engineers of Ontario] requires engineers to 
apply for a license, and if you  don’t have experience you take four courses 
at $800 each plus $200 for the exam. I was invited to come  here. Austra-
lia, New Zealand, Canada all have half- page ads in papers.” Khudija’s entry 
into the Canadian workforce had been tumultuous. Two diff er ent times 
she accepted work for which she was paid  under the  table, meaning it was 
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undocumented; the first time was for a public transportation com pany 
conducting research and the second time it was teaching computer pro-
grams to engineers. In both cases they accepted her work but ultimately did 
not pay her, and she found herself with no recourse  because all payment 
arrangements  were to be  under the  table. Khudija was a victim of precarious 
employment and increasing “flexibility” in global  labor regimes (Harvey 
1990). While she may have qualified for welfare, she told me, “I  don’t want 
government funds. I want to work.”  Later she admitted, “It’s hard for me to 
think of myself as unemployed. Every day I get up and I have nothing to do.”
In numerous conversations with Torontonians approaching this issue 
from diff er ent  angles— government agents, nonprofit workers, activists, 
journalists, and everyday citizens— the foreign- trained- professionals prob lem 
is universally understood as a prob lem of bureaucracy. For instance, one 
after noon in August I was invited to the home of Kate, a local nonprofit 
worker and activist who had collaborated with a local employment- equity 
or ga ni za tion to author a document on flexible  labor. She was also part of 
a study that examined the racial politics of hiring practices for temporary 
work agencies. They found that some local employers  were trying to get 
temporary agencies to send them candidates with specific racial character-
istics; in other words, they wanted white workers. As we sat in her back-
yard garden sipping lemonade, Kate pegged the unemployment of skilled 
immigrant workers as a prob lem that starts with the bureaucratic lack of 
coordination between the federal government’s management of immigra-
tion and the provincial government’s management of  labor. Immigrants 
are funneled into settlement ser vices, where they often find they need to 
be retrained  because regulatory bodies, which control access to licensed 
professions,  will not accept their foreign credentials. This bureaucratic mis-
communication results in many taking survival jobs. This narrative, first 
told to me by Kate, was one I heard repeatedly and was provided as an al-
most self- evident explanation of how this could happen.  These  people, the 
story goes,  were tragically caught in bureaucratic entanglements.
Over time I came to interpret this narrative of bureaucratic inefficiency 
as symbolic of the strug gle to understand the role of government in the 
context of the rolling back of the welfare state. In  these accounts, bureau-
cracy is impersonal and painfully rational. Foreign- trained professionals are 
mere casualties of this efficiency. Rather than addressing  these bureaucratic 
shortcomings, the government has further intensified the bureaucratic 
matrix by funneling money into settlement- services agencies, which treat 
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unemployment as a prob lem of the body and attempt to remold foreign 
bodies into modern global workers. The body is stripped bare to the skin, 
whereby its color, adornments, and movements mark the condition of one’s 
belonging— and this happens when  people are at their most vulnerable.
In this context, classrooms are the site of affective encounters between 
strange bodies and  those who serve as gatekeepers of inclusion, illuminat-
ing the legacy of colonialism and the failures of the multicultural proj ect. 
As Sara Ahmed suggests, “Through strange encounters, the figure of the 
‘stranger’ is produced, not as that which we fail to recognize, but as that 
which we have already recognized as ‘a stranger.’ . . .  The alien stranger is 
hence, not beyond  human, but a mechanism for allowing us to face that 
which we have already designated as the beyond ” (2000: 3; original empha-
sis). The rehabilitation of the immigrant body is based on the fantasy pro-
jection of an ideal worker who is to be constructed in the space of  these 
workshops, where what constitutes appropriate bodily comportment for 
 women is a racialized and gendered imagining of a global worker.  Here we 
see the reinscription of Orientalist and colonial conceptions of a wild 
Other in need of domestication. I use the word “domestication” rather than 
“disciplining”  because it references the taming of something wild, a kind 
of breaking in, like the training of a pet. To domesticate something is to 
make it  house broken, with broken being the operative word, involving the 
breaking down and rebuilding of bodies in the name of modernity and pro g-
ress. From the seat of sensation, immigrant  women’s bodies are mea sured, 
deciphered, and codified as part of the metric of  belonging.
Government- funded workshops are a critical site for racializing immi-
grant bodies as  those refusing to conform to global economic standards. 
In the context of the global market, Pakistanis are decent workers as long as 
they stay in Pakistan; as immigrants to Toronto, they are  matter out of place. 
 These racial proj ects always and already see markers of race as problematic, 
and in  these contexts, race is read as an obstacle regardless of skills. On the 
ground, culture or racialized difference is still an obstacle in a skilled immi-
grant worker’s search for employment in Canada. Thus, culture and racial-
ized bodily difference become barriers to full inclusion in the multicultural 
nation- state, which is predicated on accepting cultural difference. This is 
not simply a critique of multiculturalism— that Canada is not multicul-
tural enough— but rather a demonstration of the contradiction that lies 
at the heart of multiculturalism when it operates as it is supposed to. In 
practice, multiculturalism concerns questions of food,  music, and clothing, 
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but not economic integration. This pro cess leaves untouched not only so-
cial inequities in Canadian society, but deep- rooted inequalities in global 
capitalism.
 These pro cesses of domestication,  these strange encounters, have a fun-
damental flaw: they are doomed to fail. Regardless of  whether Pakistani 
 women change their names, clothes, or smells,  there are systemic barriers to 
their unemployment; some are easier to see, such as the nonrecognition of 
their foreign credentials, and some are less apparent, such as the inherent 
racism in discriminatory hiring practices. While racist imaginings of the 
ideal worker are still prevalent in con temporary Canada, as illustrated by 
Kate’s study,  these concerns are never explic itly addressed at the level of the 
everyday. As Kate illustrated, the most discussed explanation of the per sis-
tence of the foreign- trained- professionals prob lem is that of bureaucratic 
entanglements.  These popu lar narratives, however, do not link bureaucratic 
functioning with racist ideologies. This chapter works to do just that by 
juxtaposing transformations in governance with their real- life implications 
in places like settlement- services agencies, painting a picture of the mate-
rial and ideological barriers foreign- trained professionals face. I begin by 
explaining the bureaucratic matrix in place, including shifts in immigration 
policy as they pertain to  labor and the role of regulatory bodies as gatekeep-
ers. I then take a close look at the changing nature of work as expectations 
shift  toward models of flexibility and adaptability in late capitalism, which 
themselves undergird transformations in immigration policy. Within that 
context, I situate and examine the practices of settlement ser vices agencies as 
sites of strange encounters. Ultimately, we see how bureaucracy in Can-
ada is not neutral, rational, or hygienic, but rather bureaucratic practice is 
a per for mance of neutrality and rationality. When faced with the irratio-
nality of Other bodies, the constructedness of this per for mance becomes 
apparent and throws into stark relief the contradictions between multicul-
tural policy and practice.
Bureaucratic Entanglements
Zubeidah is the person I had the most contact with in the field. She was 
my ally and friend. She was a counselor at the Center and in contrast to 
the unemployment workshop leaders, she understood the par tic u lar chal-
lenges and obstacles her clients faced. Her expertise was in one on one 
counseling. When we met she had been in Toronto for four years and had 
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yet to feel  established. Her husband had applied for entry hoping for a bet-
ter life for the  family, and ultimately left  behind his job as an engineer in 
Pakistan. Before moving to Canada, Zubeidah ran a charity school for the 
underprivileged, worked in fundraising, and volunteered at a  women’s or-
ga ni za tion. She told me that she had a diff er ent picture of Canada before 
arriving. She thought it would be “a life without worries,” but that they 
could always change their mind and go back if it did not work out. The 
pro cess of immigration took two years, which is relatively fast compared 
to the average of six. Ultimately, she told me, it was the po liti cal situation 
that compelled them to leave Pakistan permanently, though she was reluc-
tant to go into detail, perhaps wanting to leave the past in the past. For the 
first eight months her husband was unemployed and heard repeatedly that 
he was overqualified and possessed no Canadian experience, an exclusion-
ary tactic that makes it almost impossible for new immigrants to establish 
themselves. One needs Canadian experience to find a job, but one needs a 
job to get Canadian experience.
Zubeidah said she felt disappointed in Canada  because her life had com-
pletely changed. Her husband was working in sales and telemarketing to 
make ends meet, but still hoping one day to be able to return to engineer-
ing.  Because of their financial difficulties in the first few years, she worked 
at Walmart as a sales associate in cosmetics and jewelry during the day, 
while her husband’s job in telemarketing had him working at night. When 
she worked for Walmart she would leave home at 7:30 am and get back by 
6 pm, while her husband worked from 3 pm to 1 am, which only allowed 
them to communicate through phone calls and notes. In my conversations 
with Zubeidah it was clear that diff er ent axes of identity including race, 
gender, class, and religion exacerbated her feelings of marginalization and 
increasing precarity. She said, “We felt  things that all newcomers feel, only, 
at the time we thought it was just us, but now I know that all newcomers 
feel  these  things.” They felt frustrated, desperate, and not fully established, 
waiting and hoping for better opportunities to materialize.
As Zubeidah’s situation illustrates, contrary to a teleology of pro gress 
and improvement endemic to global pro cesses,  things have actually gotten 
substantially worse for skilled immigrant workers.  Until 1980, new immi-
grants earned approximately 80   percent of the wage of a Canadian- born 
worker (Grady 2009: 28). Foreign- trained doctors and engineers arriving 
in the 1980s  were more likely to find work in their professions than  those 
arriving in the 1990s. For instance, a foreign- trained doctor arriving before 
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1980 had a 92   percent chance of working in medicine (not necessarily as 
a doctor) in Canada, but only 55   percent had that chance in 2001. Only 
26  percent of foreign- trained engineers currently work as engineers (Boyd 
and Schellenberg 2008: 4, 5, 6). The trend is overwhelmingly one of decline.
In order to understand the downward mobility of foreign- trained pro-
fessionals, it is impor tant to situate this moment in longer histories of 
Canadian immigration policies, which over time have both helped and 
hindered transnational  labor migration while also encouraging models of 
flexibility and adaptability.1 In 1967, Canada introduced the points system 
in order to relieve the burdens of sponsored immigration, which resulted 
in the targeting of highly skilled and educated immigrants. The new system 
afforded immigrants points on a scale that marked their ability to “fit in” in 
Canada.2 Since the 1970s, immigration to Canada from Asia, the  Middle 
East, South Amer i ca, and Africa has increased dramatically. Over time, 
the criteria  under the points system have changed, as has the focus on oc-
cupational needs for skilled workers in the economy. In the 1967 model, 
the occupational categories comprised demand for one’s occupation and 
a pre- arranged employment offer totaled twenty- five out of the pos si ble 
100 points.  These criteria have shifted  toward models of adaptability, as 
outlined below.  Until the mid-1980s, Ottawa had been permitted to regu-
late immigration based on economic growth or decline in Canada. At that 
point, Brian Mulroney’s government reformed immigration, resulting in 
increased immigration levels. His government kept the  family- reunification 
class open in order to win votes from minority populations, but added the 
investor stream3 for  those with a net personal worth of more than $500,000 
(Abu- Laban and Gabriel 2002).
Throughout that de cade, the Canadian government allocated funding for 
a number of “settlement ser vices” aimed at integrating Canada’s immigrant, 
ethnic, and minority groups. Around this time, multicultural policy came 
into practice, which changed the framework for immigrant integration in 
Toronto. In addition to Indigenous  people and the notion of the two “found-
ing nations” (British and French), new cultural groups began to make claims 
on the multicultural state (Abu- Laban 2004). Thus, multiculturalism was de-
veloping at the same time that the welfare state was unraveling, but it was an 
in effec tive solution to the material changes in citizens’ lives.
During the 1990s, the postwar Keynesian welfare state dissolved and 
brought a shift from short- term changes to a more long- term understand-
ing of economic growth.4 The government of Canada’s Liberal Party of Jean 
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Chretien, who served as prime minister from 1993–2003, created a new 
age of immigration by shifting  toward neoliberal logics of integration and 
immigrant self- sufficiency (Abu- Laban 2004). Reinforced by the events of 
September 11, 2001, immigration policy was defined by three  factors: the 
promotion of immigrant integration, attracting self- sufficient immigrants, 
and increased border security. While integration is a term that predates 
Chretien’s government, it became a crucial hallmark of his mandate.5
In the 1990s, the government allowed more skilled workers to enter the 
country in an attempt to improve  labor- market per for mance. The source 
countries for immigration also changed, as did language and work expe-
rience, resulting in a dramatic deterioration of the success of immigrant 
workers (Grady 2009). Increased immigration from Asia, Africa, and the 
 Middle East (i.e., more nonwhite immigrants), and the less successful in-
tegration of  those new immigrants, exacerbated the issue of legibility and 
drew attention to the practice of multiculturalism, in which inclusion did 
not seem to include economic integration for racialized  people. Rather 
than acknowledging structural prob lems, the state put the responsibility 
on the individual worker to be entrepreneurial so that her individual fail-
ure was not seen as a failure of multicultural integration. Rhe torics of flex-
ibility and adaptability in immigration policy have also been critical to the 
increasing marginalization of foreign- trained workers. A crucial shift that 
dramatically impacted the foreign- trained- professionals prob lem occurred 
in 1993, when the points system was modified to emphasize education over 
specific job skills; this shift was called the “ human capital” approach, in 
contrast to the “occupational needs” approach, which finds immigrants to 
fill par tic u lar job needs (Grady 2009). Also privileged in the  human- capital 
model is the ability of well- educated immigrants to adapt to the changing 
environment. Instead of points being allocated on the basis of profession, 
potential immigrants are now assessed in terms of their adaptability.
According to Citizenship and Immigration Canada, the “Adaptability 
 Factor” was introduced in 2002 with the intention of affording points 
for personal features that may enhance one’s ability to become success-
fully established in Canada, such as a partner’s education, previous work in 
Canada, previous study in Canada, or arranged employment (Immigration 
and Refugee Protection Act 2002). Instead of points awarded on the basis 
of education or profession, now new immigrants would be assessed in terms 
of adaptability. However, in practice many immigrants who proved their 
potential to adapt  were never given the opportunity to work in their field. 
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While the  human- capital model has been used in Canada, in other countries 
skilled mi grants arrive for specific types of work, and  those with skills that are 
in high demand are given preference (Keung 2008).  Under the current Ca-
nadian system,  there is no correlation between the points system, the need for 
an immigrant’s skills in the current job market, and the chance that Cana-
dian employers and the professional regulatory bodies  will recognize the im-
migrant’s credentials.6  These issues are exacerbated by the fact that  there are 
three levels of bureaucracy that affect immigrants, yet none work together.
First, through a division of the federal government called Citizenship 
and Immigration Canada, the federal government manages immigration 
with stringent rules and high costs for admitting mi grants. At this federal 
level, responsibilities are divided between this department and  Human Re-
sources and Social Development Canada. The first  handles se lection and 
settlement, while the latter is responsible for the  labor market in general, 
though not specifically the  labor of immigrants. Therefore,  there is no fed-
eral department that  handles the integration of immigrants into the  labor 
market (Alboim and McIsaac 2007).
At the provincial level, the government manages job and language train-
ing. But  because  there is  little communication between the federal and pro-
vincial governments, immigrants are recruited without a sense of provincial 
needs. In addition,  there are approximately 400 self- regulated professional 
and trade regulatory bodies— thirty- five in Ontario— that set entry and 
training requirements, determine standards, and decide on the informa-
tion they need to assess qualifications and credentials. Each regulatory 
body in Ontario is responsible for determining  whether candidates may 
enter par tic u lar professions. As Kate and  others believe, miscommunica-
tion between bureaucrats at diff er ent levels of government spins a web of 
bureaucratic entanglements in which individuals get caught.
Fi nally, at the municipal or local level,  there is the intricate network of 
settlement ser vices. The result is a model of governance in which both non-
profit governmental organ izations and charitable organ izations step in to 
fill the gaps left by the decline of the welfare state. Responsibility for the 
settlement of new immigrants now lies with state- funded, privately run 
organ izations that have the task of integration— itself a po liti cally charged 
concept utilized in government policy. Further, this practice of governance 
demonstrates a disjuncture between the rhe toric, policy, and daily practice 
of multiculturalism in Canada, which promises universal inclusion and yet 
marginalizes new immigrants.
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Thus, the unemployment and underemployment of skilled immigrant 
workers in Toronto is sustained and naturalized at the intersection of dif-
fer ent modes of governance and attitudes about race. Currently,  there is 
a neoliberal scenario in which the state is still very much pres ent: Cana-
dian ideals of multiculturalism (including of openness to immigrants and 
cultural inclusion) still shape some parts of Canada’s immigration policies, 
but  these coexist with contradictory  labor policies. This inconsistency cre-
ates the conditions within which immigrants can enter the country and 
try to find work, but then realize that once they arrive any failures at accul-
turation are understood as private and personal. Regulatory bodies have a 
deeply problematic role  here; though they hold a disproportionate amount 
of control over the pro cess, they are, themselves, un regu la ted. Thus, bar-
riers to their employment, such as discriminatory practices by regulatory 
bodies that are detailed below, become recast as an individual failure and 
leave  people like Zubeidah and her husband in a holding pattern waiting 
for something to materialize. In this system, the presumption is that em-
ployment is granted through a system of meritocracy, which ignores the 
material (nonrecognition of their credentials) and ideological (racism) bar-
riers immigrants seeking work may face.
Regulating Professions
I met Sana at the same engineering session where I met Khudija. Sana 
firmly believed that only local engineers get internships  because companies 
only want  those locally trained. “The only useful part of  these workshops,” 
she asserted, “is the résumé component.” She felt that if someone was tak-
ing a course in a settlement- services agency, that person should qualify for 
employment through  federal labor programs, or that it would be more use-
ful for them to update their knowledge of professional software programs 
instead of learning how to shake hands. She revealed to me that she had 
recently stopped friends from migrating to Canada. In fact, she admitted, 
“I was told not to come, too— they  don’t need skilled  labor  here, you just 
immigrate for low- level jobs. If they want  people for cashiers, they should 
recruit  these  people.” Sana had worked for a multinational corporation in 
Pakistan, but this experience did not count in Canada, so she had begun 
taking equivalency courses at the University of Toronto. She said, “The 
courses at U of T are the same as I took back home. wes [World Education 
Ser vices] has their own equivalency; every one has their own equivalency. 
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What’s the use if  there’s no standard? They just want to take money from 
you.” While the majority of skilled workers who apply for jobs are trained 
for regulated professions, the regulating pro cess is as frustrating and myste-
rious to new immigrants as it is to the nonprofit workers charged with the 
task of helping them through it.
In order to work in one of the regulated professions in Ontario, skilled 
immigrant workers are required to submit their credentials to provincial 
regulatory bodies to be licensed. To acquire such recognition, they are 
often required to take further courses, like Sana was  doing, complete exams, 
and work  under supervision for a set amount of time. Approximately 
20   percent of the Canadian workforce consists of regulated professions,7 
yet regulations vary among provinces and professions. According to the 
government of Ontario, that means that “professions themselves set their 
own standards and register members of the profession.”  There is no univer-
sal definition for a self- regulated profession, yet the government of Ontario 
has given thirty- five regulatory bodies the authority to approve who can 
practice in certain fields.  Those regulatory bodies serve as gatekeepers to 
professions such as dental surgery, nursing, optometry, midwifery, occupa-
tional therapy, architecture, law, social work, and teaching.8 Twenty- two 
of them are in healthcare. The regulatory bodies vary considerably in size, 
capacity, and methodology; some conduct academic and other assessments 
internally, while  others rely on national bodies to assess qualifications. 
Often  there are no specific provisions on how to address the credentials of 
foreign- trained professionals.9
The shift to adaptability in immigration policy— from par tic u lar profes-
sions to transferable skills— has made credentialing even more difficult.10 
 There is no single government agency or department (at the provincial or 
federal level) that deals with accreditation, and  there is no universal system 
in place to evaluate foreign credentials. Further, they often do not have the 
knowledge or experience to deal with educational systems in other coun-
tries (Zaman 2006). The issues with accreditation that I identified involve 
skill utilization on the  labor market, recognition of foreign credentials, in-
tegration of skills, and discrimination. Vague terms circulate throughout 
the credentialing pro cess, such as “ensuring a candidate’s education is equiv-
alent” or “substantially equivalent” or “comparable to Canadian trained” 
(Ontario Immigration 2005b).
Engineering is one of the few fields that has been well researched. It has 
the largest group of immigrant professionals waiting to become licensed, 
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and exemplifies the difficulties new immigrants encounter when dealing 
with regulatory bodies. The Ontario Society of Professional Engineers, a 
professional advocacy or ga ni za tion, reported over 40,000 foreign- trained 
engineers in Ontario between 1996 and 2002.11 Since 1937, the Professional 
Engineers of Ontario (peo) has had exclusive rights to license engineers to 
practice in Ontario. This self- governing association is the largest engineer-
ing regulatory body in Canada, with more than 66,000 licensed members. 
The peo has the power to develop prerequisites (including training and 
experience criteria) as well as establish a code of ethics for all engineers in 
Ontario, a final criterion being that they must be “of good character and 
reputation” as determined by the peo (Girard and Bauder 2007: 41–42).12
As early as 1989, a provincial task force determined that access to regu-
lated professions in Ontario was unfair and unequal, stemming from the 
fact that academic credentials and work experience  were devalued, exclu-
sionary tactics  were being used, unnecessary testing was required, and 
requirements  were constantly changing (Cumming et al. 1989). In response, 
the Ontario government contracted an in de pen dent or ga ni za tion, World 
Education Ser vices (wes), to assess credentials, which  were more often 
that not described as useless by the  women with whom I spoke. As Sana 
pointed out, the results  were not always accepted by diff er ent employers, 
who insisted on their own assessments. I spoke with Dennis, a representa-
tive of wes, to get another perspective on the ser vice.
 There are currently three organ izations designated by the Canadian gov-
ernment that can assess foreign credentials: Comparative Education Ser vice 
at the University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies, International 
Credential Assessment Ser vice of Canada, and World Education Ser vices. 
I focus on the latter  because it was the one most often used by the  women 
with whom I spoke and the one almost exclusively recommended by the 
workshops in which I participated. wes is a nonprofit agency founded in 
1974 in the United States and has been in Canada since 2000. It is desig-
nated by the minister of Citizenship and Immigration Canada to provide 
assessments of foreign education and credentials. Each assessment costs $180 
or $280 for  those wanting a course- by- course analy sis, which wes requires 
for education licensing and regulation.13 When I asked Dennis how  people 
hear about wes, he said, “Outside of Ontario,  we’re referred to by Visa 
offices.” It was difficult to get Dennis to explain their credentialing pro cess. 
In response to questions, he would continually hand me another brochure 
describing a diff er ent aspect of their ser vice. For example, wes  will consider 
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 whether the degree- granting institution in one’s home country is recog-
nized by the Ministry of Education in that person’s home country. If not, 
the report that wes produces to assess one’s credentials  will be written dif-
ferently. According to Dennis, “For example, considering a bachelor of civil 
engineering from China, what  were the admission requirements? Exams 
taken, high school finished? But it varies from institution to institution. 
When it comes to evaluation, it’s not based on course matching, if  you’re 
missing one course, [that]  doesn’t mean you  can’t get the equivalent; we 
look into the scope of programs, the depth of programs. We give equiva-
lency when we can find similar programs of study in the Canadian system.” 
The widespread prob lem is that their findings are not accepted everywhere, 
effectively making them of  little value.
Each time an evaluation occurs, it is a subjective review of an individual’s 
credentials— and of the individual herself, particularly noted in the fact that 
the final criterion by which engineers (among those in other professions) 
are accredited is that they must be “of good character and reputation,” an in-
herently subjective assessment. When Sana arrived in Canada, she found that 
recruiters would not even accept her résumé. She had recently attended a job 
fair or ga nized by a settlement- services agency, but she said it was “a waste of 
time for engineers,” as not a single engineering firm attended. “Why  can’t we 
work  here?” she asked. The Canadian multicultural rhe toric of adaptability 
and transferability comes into stark relief through the discrepancy between 
the system as envisioned and the real- life actions of the  people responsible 
for implementing it. Transferability implies the ability to transfer skills, cre-
dentials, and accomplishments from one cultural context to another. What 
occurs, however, is a global hierarchy of class and accomplishment in which 
skills and achievements cultivated in a diff er ent cultural context are rendered 
not just inadequate, but incommensurable in Toronto.14
An example from the Center demonstrates the bureaucratic obstacles 
concerning regulatory bodies that  these  women encounter. One day early 
in July I attended a workshop on teaching qualifications, more specifically 
what a group of South Asian  women could do with foreign teacher train-
ing.  There  were two representatives from the Ontario College of Teach-
ers, which regulates the profession. One of the attendees that day, Uma, 
had been working as a teacher in India for eigh teen years and was upset at 
the prospect of paying $10,000 more for training. To teach in Ontario, at 
the time of my fieldwork, one needed at least a three- year university de-
gree and one year of teacher training.  There  were approximately fourteen 
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 requirements that  people needed to fulfill in order to have their foreign cre-
dentials evaluated. During the workshop  there was a debate over the need 
for official documents from institutions where one received their training. 
Uma argued that it is difficult to get documents from India, which is why 
she paid the embassy a large amount of money to have her documents trans-
lated and stamped with an official seal before migrating. Zubeidah, in her 
role as counselor, added that an adverse po liti cal situation may also make 
it difficult to get documents mailed out of a country. The two presenters 
asserted that  there was no flexibility in this policy.  After they left, the par-
ticipants spoke with frustration about how it would take about two years to 
get  those kinds of documents from India or Pakistan. The Ontario College 
of Teachers charged $409 for evaluations, $100 of which was the mem-
bership fee to the or ga ni za tion, which is not refunded if an application is 
rejected. When I asked the representative about that, she assured me that 
the  women would get a tax break, which to her was a substantial benefit. 
 There was  little understanding of the injury  these roadblocks created. A tax 
break would not offer someone back her time or resources if she  were to 
be denied, let alone remunerate her for the loss of wages during that time.
The regulating bodies operate with a logic of bureaucratic efficiency that 
fails to take into account the everyday obstacles  people can encounter and 
the urgency of their situations. Part of the bureaucratic pres ent consists of 
rationalizing logics that are inconsistent with real- world realities. The fact 
that it would take two years to get documents sent from India or Pakistan 
is incommensurate with bureaucratic logics in place to understand them as 
foreign workers. Hage (2009) theorizes that  there is an “existential mobil-
ity,” the “sense that one is  going somewhere,” that is a feature of the con-
temporary moment. “Even when the bus does not come, even when  people 
are feeling stuck in a queue that is not moving, they heroically keep on 
queuing. And this is self- reproducing: the more one waits and invests in 
waiting, the more reluctant one is to stop waiting.” Thus, Hage points to 
the way  people must bargain with themselves and with larger social forces 
at play to justify their life choices. The more time one puts in, the more 
likely one is to put more in— a phenomenon I witnessed in the space of set-
tlement centers, as  women came in day  after day to work on résumés, send 
them to potential employers, and attend workshops and social gatherings. 
Always and ever pres ent in their minds was their unemployment and the 
wait for something to materialize. Workers participate in this waiting, and 
diff er ent modalities of governance work in tandem to discipline subjects in 
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this task. The two years it might take to get documents mailed from Paki-
stan or India is inconsequential to regulating bodies, but that length of wait 
time has the effect of slowing the settlement pro cess, using up savings, and 
forcing workers into temporary, contingent  labor.
The systematic mistreatment and devaluation of immigrant  women 
workers is overlooked  because of the ways neoliberal logics individualize 
success or failure on the job market, which are actually indicative of state 
failures  under late capitalism, but which do not erase racial politics that came 
before. Instead of addressing social in equality, the Adaptability  Factor in 
Canadian immigration policy calls for the increasing flexibility of workers. 
The imperative to be a “flexible worker” (and the failure to perform as one) 
becomes a site of individualized failure. This kind of per for mance, or will-
ingness to be flexible, while being central to con temporary configurations 
of work, has historical pre ce dents.
Adapting to Late Capitalism
The discourse of adaptability- as- flexibility has famously been theorized as a 
condition of postmodernity endemic to transformations in  labor, from the 
factory to flexible accumulation. David Harvey’s (1990) work on flexibility 
is widely used in anthropological theory to understand the changing nature 
of work since the 1970s. Characterized by “flexibility with re spect to  labor 
pro cesses,  labor markets, products, and patterns of consumption,” flexible 
accumulation, in Harvey’s terms, arose in contrast to the rigidities of Ford-
ism (Harvey 1990: 147). Fordism refers to a system of  labor exemplified by 
the emergence of factory- line assembly  labor as a system of mass produc-
tion. While it took hold in the post– World War II period (from the late 
1940s to 1960), its roots  were in Henry Ford’s early-1900s Dearborn, Mich-
igan, assembly plant.  There, Ford developed a system that deskilled  labor so 
that the  people who performed it could be interchangeable. Workers had to 
be socialized into this form of  labor, which required long hours of tedious 
movements. For their work, laborers would receive a  middle- class income 
to be able to live a  middle- class lifestyle (Lewellen 2002). This system trans-
formed through the intensification of the circulation of capital and goods 
across national bound aries and is what Harvey calls flexible accumulation. 
Some have articulated this transition as one in response to the rigidities 
of Fordism. For example, Emily Martin (1994) has written of this transi-
tion: “Gone is the linear work sequence of the moving assembly line, its 
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machinery dedicated to mass production and mass marketing. Instead, the 
or ga ni za tion is a fleeting, fluid network of alliances, a highly decoupled 
and dynamic form with  great orga nizational flexibility” (209). Flexible 
accumulation “is characterized by the emergence of entirely new sectors 
of production, new ways of providing financial ser vices, new markets, and 
above all, greatly intensified rates of commercial, technological, and orga-
nizational innovation” (209). This flexibility moved beyond the circulation 
of capital and goods and led to transformations in the nature of  labor itself.
As discourses of flexible  labor regimes suggest, flexibility in the new 
global economy calls for accepting temporary, contract, or part- time work 
for low wages, no benefits, no sick leave, no pension, and no insurance. 
According to Henry and Franzway (1993), flexibility refers to a number 
of diff er ent practices (some potentially competing): financial flexibility 
(wages); numerical flexibility (hours, workloads, or numbers of workers); 
and functional flexibility (multi- skilling and broad- banding). The area of 
numerical flexibility has posed the most prob lems for  women workers and 
for  unions, as it is associated with casual, part- time, and nontraditional 
working arrangements. Almost all  labor  battles of the 1990s focused not 
on wage issues, but on the enforced casualization of  labor (e.g., the United 
Postal Ser vice workers’ stand against “part- time Amer i ca”) (Klein 2000). 
Corporate logic is increasingly geared  toward a reserve of part- time, tem-
porary, and freelance workers. Production is increasingly relegated to 
contractors, but clerks are still used to sell products at points of purchase. 
This corporate logic has been successful in delegitimating clerks as workers 
in need of job security, livable wages, and benefits. Retail and ser vice em-
ployees are infantilized as  those earning pocket money over  those relying 
on paychecks. In the United States, ser vice and retail work now account for 
at least 75  percent of total employment and Walmart is the largest private 
employer in the United States. Many of the same corporations not offering 
livable wages to their clerks are also the same corporations that do business 
in export pro cessing zones (areas that are sealed from local governments, 
where goods are manufactured with no import or export duties), reduc-
ing their obligations to workers at both the production and ser vice ends. 
In Canada, one third of part- time workers want but cannot find full- time 
work. The part- time classification is often a technicality, such that workers 
are kept just  under the forty- hour mark so companies do not have to pay 
overtime benefits or even guarantee full- time hours.
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 Women have suffered the impact of global transformations, as they have 
become the model flexible worker. On the global market, precarity emerges 
through vari ous practices that promote adaptability and result in making 
 women into cheap workers. Anthropologists have problematized the ways 
multinational corporations have incorporated  women as a reserve pool of 
 labor (Fernandez- Kelly 1983; Ong 1987). As Freeman (2000) argues, “Why 
and how  women’s  labor comes to be defined as cheap is, in fact, a complex 
pro cess in which gender is created, contested, and refashioned in par tic u lar, 
culturally specific ways.  Women are no more ‘naturally’ cheap  labor than 
they are ‘naturally’ docile or nimble fingered relative to men” (106). Thus, the 
devaluation of  women’s work is a result of social and cultural practices that 
systematically devalue  women themselves.
 There is a significant body of lit er a ture on  women in increasingly femi-
nized  labor regimes, ranging from care work as nannies or nurses to the ser-
vice industry, due to what is understood to be  women’s inherent patience 
and motherly abilities (Boris and Parreñas 2010; Calliste 1993; Das Gupta 
2009; Flynn 2009).  Women are understood to be perfect for work in under-
paid and undervalued offices as part- time, temporary, or casual workers. 
Seen as wives and  mothers, their work is not considered a priority in their 
lives, but instead is a way to supplement the income of their husbands or 
provide pocket money. Professional immigrant  women enter survival jobs 
that they  will likely never leave—an adaptation that appears to be aberrant 
but is actually intrinsic to the racial regime that deskills workers. This turn 
 toward adaptable  labor regimes exists within a neoliberal logic of self- care, 
so that not only is responsibility for success relegated to the individual (with 
 little risk to governmental pro cesses), but it is to blame for what is per-
ceived as the immigrant’s own inability to succeed. Immigrant  women also 
face additional financial and time constraints, such as supporting their fam-
ilies while paying to upgrade their skills (Zaman 2006), what Hochschild 
(2012) has called “the second shift.” Thus flexibility in this pro cess means 
waiting; tolerating bureaucracy; and adapting to  little work, few benefits, 
and inequitable treatment, all of which ultimately leads to precarity. A lived 
experience illustrates the frustration of  these demands to be flexible.
One cold after noon I went to meet Saima, a particularly disheartened 
participant from one of the many unemployment workshops I attended. 
Her story is indicative of  those of other  women I met through centers for 
foreign- trained professionals. Saima was a pharmacist from Karachi who 
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had earned her Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy from the University of 
Sindh in Hyderabad. She had a raspy voice and was in her mid- thirties. 
When we met, she had been unemployed for three years while she actively 
searched for work, sending her résumé to any and all organ izations that 
seemed pos si ble. She had even deci ded to return to school and had re-
ceived her diploma as a pharmacy technician. She was very talkative and 
out spoken about her experiences looking for a job, at times becoming pas-
sionate about them. She asserted, “I have the education, and experience, 
and yet no one  will hire me.” She now believes that “in Canada you have 
to complain about your prob lems openly or every one  will think you are all 
right,” an affective sensibility she was uncomfortable with, accustomed as 
she was to keeping her prob lems to herself.
Saima had moved to Toronto alone as a single applicant. She waited 
at length in Pakistan for a visa, which was followed by the rush to get to 
Canada and find work immediately upon arrival. She had not returned to 
Pakistan to visit since she left. She said she would visit one day, but would 
never live  there again  because she considered it to be po liti cally unstable. 
Saima had spoken to me as if I was a bureaucrat  until she learned that my 
 mother is Pakistani, at which point she began talking to me more like a 
friend and less like a government worker. She said it “feels like Indians and 
Pakistanis  don’t stick together in Canada— they’re scared, we need unity.” 
Although she said she feels Canada is her country, she believes “they  don’t 
like our  people,” pointing to the systemic and sustained racial discrimina-
tion she felt. She went on to say, “I was in de pen dent in Pakistan. It  doesn’t 
feel good  here  because I  don’t have a job.” She, like Zubeida, expressed feel-
ings of boredom and of having nothing to do, seemingly waiting for work 
to materialize. She asked me if her experience was similar to  those of other 
 women, and when I told her that yes, sadly, her experiences did resonate 
with  others, she seemed almost relieved.
Most of the  women I met participated in numerous workshops at a 
range of diff er ent settlement- services agencies. I found, somewhat surpris-
ingly, that the inability to find work  after participating in  these workshops 
did not necessarily mean that participants found them unhelpful. For in-
stance, Saima vacillated between blaming Toronto for her strug gles and 
blaming herself. She attended numerous workshops in settlement-ser vices 
agencies, but rather than blaming their content or the bureaucracy of regu-
latory bodies, she argued that she was not prepared enough and that she 
should have studied more. She seemed to be internalizing her inability to 
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get a job. This sentiment was echoed repeatedly by  women who felt that 
their qualifications did not  matter as much as how they presented them-
selves as  middle- class Canadians. “ There’s diversity  here,” Saima said, “but 
in a sense of dress,  people  don’t accept you. I only wear shalwar and cover 
my head at  home.”
Foreign- trained professionals are disciplined to the rhythms of late capi-
talism, which unevenly distributes what  were once  imagined to be rights 
and entitlements, and are taught to inhabit precarity as a regular feature of 
social life. Thus,  these kinds of classes maintain deep inequities in global 
capitalism by enabling the prospering of some to the detriment of  others. 
An attention to the everyday encounters with governmental and non- 
governmental agencies illustrates the mundane ways that such calls for 
adaptability are sustained, stretching out one’s sense of time in diaspora, 
trapped in a purgatorial bureaucratic matrix that strips  people of their 
former identities as professional workers and refashions them into down-
wardly mobile subjects.
Saima’s narrative illustrates the complicated dynamic of time and space 
in pro cesses of migration. Saima is in a state of waiting, feeling like she is 
 doing every thing she can on a day- to- day basis, with  little result. Saima was 
frustrated, unhappy, and vulnerable to  these global transformations in the 
meaning and exercise of work. Her waiting is representative of enduring un-
equal relations of power in late capitalism, which has reconfigured her from 
a successful pharmacist to an unemployed  woman of color, a downward 
mobility made pos si ble by immigration practices and seeming bureaucratic 
error, and yet treated as a result of her Otherness. She once  imagined herself 
to be a mobile worker, but found herself stuck in time, a flexible subject at 
the mercy of bureaucracy. As she waits she is made only too aware of dis-
parate power relations that reproduce her social location. In this context of 
calls for increasing flexibility or adaptability, bureaucracy and new modes 
of governance have intensified to take up the challenges of a devolving 
welfare state.
Settling Bodies
On a trip to Toronto in February 2010, I saw countless advertisements 
in subways announcing government- funded employment ser vices. A new 
set of advertisements had appeared that  were seemingly directed  toward 
Canadian employers— advertisements about hiring foreign- trained  women 
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workers, but not speaking with or to them. In the most popu lar advertise-
ment, colorful images of  women’s  faces sat above text that read, “You could 
look all over the world to find star employees. Or you could look at your 
employees from all over the world.” The smaller text read, “Internationally 
trained businesswomen are a valuable resource, yet often overlooked in the 
workplace. . . .  This Program is designed to help them overcome the cultural 
challenges they face in Canadian business and turn them into power house 
employees.” The voices of  women dis appear completely in  these advertise-
ments, as business and government interests converge regarding how best 
to use  these  women and their skills. In fine print, the ad had a logo for the 
province of Ontario,  under which was written that this program of skills 
training was funded by the provincial and federal government.
Rather than address bureaucratic shortcomings having to do with for-
eign accreditation or the practices of regulatory bodies, the bureaucratic 
matrix in Toronto has become intensified. A major transformation in 
Canadian society in the 1990s was the formation of the “shadow state” 
(Mitchell 2004), referring to the increasing scope and power of voluntary 
organ izations located between the state and its citizens.  These shadow- state 
institutions, such as settlement ser vices, are rapidly increasing, as is the de-
gree of control they have over the space between the state and its citizens. 
In Toronto, settlement ser vices have historically been constituted through 
voluntary self- help organ izations focused on ethnic and religious catego-
ries. The government used the pre- existing settlement- service infrastruc-
ture at the community level in order to channel funding to private providers 
(Siemiatycki et al. 2003).
 These institutions are not par tic u lar to Canada, but are found in many 
diff er ent cultural contexts. In India  there has been the emergence of 
“ gongos,” or governmental non- governmental agencies, charged with the 
task of  women’s empowerment (Sharma 2008). Similarly, Rose (1996a) has 
described the “quango- ization” of the state, referring to quasi- autonomous 
non- governmental organ izations. Quangos have proliferated to take over 
numerous governmental activities such as regulatory, planning, and (crucial 
in this discussion) educative functions (Rose 1996a: 56). Instead of decreas-
ing government involvement, the growth of  these organ izations introduces 
a new mode of governance marked by the creation of mechanisms that 
operate on their own.
The growth of the shadow state in Canada has been accompanied by a 
redefinition of the role of the state and its obligations in providing welfare. 
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This neoliberal turn corresponded with a decline in direct social ser-
vices provided by the government as the state began to contract ser vices 
to institutions. The government of former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney 
(1984–1993) used this model to limit the role of the Canadian welfare state 
dramatically, while still maintaining legitimacy despite a direct decline in 
social ser vices (Mitchell 2001: 167). Borrowing from former U.S. President 
Ronald Reagan, Mulroney and the Progressive Conservative Party used the 
liberal rhe toric of freedom and choice to mark this shift in the way ser-
vices  were provided. Mirroring the British Conservative Party Manifesto 
of 1979, the new state proclaimed, “In the community, we must do more to 
help  people to help themselves and the  family to look  after their own. We 
must also encourage the voluntary movement and self- help groups acting 
in partnership with statutory ser vices” (Mitchell 2001: 167). The rhe toric of 
“freedom” and “individual choice” entered the Canadian vernacular of so-
cial ser vices as citizens  were instructed to help themselves. On the ground, 
government resources have been funneled into settlement ser vices to resolve 
the prob lem of unemployment, rather than directly addressing issues re-
lated to the credentialing pro cess or the structural prob lems inherent in 
immigration policy.
Market logic has been extended to key state functions, such that even 
if direct ser vices have not been contracted out, state bodies are or ga nized 
around an enterprise model. Risk becomes the prob lem not of the state but 
of the individual, who is now “the entrepreneur of his or her own ‘firm,’ ” 
meaning individuals are responsible for governing themselves (Gupta and 
Ferguson 2002: 989). Liberal democracies provide examples of neoliberal 
forms of governmentality in which power is decentered so that citizens  will 
participate in their own self- governance. Michel Foucault (1991) theorized 
the concept of “governmentality” to refer to the pro cesses through which 
the conduct of a population is governed. This involves not only the state in the 
form of institutions, agencies, and their accompanying discourses, but also 
techniques of self- regulation and discipline. Within modes of liberal gov-
ernance,  there is a critical connection between the government of the state 
and the governance of the self. I follow Gupta and Ferguson’s (2002) assertion 
that governmentality explores mechanisms of government that “cut across 
domains that we would regard as separate: the state, civil society, the  family, 
down to the intimate details of what we regard as personal life” (989).
Two policy shifts occurred in 1995 that changed the ways social ser vices 
are administered in Ontario, one at the federal and one at the provincial 
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level; in effect,  these changes delegate responsibility to lower levels of gov-
ernment (Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants 2008). First, 
former Prime Minister Jean Chretien’s government transferred responsibil-
ity for settlement to the provincial governments via a “settlement renewal” 
pro cess, and second, the Progressive Conservative government of Ontario 
dramatically reduced funding to settlement ser vices, relegating responsi-
bility to provincial and municipal governments (Richmond 1996). Since 
1995 the majority of Ontario settlement ser vices have been administered 
through purchase- of- service agreements, primarily between the Ontario 
government and nonprofit organ izations; Citizenship and Immigration 
Canada only provides funding to a few settlement ser vices through the 
Ontario Administration of Settlement and Integration Ser vice (Richmond 
and Shields 2004). This transfer of responsibility to the private sector was 
formalized in the early 2000s.15
Settlement ser vices are primary sites in which new immigrants attempt 
to become settled and acclimatized; they are even advertised to new im-
migrants at customs and immigration upon arrival at Pearson International 
Airport in Toronto.  Women repeatedly told me about how they  were 
quickly funneled into settlement ser vices as the acceptable (and expected) 
next step in their immigration pro cess.  These ser vices include employment 
workshops, language training, interpretation and translation ser vices, hous-
ing ser vices, and  legal ser vices. Broadly conceived,  there are now two types 
of settlement ser vices: large agencies that provide multiple ser vices, and 
smaller settlement ser vices that often target specific ethnic or religious iden-
tities.  There are more than one hundred of  these small settlement- service 
agencies, including  Family Ser vices for South Asians, the Portuguese Com-
munity  Women’s Centre, and the Welfare Center for Muslims. In Toronto, 
I visited all the South Asian and Muslim organ izations available, interviewing 
nonprofit workers as well as  women who came into the centers, and made it 
a priority to seek out and participate in all the unemployment workshops. 
 There  were three types— those that lasted months,  those that lasted a few 
weeks, and  those that lasted a few days— and I participated in many of each. 
I attended workshops that  were geared  toward specific professions as well 
as  those for immigrants from par tic u lar countries. While I visited all of 
 these agencies during the course of my time in Toronto, I spent a lot of time 
at the Center.
As I critique the shadow state in the form of  these agencies, it is impor-
tant to say that while any analy sis of the con temporary state must contend 
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with questions of bureaucracy and neoliberalism, as Julia Elyachar (2012) 
argues, “neoliberalism has become a shorthand way of signaling all that is 
wrong in the ethnographic pres ent” (76). Rather than offer a  simple cri-
tique of bureaucracy and the neoliberal state, I want to engage with  these 
forms of governance by asking empirical questions about the specific geo-
graph i cal, po liti cal, and historical configuration of neoliberalism and its 
par tic u lar effects. So while some macro critiques of neoliberalism (e.g., 
Barry, Osborne, and Rose 1996) tend to imagine bodies in universal modes 
(such as white and male),  here I take up questions of multiculturalism, race, 
and gender in the making of subjects. In this context, though the specter of 
the state looms large, the responsibility for becoming settled, and becom-
ing Canadian, now lies with the individual and her body.
Racialized Otherness Is a Deficiency to Be Trained Away
During fieldwork, I discovered that what underlies transformations in the 
governance and the nature of work is the production of a par tic u lar kind 
of laboring body. In the space of  these workshops, immigrant  women are 
trained to be modern, flexible workers and to erase traces of their Other-
ness to be marketable on the global stage. What flexibility means in this 
context is the production of a flexible body. Instructions regarding dress 
codes and bodily practice (including a range of  factors from hygiene to eye 
contact) direct the question of unemployment away from systemic disjunc-
tures (e.g., immigration policy changes, bureaucratic miscommunication, 
and discriminatory hiring practices) and pres ent them as containable within 
individualized logics of self- improvement and domestication, seemingly 
suggesting that it  will all work out if one adheres to the directive to learn 
how to be culturally appropriate, which effectively recolonizes the bodies 
of immigrant  women.
One such workshop, through the Job- Search Training (jst) program, 
illustrates this. The program  houses workshops for ethnically diverse 
audiences consisting of both men and  women who  were skilled immigrant 
workers in a variety of professions. jst was run through a local center  housed 
in a community college and was started  after the center was approached 
by a government body called  Human Resources Development Canada. 
Although the program is government- funded and - initiated, the content 
is entirely determined by the workers at the center. jst has a four- week 
program and a four- day program; the goal is for the latter to be a workshop 
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that can be presented at a number of diff er ent centers throughout the city. 
Stacey, the proj ect man ag er, described the four- week workshop as a more 
intense version of the four- day workshop. Both are meant to cover accredi-
tation and certification, cultural expectations in the workplace (includ-
ing inappropriate be hav ior), employment standards, and networking. The 
four- week workshop was held Monday to Friday from 9 am to 3 pm with 
a maximum of twenty pupils. The four- day workshop is three hours a day 
and takes twenty- five students. Participants are mainly engineers, teachers, 
and  lawyers, and included both men and  women.
The account I offer below was from day three of a four- week work-
shop that was unexpectedly low in enrollment, at only fifteen participants, 
roughly evenly divided between men and  women; the majority  were South 
Asian, with two Mexican  women and one Ira nian man. The leader, Sharon, 
started with “Cultural Expectations” and encouraged us to think about 
what kinds of skills and expectations we would want if we hired some-
one. Her list included the following: be respectful, work in a team, have a 
positive attitude,16 work  under pressure, be punctual (which she added was 
one of the most difficult issues for foreign- trained professionals not used 
to Canadian standards of time management), be in de pen dent, adhere to 
dress codes, and be flexible. This need to be flexible is, as I describe above, 
a result of transformations in governance and policy that have made it al-
most impossible to be recognized as a skilled worker, and yet in practice is 
projected onto the bodies of immigrant  women. This call for a race- neutral 
bodily and cultural practice also highlights the ways that racism is perhaps 
implicitly understood to be part of the prob lem (and one that transcends 
transformations in governance), and yet this form of instruction is never 
taught as anti- racism training. Rather, it is about how to manage oneself to 
best avoid discrimination.
The participants furiously took notes as Sharon immediately launched 
into another list— this one concerning the interview in par tic u lar. “You 
must express confidence,” she stressed. “Be prepared, be able to discuss 
your skills, watch your be hav ior, and be sure to make eye contact, even 
though it may not be part of your culture.” In response to a question by a 
 woman about dress, Sharon suggested, “It’s always better to overdress than 
 under- dress.” Another  woman raised the question of eye contact: “When 
you deal with older  people in our culture, you  don’t look them in the eye. 
It’s disrespectful.” Sharon quickly responded, “ Here, eye contact is a sign of 
re spect. It gives  people attention; it lets them know that  you’re listening. 
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It makes you seem credible and sincere.” With  these instructions Sharon 
illustrated that “home country” conventions must be cast aside in the per-
for mance of a confident global worker, who must express re spect, attention, 
credibility, sincerity, and the appearance that one is listening. The control 
of one’s body, dress, and culture is critical in the immigrant rehabilitation or 
domestication proj ect. That immigrants must be taught  these qualities sug-
gests that they do not possess them. They  will be judged inadequate  until 
they demonstrate their domestication and effectively reposition themselves 
in terms of their relationship to culture.
Sharon was a white Canadian  woman secure in her own articulations 
of business culture and confidence, which  were presented as self- evident 
truths even though they  were entrenched in whiteness and masculinity. 
Her positioning was made apparent to me in another workshop in which 
the leader was not a white  woman (one of only two I encountered, and 
the only one who was an immigrant  woman of color) and had a diff er ent 
attitude  toward eye contact and affect. Liana was a Filipina  woman lead-
ing a workshop for engineers. She was articulating the same issue of confi-
dence and eye contact when a  woman participant asked the same question 
about eye contact signaling disrespect in her cultural experience. Rather 
than sweep aside her concerns, Liana revealed that she shared this  woman’s 
hesitation  because of her own upbringing outside of Canada. Her strategy 
was to find a spot on an interlocutor’s forehead and focus  there instead of 
making eye contact, which fulfilled the conventions of masculinized busi-
ness culture while allowing her to maintain her own ideals of re spect and 
bodily practice.
In understanding this sensorial mode of governance, it is impor tant to 
note that it is not carried out by faceless agents of the state, but rather by au-
thorities who, as Aihwa Ong (2003) argues, “translate the problematics of 
government into everyday operations” (16). For instance, Liana’s sensitivity 
to her students’ concerns demonstrates that while she is an authority, she 
brings her own experiences and attitudes to the way she exercises it. 
Nikolas Rose calls  these authorities “experts of subjectivity” who “trans-
figure existentialist questions . . .  and the meaning of suffering into technical 
prob lems about the most effective ways of managing malfunction and 
improving ‘quality of life’ ” (cited in Ong 2003: 16), as Liana did through 
her suggestions around the practice of eye contact. Her cultural training 
resonated with her students, which allowed her to prob lem- solve this cultural 
dilemma. Further, Ong argues, such actors “translate dominant discourses 
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into micropractices that allocate, classify, categorize, and formalize cat-
egories of the  human . . .  then try to mold their subjects into exemplars of 
the desirable categories” (17). Thus, while the interpretations, par tic u-
lar instructions, and beliefs of workshop leaders  were subjective, they did 
overwhelmingly manage to reproduce par tic u lar ideologies and practices 
concerning whiteness and masculinity, which were presented as “neutrality.” 
That moment in Liana’s workshop was the only time I witnessed an immigrant 
 woman’s subjective experience of culture and practice taken seriously, and 
not cast aside as a cultural tradition to be overcome.
The logic of the workshops also seems to suggest that  people are unem-
ployed by choice. One can choose to change one’s name, clothes, body, and 
self to find a job in Canada, or one can keep  those  things— essentially mark-
ers of racialized difference and culture— and remain unemployed. At the 
level of everyday life, the choice is to hold onto race and bodily difference 
and forsake employment or to become more Canadian (i.e. race- neutral) 
and thus more employable. Further, the kinds of choices participants are asked 
to make almost exclusively deal with their bodies— how to smell, what to 
wear, and how to move.  These kinds of choices erase the fact that their 
unemployment is also part of a systemic prob lem of the misrecognition of 
foreign qualifications and miscommunication between diff er ent levels of 
Canadian government.
In their approach to training, settlement ser vices suggest that the possi-
bility of full belonging—or first- class citizenship—in the form of employ-
ment and financial stability is primarily contingent upon one’s ability to 
perform a kind of cultural flexibility and what might be considered a race- 
neutral bodily practice. But in real ity, for foreign- trained professionals, as 
demonstrated here, professional work is essentially a structural impossibil-
ity. What settlement- services workers would say to me privately, but would 
never convey to the  women they  were trying to assist, was that it was highly 
unlikely that they would ever work in their fields again. In practice,  these 
workshop leaders assumed a par tic u lar kind of unemployed subjectivity. 
Considering that the participating  women  were both skilled and unem-
ployed, the workshop leaders assumed that  there must be some other prob-
lem. The points system of immigration prioritized professional skills, and 
yet workers are somehow unemployable once they arrive. The prob lem of 
their unemployment was not understood to be located in  labor markets or the 
regulation of professional  labor, but in their bodies, which  were marked as 
too culturally diff er ent for inclusion in the public sphere of employment 
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and which had to be remolded as global citizen- workers. The responsibility 
for unemployment was placed on  these  women’s bodies— they smelled bad 
and looked diff er ent; in other words, they presented a form of racialized 
Otherness that was a detriment to their employability. This unemployment 
of foreign- trained professionals is built into diff er ent levels of governance 
and seeps into  every area of government, but at the level of the everyday it 
is articulated as a personal failure to perform the modern, flexible, global 
worker.
Yet, this question of responsibility for one’s own racialized difference is 
in ter est ing in this context  because it presumes the possibility of race- neutral 
bodily practice. In actuality, this is not race- neutral at all. Rather, direct 
eye contact, how to cross one’s legs, having a firm handshake, and wearing 
dark neutral clothing all represent a par tic u lar kind of worker predicated 
on white, North American male business culture.17 Presenting  these per for-
mances as race- neutral sets  women up for failure and once again demon-
strates that this pro cess is an impossibility  because immigrant  women  will 
never be able to overcome their racialized Otherness.
The participants also misunderstood or  were misinformed regarding the 
goals of the workshops. Though the stated purpose of the workshops is to 
assist new immigrants in acquiring the tools (e.g., résumé writing or net-
working skills) to find work on their own, many participants thought the 
workshops would ultimately place them in jobs. It is critical  here that the 
participants interacted with the workshops as though they  were extensions 
of the state.  Women often described recruitment for the workshops as part 
of their immigration pro cess.  These centers represent a form of governance 
that is prevalent in con temporary Toronto and is indeed crucial to manag-
ing immigrant populations, but it is not their responsibility to find any-
one work. Therefore, a center is not held accountable for the rates at which 
participants manage to find employment. While, as we have seen, the wel-
fare state has been declining in Canada (Coulter 2009; Mitchell 2004), 
the character of the state is distinct from that of other neoliberal contexts 
in reference to immigrant populations  because of Canada’s institutional-
ized commitment to multiculturalism. Canadian multiculturalism posits 
an equality that cuts across racial and ethnic bound aries, but unemploy-
ment workshops demonstrate the existence of an unmarked category of be-
longing.  These practices produce marginalized citizens and po liti cal sub-
jects within changing forms of governance. The (neo)liberal multicultural 
state becomes a detriment to the lives of immigrant and minority  women 
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 because it equates questions of  human security (including food, shelter, 
employment) with questions of responsibility, choice, and the incommen-
surability of their bodies and work.
 These workplace ideologies place the burden of knowing how to per-
form on the worker, and by the time the Canadian state steps in with 
advice about clothing and comportment, the  women have, to a large extent, 
already failed to perform as required for the global economy. So impor tant 
is this per for mance that the professional degrees once used to certify  these 
 women as experts now become secondary to their skills as expert perform-
ers of the model flexible citizen- worker, as judged by potential employers 
and the government. It follows, then, that the kinds of instructions given to 
 these  women workers varied according to the tasks they  were expected to 
perform. The next chapter takes up this question in more detail, focusing 
on training for foreign nurses and healthcare workers in which the peda-
gogical emphasis on controlling one’s affects and emotions reveals racial-
ized notions of gender and care.
chapter two
PEDAGOGIES OF AFFECT
A notable exception to this failure to integrate skilled immigrant  women 
workers into regulated professions is the feminized field of nursing. This 
chapter draws on fieldwork conducted with a government- funded pi lot 
proj ect (referred to  here as “Nurture”) to help foreign- trained nurses be-
come licensed in Ontario, in order to examine a special case in which ex-
tensive reeducation was not required to reenter one’s field in Canada. While 
locally, the high rate of reentry for nurses has been attributed to the success 
of this resettlement program, I assert that its prac ti tion ers can enter into 
Canadian venues  because of the way nursing is understood as gendered 
 labor.1  After all, nursing is a feminized profession— that is, it is understood 
as “ women’s work”— and so workplace ideologies surrounding masculin-
ized per for mances of a global modern worker are not applicable. The logics 
imposed in  these classrooms, and the pedagogies employed, are rife with 
racial and gendered ideologies of appropriate citizenship and appropriate 
womanhood in a model of care.
During classes at Nurture, a group of foreign- trained nurses and I learned 
how to control our affect for legibility on the job market, including how to 
manage conflict. The instructor, Libby, a Black Canadian nurse, had been 
working with the program as part of her ser vice to the professional nursing 
association. Conflict, she explained, could consist of “disagreement, crisis, 
clash, fight, or an argument” that could manifest both internally (guilt, 
anger, frustration) and externally (yelling at a colleague). In  handling “one’s 
own anger management,” the first strategy she offered was to “stop being 
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angry.” She suggested “breathing deeply,” “walking away,” and “not cursing” 
or “yelling.” Libby offered her own strategy of singing to herself in order to 
avoid cursing. In effect, her pedagogy focused on self- management of one’s 
affect, seemingly geared  toward the production of a docile and deferent sub-
ject who would be legible in the professional world of the global economy.
This chapter examines classroom pedagogies that focus on affect and 
the regulation of emotion as necessary parts of the professionalization of 
nurses. Nursing is a form of intimate  labor (Boris and Parreñas 2010)— 
work that involves intimacy and the body. Combining both emotion and 
physical touch, intimate  labor can include familiarity, sexual contact, bath-
ing another, or being party to intimate information about another. It is 
impor tant not to conflate intimate with emotional  labor, though nurses 
perform both. Emotional  labor instead concerns the face- to- face work in 
which “one displays certain emotions to induce par tic u lar feelings in the 
client or customer” (Hochschild, cited in Boris and Parreñas 2010: 6). 
Emotional  labor can be performed, for instance, by prostitutes who proj ect 
love to make clients feel good, domestic workers who suppress frustration 
or anger in order for their employers to feel comfortable (Boris and Parre-
ñas 2010), or nurses displaying empathy to make a client cooperative. While 
the intimate has historically been positioned within the private sphere, and 
 labor within the public, intimate  labor such as nursing or domestic work 
crosses  these realms and forces a reconsideration of what intimate work in 
the public sphere looks like. What Nurture teaches is the way that the inti-
mate dirty work of affect and affective  labor is made public, so that in order 
to become a nurse, one’s affect—or per for mance of a par tic u lar kind of 
affect—is just as impor tant as one’s knowledge of biomedicine.
This chapter builds on the affective turn in anthropology. McElhinny 
(2010) asserts that the ways scholars differentiate between concepts such as 
affect, feeling, and emotion speak to their intellectual genealogies; thus, I lo-
cate my work in studies of gender, emotion, and  labor. The feminist study of 
emotion was differently attuned to questions of gender from con temporary 
anthropological uses of affect, and that the recent turn in anthropology owes 
a  great deal to this legacy— a debt that goes largely unacknowledged. The 
recent trend has mostly neglected the body of work by feminist theorists 
on the study of emotion and gender, which in anthropology appeared as 
early as the 1980s and 1990s. Studies by feminist scholars such as Catherine 
Lutz and Lila Abu- Lughod (1990) and Elinor Ochs and Bambi Schieffe-
lin (1989) challenged the idea of emotions as biologically determinate and 
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instead understood them to be culturally produced. As McElhinny (2010) 
argues,  these studies also challenged the binary between reason and emo-
tion, in which emotion was characterized as irrational in contrast with the 
rationality of reason; such irrationality was also associated with  women, 
racialized groups, and the poor (311).
 Here, I focus on the social work that  these affects do. I argue that  these 
classroom sites and pedagogies of affect are critical in the making of global 
workers. Therefore, scholars must take seriously the fact that “frustration” 
or “guilt” have become emotions that need to be suppressed or trained 
away. Similarly, power and marketability lie in one’s ability to smile in the 
face of humiliation, a strategy that teachers in the neoliberal state explic-
itly articulate in order to produce legible immigrant  women workers. A 
number of studies on globalization and neoliberalism have investigated the 
production of new subjectivities in which emotion is “managed.” In  these 
accounts,  under neoliberalism a subject must cultivate herself as respon-
sible, self- sufficient, entrepreneurial, and the idealized Western masculine 
self (Kingfisher 2002 and Rose 1996a, cited in McElhinny 2010), as  women 
 were encouraged to do in many of the workshops I attended. What I want 
to bring attention to, however, is how in contrast to this idealized, mascu-
linized, neoliberal subject of the state, immigrant  women learning to be 
professionals in the global market must conform to a contrasting gendered 
self. Thus, as this chapter demonstrates, race and gender importantly figure 
in the making of subjects  under neoliberalism.
In this chapter I examine the notion of “care work” in a global perspec-
tive and analyze the colonization of the intimate  labor that  women do. The 
term colonization draws attention both to the assimilatory pro cess by which 
a nurse must make herself into a legible worker in the Canadian context, but 
also to the ways that the state regulates and manages such intimate  labor. 
The focus on intimacy and affect in the training of foreign nurses provides 
an excellent example of this interpellation and management. Further,  these 
classes employ what I call “pedagogies of affect,” which reproduce racialized 
notions of femininity deemed appropriate for immigrant  women in West-
ern settings. By pedagogies of affect, I refer to the educational imperatives 
surrounding the management of affect, emotion, feeling, and ways of being. 
 These pedagogies serve the sanitized sensorium as they concern the explicit 
training of the interiority as well as the exteriority of the body.
In contrast to many studies of immigrant  women that address their ex-
ploitation in low- wage work,  here I examine the experience of displaced 
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professionals. I focus on the training of par tic u lar forms of affect— especially 
conciliation, cooperativeness, and deference—at Nurture, which was a pro-
gram designed to educate foreign- trained nurses to succeed on a national 
exam. Understanding the meaning and under lying logics of such classroom 
interactions reveals how ideas of race and gender are understood and in-
scribed on the bodies of immigrant  women.  Women, particularly  those of 
color, are expected to perform Westernized notions of docility and defer-
ence in order to be marketable on the global stage. Despite the popu lar ste-
reo type of the passive Asian  woman (Guevarra 2010; Rodriguez 2010; Stiell 
and  Eng land 1999), in the context of training classes, nurses had to learn 
to suppress anger, resolve conflict, and become subservient— suggesting a 
fear that the immigrant  woman is anything but an obedient subject. Rather 
than draw out some innate passivity,  these classroom encounters suggest 
that Asian immigrant  women need to mold themselves to fit this cultural 
notion of natu ral passivity to be legible workers. In  these sites the neolib-
eral, entrepreneurial nurse- to-be must perform an alternate version of the 
self that  counters the masculinized neoliberal subject. Pedagogies of affect 
render mi grant nurses legible not only in the micro context of the training 
sessions but also in the macro context of neoliberal capitalism.
Nursing in Multicultural, Neoliberal Canada
Nurses occupy an ambivalent position in the world of care work, being 
both professionalized in the Canadian context and devalued as a gendered 
and racialized worker. Nursing provides an excellent example of the inter-
sectional convergence of the practice of raced and gendered per for mance. 
 These kinds of per for mances are not inconsequential, but critical to one’s 
ability to make a living. Several authors have examined the racialization 
of nursing in Canada (Bakan and Stasiulis 1997; Calliste 1993; Damasco 
2012; Das Gupta 1996 and 2009; Das Gupta, Hagey, and Turritin 2007; 
Flynn 2009). Among the most prominent, Tania Das Gupta (2009) de-
tails how in 1990, seven Black nurses and one Filipino nurse who worked at 
Northwestern General Hospital in Toronto filed complaints with the On-
tario  Human Rights Commission claiming they had been subject to racial 
harassment, and some had been fired or forced to resign.  After four years, 
they received a landmark settlement in which the hospital paid each nurse 
$10,000– $100,000 for  mental anguish. In addition, the hospital created a 
position for a vice- president of Ethno- Racial Equality. Das Gupta suggests 
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that public cases such as this demonstrate the need for examining not only 
gender, sexism, and class, but also questions of race and racism within the 
nursing profession.
The kinds of racialized and gendered per for mances nurses are called 
upon to act out put them in the precarious position of being subject to race- 
based discrimination, but identifying race- based discrimination is not easy. 
Identifying gendered forms of racism in intimate interactions is complicated 
when one is responsible for a sick or  dying person, a situation predicated 
on diff er ent forms of vulnerability. In Das Gupta’s (2009) study of race dis-
crimination for Canadian nurses, she found it was difficult for nurses to 
establish harassment on the basis of race  because they had  little evidence be-
yond their own descriptions of their experiences. As I demonstrate below, 
in the classes run by Nurture,  there was no explicit mention of race or race- 
based discrimination, as the pedagogy was geared  toward the management 
of one’s own affect and the suppression of anger in the face of mistreatment. 
Given the impor tant role of race and racism in hospital encounters, it is 
critical to examine this in light of the failures of multiculturalism and the 
failure to recognize explicit issues of race.
In the examples we have already seen, classes for foreign professionals do 
not focus on anti- racism training, but rather on making oneself into some-
one who  will not be discriminated against. Indeed, as  others have shown 
(Calliste 1993; Flynn 2009), throughout history Canadian immigration 
policies have discriminated against and created hurdles for  women- of- color, 
mi grant nurses. Agnes Calliste (1993) argues that between 1950 and 1962, 
immigration control created a context in which Ca rib bean nurses who 
wanted to enter as permanent settlers had to demonstrate they  were of “ex-
ceptional merit,” in contrast to white nurses who  were admitted on more 
general qualifications (85). While this is no longer the case in terms of im-
migration policies, the state’s legislation and management of the nursing 
profession has set up other significant hurdles that immigrant  women of 
color must learn to  scale.
Foreign- educated nurses are required to get accreditation according 
to the dictates of the College of Nurses of Ontario (cno), the regulatory 
body for all nursing in the province. While not an academic institution, 
cno is responsible for ensuring safe and ethical nursing practices for the 
public, as well as determining the criteria for becoming a nurse or practi-
cal nurse. It establishes the standards of practice, develops a framework for 
ongoing learning for nurses, and provides a complaint pro cess for  those in 
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need. In order to practice as a nurse in Ontario and to use the titles “nurse,” 
“registered nurse (rn),” or “registered practical nurse (rpn),” one must 
have a current certificate of registration from cno.
According to cno,  there are seven requirements to register as a nurse 
in Ontario: “complete an acceptable nurse or practical nursing program; 
provide evidence of recent safe nursing practice within the past five years; 
pass the national nursing examination; be fluent in En glish or French; be 
registered in the jurisdiction where the program was completed; have proof 
of Canadian citizenship or landed immigrant status; and be of “good char-
acter and suitable for practice.”2 Foreign- educated nurses must also provide 
evidence of any convictions of a criminal offense or any offense; previous 
proceedings having to do with professional misconduct; incompetence; 
any physical or  mental condition or illness; and any suspension or denial of 
a nursing license. Fees for this pro cess total approximately $800.
In an interview with Linda, the executive director of Nurture, I learned 
that the or ga ni za tion arose from the realization that  there is a contradic-
tion in the current state of nursing: while  there is a shortage of nurses in 
Ontario,  there are a large number of nurses with foreign credentials who are 
unable to work. Recent healthcare reforms in Ontario have had a dramatic 
impact on nursing, as the provincial government has strug gled to slash defi-
cits by freezing or cutting nursing jobs— work that continues in the context 
of a severe nursing shortage. According to Judith Shamian, president of 
the Canadian Nurses Association, “Many nurses work part- time  because 
they find it so exhausting when they get into the workplace . . .  we are cur-
rently short of around 22,000 nurses. We compensate for that by having a 
lot of nurses  doing a lot of overtime, which leads to other concerns” (cited 
by Winston 2011: para. 4). Citing a recent study of fatigue levels among 
nurses conducted by the Canadian Nurses Association, she says, “Nurses 
end up being far sicker than the rest of the population, so that absentee 
days in comparison with the general public are much higher. That’s what 
happens when you keep working very long shifts and come to a point of 
exhaustion” (Winston 2011: para. 5). In 2008, Statistics Canada conducted 
a study of nurses’ working conditions and found links between “medi cation 
error and both work or ga ni za tion and workplace environment, including 
working overtime, role overload, perceived staff shortages, or inadequate 
resources, poor working relations with physicians, lack of support from 
co- workers and low job security’ ” (Winston 2011: para. 6). Thus, rather than 
improve working conditions for all nurses, including addressing race- based 
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discrimination, the government sees foreign nurses as a partial solution to 
the shortage.
In 2001, the provincial government, through the Ministry of Training 
Colleges and Universities, announced that it would provide funding to 
launch Nurture as a pi lot program. Nurture was or ga nized specifically to 
assist with the national nursing exam, which had been a major barrier for 
foreign- educated nurses. Linda suggested that many immigrant  women fail 
the exam  because they are “not aware of the  legal and ethical framework of 
nursing,” or what she also termed the “psychosocial” aspects of the profes-
sion, which is what they attempt to teach in the space of their classrooms.
What the nurses are preparing for is the Canadian Registered Nurse Ex-
amination (crne) and the Canadian Practical Nurse Registration Exami-
nation (cpnre). The crne includes approximately 200 multiple- choice 
questions and takes four hours, while the cpnre consists of 180–200 
multiple- choice questions and also takes four hours. The exams are designed 
to test the basic competency expected of a beginning nurse in Canada. 
The passing score is 59–68  percent. While all applicants to Nurture must 
be fluent En glish speakers, the curriculum includes three levels of language 
instruction: “Intermediate Assessing, Reporting, and Explaining”; “High 
Intermediate Telephone, Documentation, and Intercultural Communica-
tion”; and “Advanced Communication Strategies for Working/Workplace- 
Ready iens.”
Nurture has worked in tandem with a number of settlement ser vices in 
addition to local hospitals and palliative care centers. The program has been 
wildly successful and is now in its twelfth year. By the end of 2003, over 
two hundred nurses had signed up for the program and successfully passed 
the exam. Before its implementation, foreign- trained nurses had a passing 
rate of 33  percent; gradu ates from Nurture now have a 65–80  percent pass-
ing rate. According to cno, the pass rate for rns trained in Ontario in 
2011 was 75  percent, while only 37  percent of  those trained outside of On-
tario succeeded; for rpns, the pass rate for  those trained in Ontario was 
82  percent, but only 52  percent for  those trained outside the province. Since 
2001, Nurture has expanded beyond Toronto and served over a thousand 
foreign- educated nurses.
Participants in the Nurture program must take two mandatory courses: 
Competency Skills Assessment and Introduction to Nursing in Ontario. 
In addition, each participant spends 200 hours of practicum in a hospi-
tal setting. Students also receive mentoring and guidance in applying for 
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government funding (in the form of loans to immigrants and bursaries) to 
pay for their Nurture program. Once they pass the nursing exam, partici-
pants are assisted in their search for work. At the time of my research, no 
other profession had this kind of mentorship and guidance for immigrant 
prac ti tion ers.
Entry into Nurture is highly competitive. To qualify, potential candi-
dates must have a letter from the College of Nurses saying they are eligible 
to write the exam, they must be permanent residents in Canada, they need 
intermediate En glish skills, and they must voluntarily agree to join the pro-
gram and to commit their time and money. In terms of costs, participants 
pay $700 for the two mandatory courses, or $4,000 for the complete pack-
age. In addition, participants must pay for books, transportation, and child-
care, as well as specialized items such as lab coats. More than 50  percent of 
participants held bachelor’s degrees; 90   percent of the participants  were 
female, aged thirty to forty- five; more than 50  percent had a minimum of 
ten years of experience; and more than 70   percent spoke more than one 
language. Participants largely originate from Asian countries including the 
Philippines, China, India, and Pakistan, followed by Eastern Eu rope, the 
former Yugo slavia, Rus sia, and Latin Amer i ca. Half  were unemployed and 
the rest  were working at survival jobs as cashiers or ser vice workers. The 
maximum income for  those participating was $20,000, and participants 
 were largely from two- parent families with two  children.
While in both global and Canadian national contexts foreign- trained 
nurses are very successful at finding work, foreign- trained immigrants from 
professions that are considered masculinized are much less successful, even 
within the field of medicine. Consider Basheera, a  woman in her thirties 
who was trained as a doctor in Karachi, Pakistan. Basheera had migrated to 
Toronto alone, and was living in a government housing proj ect in Scarbor-
ough, to the east of the city; at the time of our meeting she had been in To-
ronto for six months. I met her during fieldwork with a  women’s nonprofit 
center in the context of a job- search workshop. She had been learning the 
intricacies of what it means to have a firm handshake, but had grown in-
creasingly frustrated with the pro cess. Basheera never worked as a doctor 
again, eventually giving up the retraining and re- accreditation pro cess. At 
the time of our last interview, she was working as a cashier at a food court in 
a local mall. Among  those employed in 2006, 62  percent of Canadian- born 
professionals  were working in the regulated professions, in contrast to the 
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24  percent of foreign- educated immigrant professionals who did (Zietsma 
2006: 15).
The context that sets the scene for Nurture’s practices is the idea that 
nursing itself is understood as a feminized profession. Several authors have 
examined in  great detail the history of nursing and how it has come to be con-
sidered “ women’s work” (D’Antonio 1993; Flynn 2009; Gordon 2002, 2009; 
Sexton 1982). D’Antonio (1993) has written that since the responsibility for 
caring for the sick has historically rested on  women, this laid the domestic 
roots of the practice of modern nursing. Building on the perceived idea that 
 women  were innately loving and caring, nursing became unquestionably 
something they could do. However, in the first half of the nineteenth  century 
that “duty” became the  actual profession of nursing, transforming with ideas 
of “expert knowledge, correct social order,  viable occupational options, and 
the centrality of therapeutic alliances in the caring pro cess” (34). Gordon 
(2002) has suggested that while nursing is the largest female profession in 
the United States, it was the first secular profession for respectable  women 
and a feminist achievement; thus, nurses played a key role in developing the 
American hospital system in which nursing is devalued.
If nursing has historically been understood as  women’s work, it is per-
plexing that the education at Nurture focuses on the training of affect and 
feeling, a realm that has also been naturalized as the domain of  women. Yet 
the existence of  these trainings seems to denaturalize the presumed link 
between  women, affect, and emotion. This contradiction also exists in the 
context of training around race and what kinds of bodily and affective per-
for mances are demanded of nonwhite  women. It is impor tant to under-
stand that gendered and racialized per for mances of deference or docility 
are not endemic to Asian culture (I use Asian  here  because the bulk of Nur-
ture’s nurses- to-be are from Asian countries), but rather are part of a peda-
gogical training strategy that produces Otherness for immigrant  women.
Nurture’s orientation session for new students imparts much of the in-
formation I detailed above concerning “ women’s work,” which gets compli-
cated in the context of the multicultural state. At the one I attended, Linda, 
the executive director, assured participants they would receive excellent 
mentoring, but that they would need to learn the standards in Ontario 
and they would need to “assimilate.” Linda’s use of the word “assimilate” 
in the context of Nurture was seamless, but to my ethnographic ear it was 
painful. In the context of multicultural Toronto, a city that prides itself on 
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“equality based on a model of difference,” assimilation was central to much 
of the rhe toric I had heard in government training classes; if we are to take 
the success of Nurture’s gradu ates seriously, assimilation seems to be the 
order of the day.  Here, the emphasis is on affect as a governing and gov-
ernable quality, or what I see as the colonization of the intimate  labors of 
immigrant  women. Linda assured the  women that tutoring in how to as-
similate would be available.
Another aspect of orientation that day was Linda’s discussion of profes-
sional partnerships, in which immigrant  women would have time to shadow 
other professional nurses. “The standards are diff er ent in Canada than in 
other countries;  there are  things that are difficult to quantify,” Linda as-
sumed. Job shadowing usually happened in the space of a hospital, in order 
for potential nurses to understand the protocol. If the classroom space is 
any indicator, what they are to learn in terms of protocol is how to suitably 
display the affect of a Canadian nurse. To end the orientation, Linda left the 
participants with five tips: be punctual, do not bring friends, be confiden-
tial, go early and stay  later, and do not speak a language other than En glish 
 because it is considered rude.
Teaching Gendered and Raced Affect
This disjuncture between training at the Center versus training at, for in-
stance, Nurture demonstrates that on the global market,  there is no singu-
lar gendered and racialized per for mance one must carry out to gain access 
to legibility. That is, acting like the masculinized white subject endemic 
to neoliberalism— through actions that include firm handshakes, strong 
eye contact, and the use of first names when referring to each other and 
superiors— only works in certain situations. In other chapters I consider the 
ways immigrant  women trying to gain entry into masculinized  labor (e.g., 
as a doctor, engineer, or  lawyer) must learn to reproduce  these very actions. 
 Here, however, the focus is diff er ent and  these nurses must act according 
to what is culturally appropriate for their gender at the time. For instance, 
in the 1940s Black  women had a difficult time entering the field of nursing 
 because nursing was defined around the Victorian ideal of “true woman-
hood,” and that ideal excluded Black  women (Flynn 2009). This concern 
about Black  women in nursing and how it would affect the profession car-
ried on into the 1960s and was only overturned by Black  women’s per for-
mances of femininity (Flynn 2009), to the point where  today, Nurture’s 
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classes concerning the appropriate and correct affective and bodily per for-
mance for a nurse can be taught by Black nurses, and thus are central to 
the training in the field. The experiences of  today’s  woman- of- color nurse 
contrasts with  those of Black  women in the 1940s. Then, “a true  woman” 
was a white  woman; in an irony of racial hierarchy, the nurse  today is still 
a “true  woman,” but  because that requires docility and subservience, Asian 
 women can now perform this work as well. In both cases, the whiteness of 
multiculturalism is unspoken.
Prevailing constructs of gender and  women are still ideologically linked 
with ideas of proper be hav ior that transcend the space of nursing.  Women 
are  imagined to be half of a heterosexual pairing, ideally responsible for do-
mestic  labor, including cooking and childcare. Thus, when  women seek 
help in finding work outside the home they face a kind of perverse social-
ity that guides  women away from professional fields and back  toward their 
 imagined place. In contexts such as  these, an individual’s identity as a “for-
eign immigrant  woman” eclipses her professional qualifications and thus 
becomes a defining  factor in her professional life. Notions of “appropriate 
modern womanhood” are intimately connected to the body and its regu-
lation, the meaning of which has transformed historically but is still deeply 
wedded to racial and cultural ideals of hygiene and dress associated with an 
 imagined West. Sherene Razack (1998) has suggested that images of the op-
pressed third- world  woman, “the passive downtrodden Indian  woman,” and 
the veiled Muslim  woman are “recurring and familiar images in Canadian 
public discourse” (100). The highly skilled third- world  woman fails to have 
a subjective niche in the public consciousness, and so a skilled professional 
 woman must mold herself to fit the culturally available tropes in order to be-
come legible. She still carries the markers of difference, of Otherness, in which 
she is understood contextually as a “third- world  woman,” and she must per-
form that difference through Westernized notions of docility and deference.
The popu lar ste reo types of Asian  women and docility circulate globally 
and set expectations for  these  women as workers— and thus have disabling 
effects.  These portrayals of docile Asian  women occur in tele vi sion, film, 
and newspaper accounts and include repre sen ta tions as diverse as Madame 
Butterfly, The World of Suzie Wong, the  women of The Joy Luck Club, and 
news accounts of South Asian Muslim  women in need of rescue from their 
husbands—or repre sen ta tions, as Gayatri Spivak (1988) argues, that “white 
men are saving brown  women from brown men” (297).  These images of 
Asian  women circulate globally and seem to insist on an inherent docility 
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and deference to men and their elders, all of which works together to make 
the  women seemingly ideal on the global care market.
Despite the assumption that immigrant  women, particularly Asians, pos-
sess  these qualities,  these classes, and by extension the government, realize that 
 these characteristics, be hav iors, and affects actually must be taught.  There 
are both ontological and methodological dimensions to how  these pedago-
gies of affect are racialized, so that it is not just a  matter of to whom docility 
and deference are taught, but how they are. In this context, the emphasis is 
on the governing of affect and the colonization of the intimate  labors of im-
migrant  women. In other words,  there are racialized mechanisms through 
which pedagogies of affect train the entrepreneurial nurse- to-be to perform 
an alternative version of the self, in order to be legible and to  counter the 
masculinized neoliberal subject of Western states.
Two representative sessions of Nurture’s classes revealed to me how im-
migrant nurses are produced. The first class, “Nursing in Ontario,” was lo-
cated in a large office building in downtown Toronto. The classroom had 
the familiar institutional lighting and furniture of any government office. 
According to the course cata log, this class “provides the gradu ate nurse 
with an overview of nursing in Ontario in preparation for registration in 
Ontario or a return to active nursing for rns who have been out of nursing 
practice for some time. [It addresses] issues such as trends in health care, 
the nursing educational pro cess in Ontario, the role of the multidiscipline 
health care team, legislation and professionalism.”
The twenty- two participants  were mostly Asian  women from the Philip-
pines, China, India, and Pakistan. In addition  there  were seven Eastern 
Eu ro pean  women, and one man. Libby, the  middle- aged Black Canadian 
nurse I introduced earlier, taught the course. A few minutes into the class 
I noticed that I was sitting  behind a  woman from Pakistan who, during an 
earlier visit I had made to Nurture, refused to let me interview her  unless 
I could find her a job. The topic for the day was “Disagreeing with Your 
Team,” specifically in reference to medical directives, which are  orders from 
doctors or other nurses. As Libby described, “Medical directives must be 
written in advance; the time frame varies, but they are always written. The 
order is written or oral and is taken within a specific time frame, and most 
importantly you must always listen to the doctor.” Libby carefully outlined 
the division of  labor between doctors and nurses, repeatedly asserting that 
doctors are more knowledgeable and must be deferred to in all circum-
stances. “However,” she said, “if you are  going to disagree with your team 
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you must believe (1) that the plan of care is inappropriate, and (2) that the 
client has not given informed consent.” If a nurse is to follow through with 
her disagreement, “she must follow the chain of command,” which moves 
as follows:
Disagreement with md → talk with md → situation is unresolved  
→ supervisor (rn) → supervisor supports your concern → talk to 
md → md refuses → md supervisor.
This chain of command demonstrates just how heavi ly policed nurses are 
in contrast to registered nurses and doctors, who effectively are left to their 
own devices. Libby reiterated several times that it was highly unusual to 
disagree with a doctor, who had much more training than a registered nurse 
did. “The doctor is typically in charge, and knows what is called for.”
 After the break, the topic for the rest of the class was “Restraint and Re-
suscitation,” referring to the literal use of restraints on patients. Restraints, 
Libby suggested, provide an ethical dilemma for nurses  because they liter-
ally control other  people’s bodies and restrict their movement. “Compared 
to your home countries,” Libby said, “you must get used to restraining 
less.” Her implicit assumption was that archaic practices of restraint  were 
dominant in Asian countries. I, myself, was shocked to learn that in addi-
tion to physical restraints,  there are both chemical restraints (tranquilizers 
and sedatives) and environmental restraints (seclusion and being locked 
in one’s room). Throughout the lesson Libby differentiated between the 
participants’ presumed “home” and the experience in Canada; home was 
described as a site of barbarism, while Canada was described as progressive.
The crux of the restraint lesson plan seemed to be the question of per-
mission. “The nurse’s responsibilities are to assess the client’s be hav ior, consider 
alternatives, collaborate with the health team, and, most importantly, get 
consent.” Libby emphasized, “Restraint is a treatment— you must get the 
doctor’s permission and details of administering, and you must defer to his 
judgment.” Not only  were nurses expected to defer to the judgment of the 
doctor, but also to the  family: “It is the  family’s decision  whether or not to 
restrain; you must re spect that.” Indeed, many students expressed surprise 
that they would have to get a  family’s permission to use restraints, which 
they did not have to do in their home countries. Libby answered this by 
expressing that restraining a patient can lead to increased injury, skin break-
down, confusion, incontinence, constipation, loss of appetite, and bone loss, 
so they  were to take this very seriously.
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During the second class with the same participants the theme was 
“Conflict Resolution” and what Libby called “techniques to manage your-
self.” The first technique, deep breathing, was emphasized as a productive 
strategy to clear one’s thoughts, which could  later be followed by leaving 
the situation or distracting oneself by  going for a walk, shopping, or taking 
a hot bath. Thus, in this government class to prepare nurses for taking the 
national nursing exam, part of the lesson was to suppress one’s emotions. 
Alongside the previous lesson on deferring to doctors and registered nurses 
instead of disagreeing with them, this begins to paint a picture of the ideal 
nurse- worker.
Implicit in  these “techniques to manage yourself ” is the training of pa-
tience, as part of the affective training for flexible nurses. Libby’s instruc-
tions centered on controlling one’s temper in the face of mistreatment, to 
breathe deeply instead of yelling, to go for a walk or shop to take a hot 
bath. Nurses  were taught to do anything other than face mistreatment di-
rectly; they had to be patient. Procupez (2012) has theorized the role of 
patience, suggesting, “The need for patience emerges when time no longer 
seems to stand still, where  there is the sense of something  else coming. Thus, 
far from an attitude of conformation or passivity, patience  here involves the 
collective ac cep tance to work  toward an objective in the long term despite 
the uncertainty entailed in the pro cesses of negotiation with other sectors. 
In this sense, patience effectively entails a disposition of openness  toward 
the unknown” (173). For the nurses, patience signifies two  things. First it 
contains a temporal orientation that departs from what Procupez (2012) 
describes in her study of urban squatters. Instead of containing an inherent 
orientation  toward the  future (If I am patient now,  there  will be a payoff 
 later), nurses are seemingly trapped in time, for they must always be patient 
while working. Second, patience is a learned practice that must be trained 
and cultivated, something to work  toward.
Libby continued her lesson by insisting that the nurses think before they 
talk to other colleagues,  because it is unprofessional to “gossip.” “First,” she 
illustrated, “stop being angry, be aware of your body language and tone of 
voice— you  don’t want to seem aggressive. You need to develop an approach 
or compromise; for instance, say you need a minute, then come back.” 
Libby continued, “If you have trou ble controlling your anger, you may want 
to consider counseling in the form of anger management. If  others notice 
your anger is a prob lem, you may be sent to anger- management training. 
 You’re not being penalized; it’s about patient care.” Libby’s instructions 
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demonstrate several  things. First, a nurse must always work to suppress her 
emotions. Second, if she is unsuccessful, she may be sent to anger manage-
ment, which, despite Libby’s denial of it, is no doubt a penalty. Third, and 
importantly, her lesson demonstrates that  women are the ones who need 
to work at conflict resolution. The doctor in Libby’s lessons was always a 
“he,” a masculinized hegemonic force that needed to be managed and 
dealt with, but also deferred to as the authority in the room.
 These techniques also assume that rage is a part of the job, and that  these 
 women  will be expected to control it at the hands of doctors, patients, and 
other nurses who  will mistreat them. Thus, being treated badly seems to be 
intrinsic to the profession. One is expected to become violently angry at 
some point, and Nurture offers instruction concerning how to act when 
that happens. What this counterintuitively suggests is that  women are 
 understood to not be “naturally docile,” but rather to need to cultivate a cer-
tain affect in order to be successful as a professional nurse in Canada. In 
Libby’s lesson, the two major barriers to conflict resolution are low self- 
esteem and a lack of experience with resolving disputes, which “must be 
achieved without vio lence.” Her statement comes with an implicit idea that 
perhaps in “their home countries”  these  women are violent, savage, and in 
her words “lack experience with conflict resolution,” yet at the same time 
have low self- esteem.  These kinds of instructions and assumptions again 
suggest that  these  women must be disciplined for the market. Fi nally, Libby 
illustrated two models of conflict resolution: negotiation or compromise—
in which both parties reach “an agreed concession by converging ideas and 
opinions”— and a mutual- gains model in which “each side profits from mu-
tual work performed  toward a common goal.” The class ended with us all 
 doing a be hav ior survey, and with Libby telling us that “through our lives 
we move between assertive, aggressive, and passive,” and thus that  these are 
not static but rather dynamic states of being. “You are in control of how you 
act.” Class dismissed.
Learning Affect
I  later had the opportunity to speak with Habiba about her experience with 
Nurture. She was a foreign- trained nurse who had migrated to Toronto six 
years before our interview. In Pakistan she had worked as a nurse for sixteen 
years; when I met her, she was working at a Coffee Time donut shop, which 
is a local chain. When I asked her about the classes, she happily expressed to 
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me that they  were “very helpful” and gave her information she would not 
have thought of other wise. Habiba had already completed her practicum, 
so when I asked her about the differences between nursing in Pakistan and 
nursing in Canada, she said the biggest difference was the clients’ attitudes 
 toward nurses. “ They’re so hostile  here, and they  don’t think we know 
anything.” She said that clients regularly yelled at her in the hospital or told 
her to “get out and get the doctor.”  Here, Habiba does not suggest that her 
lack of authority is linked with race, but it is likely a  factor. Part of pedago-
gies of affect consists of preparing workers for interactions in which they 
experience racism. In the face of it, they cannot yell or fight back, but must 
remain docile and deferent. Thus success in the context of Nurture, and 
indeed in the field of nursing, consists of managing one’s own emotions.
Though I have been very critical of  these teachings concerning affect so 
far, it is impor tant to consider the fact that Nurture is very successful. Re-
member that the success rate for their students is between 65 and 80  percent, 
compared to 33  percent before the program was implemented. Considering 
this, it would seem that these trainings do work on some level. Consider 
Habiba’s assertion that the biggest difference in nursing in Canada is that 
the patients are openly hostile  toward her. It would seem in this context 
that a nurse would need to know how to control her feelings to keep her 
job. If this is the case, it seems to say more about the nature of feminized 
 labor and racism, in which racialized  women are paid to do the kind of care 
work not done by anyone  else, than about classroom instruction.
In addition to nursing, other forms of gendered  labor also reveal a ra-
cialized per for mance of servility necessary for the global market. For in-
stance, Mirchandani (2012) examines the experiences of Indian call- center 
workers who must perform what she calls “authenticity work” to refashion 
themselves into what Western clients expect of them. In  these exchanges 
between call- center workers and clients, Indian workers must demonstrate 
contrasting qualities ranging from servility to assertiveness, performing a 
kind of affective  labor for legibility. Her study demonstrates that “the ex-
change of  labor and capital occurs in the context of national histories and 
power inequities that make negotiation of authenticity a central part of 
transnational ser vice work” (1). Mirchandani rightly demonstrates that a 
per for mance of authenticity is central to  doing one’s job, when the workers 
themselves (and their sensorial and affective markers) signal their ability to 
do certain kinds of work.
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In certain contexts, such as working as a doctor, being a masculinized, 
neoliberal entrepreneur gains one access to employment and social inclusion. 
However, in  others, diff er ent kinds of gendered and racialized per for mances 
are called for in order to be read not only as appropriate citizen- workers 
but as gendered immigrant  women workers. Tara Goldstein (1995) for ex-
ample, has written on the need to rethink En glish as a Second Language 
curriculum for immigrant workers in Canada, which often assume it is nec-
essary to learn En glish above all other languages in order to function in the 
workplace. In her ethnographic research, Goldstein demonstrates that in 
one factory workspace in Toronto, immigrant  women had to learn Portu-
guese  because the bulk of immigrants in this par tic u lar community  were 
from Portugal and thus set the lingua franca of the factory. As Goldstein 
suggests, it is not always a singular form of language or even per for mance 
that makes someone legible. In the case of nursing, docility, deference, and 
reserve are all affects that make a foreign  woman recognizable as a nurse.
Pedagogies of affect provide an entry into understanding the changing 
nature of gender and race in neoliberal socie ties. Neoliberalism has been 
cast as a macroeconomic series and set of practices and discourses that have 
had dramatic impact on the functioning of society. Scholars have been at-
tentive to the ways such practices translate into ideologies of the local and 
everyday life. What I am signaling  here is the way that gender and  labor, in-
cluding the intimate per for mances of what it means to be par tic u lar kinds 
of workers, have been transformed through pro cesses of neoliberalism. In 
contrast to repre sen ta tions of an ideal masculine, neoliberal subject of the 
state, what I found was a distinct gendered per for mance that Asian  women 
workers are expected to act out on the global stage. The required affects 
 were understood as needing to be taught and learned; they  were not seen 
as qualities intrinsic to Asian  women, but as a set of strategies they must 
absorb to be legible as workers.  These nurses are taught how to be neolib-
eral, entrepreneurial workers who must learn to suppress their anger and 
frustration in their racist and sexist encounters with doctors, patients, and 
even sometimes their peers. It is also worth noting the assumption that the 
mistreatment of nurses is acceptable, and that nurses need to learn how to 
deal with it, instead of indicating a necessary shift in attitude and treatment 
on the part of the profession and larger society. This stance is in itself neo-
liberal, in that it becomes the nurse’s responsibility to manage her feelings 
when treated badly.
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My fieldwork on classroom interactions and narrative accounts by pro-
fessionals does not encompass the workplace contexts themselves, so I can-
not speak to the ways this affective sensibility was or was not negotiated 
in hospitals or the ways nurses who get jobs experience their work. In the 
space of the classrooms I visited, the nurses  were ultimately disempowered 
by their unemployment. However, many understood that this was a game 
they needed to play, focusing on their instruction rather than on activ-
ism to change an oppressive system. Agency in this context was exercised 
within the constraints of a system of neoliberal capitalism that kept them 
underemployed.  These mi grants, like all of us, need a paycheck at the end 
of the day, but they have to perform a foreign set of affects to obtain one. 
 Affective sensibilities and attachments linger in larger- scale economic 
transformations, the very transformations that are responsible for situat-
ing  these  women as precarious  workers.
Post- Fordist Affect
Questions of affect and  labor transcend the space of Nurture’s classrooms 
and have larger implications in the post- Fordist context. Pedagogies of af-
fect describe the pro cess by which affective per for mances are mapped onto 
par tic u lar kinds of laboring bodies, but  there are also affective sensibilities 
that are endemic to the post- Fordist era and that emerge in the context of 
conditions for belonging. “Post- Fordist”  here refers to the transformations 
in  labor and governance I outlined in detail in chapter 1, which through 
rhe torics of flexibility have led to the increasing precarity of workers. Ber-
lant (2007) argues that  there is a “porous domain of hyperexploitative en-
trepreneurial atomism that has been variously dubbed globalization, liberal 
sovereignty, late capitalism, post- Fordism, or neoliberalism” (280).  These 
terms have been used to describe a collection of phenomena impacting so-
cial life at multiple scales and in multiple domains. Throughout this eth-
nography, I use most of  these terms to focus on diff er ent areas of social 
life in the con temporary moment.  Here I use “post- Fordist affect” to draw 
par tic u lar attention to the relationship between affects and  labor following 
transformations in the way  humans understand work.
According to Hardt and Negri (2004):
Unlike emotions, which are  mental phenomena, affects refer equally 
to body and mind. In fact, affects, such as joy and sadness reveal the 
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pres ent state of life in the entire organism, expressing a certain state of 
the body along with a certain mode of thinking. Affective  labor, then, 
is  labor that produces or manipulates affects such as a feeling of ease, 
well- being, satisfaction, excitement, or passion. . . .  One indication 
of the rising importance of affective  labor, at least in the dominant 
countries, is the tendency for employers to highlight education, at-
titude, character, and “prosocial” be hav ior as the primary skills em-
ployees need. (108)
While the rise in the ser vice sector created the con temporary articulation 
of intimate and affective  labor in the post- Fordist moment (Boris and Par-
reñas 2010; Hardt and Negri 2004; Hochschild 1983), Ford and Fordism 
 were also deeply invested in the production of par tic u lar laboring selves.
Henry Ford believed that workers who lived well  were better workers. 
In 1914, he tasked the So cio log i cal Department of the Ford Motor Com-
pany to oversee a range of social benefits for Ford employees  under the 
leadership of Reverend Samuel S. Marquis. Employees received monetary 
incentives for living according to Ford’s values of “living right,” which in-
cluded a range of standards from sobriety to proper hygiene. Investigators 
in the So cio log i cal Department would appear at workers’ homes to look 
for evidence of cleanliness and hygiene, sobriety,  family values, thriftiness, 
sanitary conditions, and good morals (Palumbo- Liu 1999). Ford linked 
living well to a $5- a- day plan to give monetary incentives to workers who 
lived according to Ford’s values. A Ford worker made a standard wage of 
$2.34 for an eight- hour day, but he could receive an additional $2.66 if Ford 
determined the worker was living well. The So cio log i cal Department was 
responsible for determining if employees’ personal lives and personal hab-
its made them eligible for the full wage. In Henry Ford’s value system, liv-
ing correctly—or in a par tic u lar moral way based on hygiene, sobriety, and 
 family values, among  others— was directly linked to one’s wage.
Ford’s So cio log i cal Department illustrates his investment in producing 
morally right workers through the control of their bodies and be hav ior. 
 These mechanisms of control extended beyond the body and included 
correct affects as well as bodily dispositions. The Reverend Samuel Mar-
quis wrote, “The Impression has somehow got around that Henry Ford 
is in the automobile business. It  isn’t true. Mr. Ford shoots about fifteen 
hundred cars out of the back door of his factory  every day just to get rid 
of them. They are the by- product of his real business, which is the making 
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of men” (Grandin 2009: 34). This is to say that while the articulation of 
post- Fordist affect is par tic u lar to the con temporary moment, it does have 
historical pre ce dents in which bodies, affects, and sensibilities  were tied to 
one’s suitability and ability to perform work.  These two historical moments 
demonstrate the ways that the management and control of affects is critical 
to the cap i tal ist enterprise.
In the post- Fordist context,  there is a kind of collective mourning for a 
promise of a better life that never materialized, of  middle- class aspirations, or 
the promise of safety and security (Berlant 2007; Muehlebach and Shoshan 
2012). Muehlebach and Shoshan (2012) write: “The variegated modes of re-
membering, forgetting, grieving, and longing for  these past horizons show 
multiple shades of ambivalence. On the one hand, we find a  whole range 
of ways— some clamorous,  others all- but- untraceable—in which  people 
across the globe mourn, or strug gle to resuscitate, certain moments of 
the Fordist dream. At the same time, to paraphrase Freud’s (1953) com-
ments on melancholia, it all- too- often appears as if we know what we have 
lost but not what we have lost in Fordism” (318). In other words, the affects 
produced in the wake of the post- Fordist era generate a kind of longing or 
melancholia for a bygone time and an attempt to recover a kind of stability 
or social belonging, a theme I take up further in chapter 5. Berlant (2007) 
describes post- Fordist affect as “a scene of constant bargaining with nor-
malcy in the face of conditions that can barely support even the memory 
of the fantasy” (278). This kind of melancholia was reflected in the ways 
 women spoke about work and unemployment.
This post- Fordist affect, a kind of nostalgia or desire for a past that 
included work stability, is importantly gendered and racialized. Nursing, 
 because of its requirements of care and perhaps its physicality, has been 
gendered female.  There is a systemic per sis tence in the post- Fordist era of 
devaluing work that  women do and the feminization of par tic u lar kinds of 
wage  labor. Saskia Sassen (1998) examines two instances of the incorpora-
tion of  women into wage  labor and its subsequent feminization: the re-
cruitment of  women into new manufacturing and ser vice work generated 
by export- led manufacturing in several Ca rib bean and Asian countries; and 
the employment of immigrant  women in highly industrialized countries, 
particularly in major cities that have under gone basic economic restructur-
ing. The feminization of the job supply and the need to secure a po liti cally 
adequate  labor force combine to create the conditions for precarious work. 
Thus, in the context of nursing,  there is a  labor shortage in Canada and a 
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surplus of foreign- educated nurses, but the presumed solution to their dif-
ficulty in entering the field does not consist of reevaluating the ways foreign 
credentials are evaluated and counted, but in trying to change the bodily 
practice and affective per for mances of foreign workers in ways that are 
deeply wedded to racialized and gendered ideologies. Thus,  these questions 
of affect are not bound to the classroom, but to larger articulations of what 
it means to try to live and work in the post- Fordist era with increasing job 
insecurity and precarity. This precarity is exacerbated for immigrant work-
ers who find questioned not only their credentials and training, but their 
very bodily movements and affective displays that now mark them as fit or 
unfit for work.
Yet despite this alienation surrounding their bodies, affects, and suitabil-
ity for work,  there is still an “intense attachment” to Fordist  labor (Muehle-
bach and Shoshan 2012), so that  women seek out assistance in how to 
perform  these appropriate affective displays for work, evidenced by the 
waitlists for such programs and my daily experience of volunteering at 
the Center. I was sometimes taken aback by the  women I was meeting, some 
at their most desperate, their savings diminishing, their livelihoods unable 
to sustain them, and their  children not living in a manner they had hoped. 
 There was a moment at the Center that  will forever be  etched in my mem-
ory. I was in the habit of reporting to Zubeidah upon arrival at the Center. 
One day, shorthanded, she gave me the new job postings to affix to the 
bulletin board, and so I diligently tried to find a place to staple the listings 
between advertisements for local restaurants and movie nights. Suddenly a 
 woman tapped on my shoulder. I turned, and was startled by how frantic 
she seemed. She started to speak quickly and passionately. She had lived in 
Canada for fifteen years and had happily worked in the healthcare indus-
try, but recently she lost her job  because she was never made full- time or 
permanent. As a precarious worker, she had few rights. She tried to go back 
home but it  didn’t work out; she had returned four months before and was 
desperate for work. She thought I was the employment expert  because of 
the flyer I was holding. She begged me to help her.
This mourning, and desire, for steady full- time  labor is an affective sensi-
bility that the  women in this study feel as they attempt to fulfill the promise 
of the good life that was not only a generational promise, but a transna-
tional one. I explore this longing further in chapter 5, but what is impor tant 
for this discussion of pedagogies of affect  here is the ways affective attach-
ments fuel the everyday encounters within and outside of the classroom. 
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As Molé (2012) argues, “In order to understand post- Fordist affect, we must 
take its paradoxes seriously: worker’s near- totalizing investment in  labor yet 
attending displacement from it” (377). Both within and outside their class-
room,  there was a deep investment in work despite their inability to find it. 
In Nurture classrooms as well as other settlement- services programs,  there 
was a strong desire on the part of participants to gain entrance into a system 
that maintained their economic and social exclusion. Workers’ investments 
in proj ects that contribute to their social exclusion may seem paradoxical 
in theory, but in practice they make perfect sense  because  women must suc-
cumb to  these economic proj ects in order to survive. One cannot simply 
opt out of economic life.  These  women  were subjected to the disciplining 
of their bodies and affects in order to be legible as good and modern work-
ers, which was presented to them as necessary to support themselves.
Thus, affective and bodily per for mance is central to the making and 
practice of a modern worker. Flynn (2009) notes, “As with the category 
 woman,  there is nothing inherent or essential about the category nurse. 
The nurse is an invention, or a social creation, ‘a role being played, not an 
essentialized nurturing identity being expressed.’ In the complex web of 
the medical hierarchy, prac ti tion ers in training, like actors, learn how to 
play their roles, not only by gaining the required skills, but also through 
learning mannerisms and be hav ior that they are expected to display” (94). 
Within the sanitized sensorium,  there are contrasting kinds of bodily per-
for mances, affects, and sensibilities required for entry into work. Nursing 
provides a special kind of case in the context of this study, in which per-
forming a racialized femininity is central to one’s presumed ability to work.
Expectations around affect transform, however, when  women transition 
from intimate  labor such as nursing to the cultural  labor of performing dif-
ference. In intimate  labor a  woman performs a certain kind of feminized 
and racialized affect, while in cultural  labor she performs a kind of sanc-
tioned difference. The next chapter moves between the space of the class-
room and the public stage of multicultural Toronto to look at the double 
bind that multicultural practice exerts on immigrant  women, calling for 
the erasure of difference in certain contexts and the display of it in  others. 
In the context of the cultural festival, for example,  women must perform a 
kind of radical alterity embodied in the smells and sights of food,  music, 
and clothing. Per for mances of cultural Otherness are crucial to the state’s 
multicultural claims of liberalism and inclusivity, yet it continues to exclude 
immigrant  women eco nom ically and materially.
chapter three
SANITIZING CITIZENSHIP
In the 1910s the material link between being a “good worker” and being a 
“good citizen” was specifically highlighted in a festival sponsored by Henry 
Ford: “A  giant pot was built outside the gates of his factory. Into this pot 
danced groups of gaily- dressed immigrants dancing and singing their native 
songs. From the other side of the pot emerged a single stream of Americans 
dressed alike in the con temporary standard dress and singing the national 
anthem. As the tarantellas and the polkas at last faded away only the rising 
strains of the national anthem could be heard as all the immigrants fi nally 
emerged. The enormous pressures which created this vast transformation 
amounted almost to forced conversion” (Gelderman, cited in Palumbo- Liu 
1999: 27). Ford’s festival took the multicultural meta phor of the melting 
pot as theater, demonstrating elite desire for the eradication of markers of 
cultural difference and celebrating the emergence of new Americans. We 
could interpret this festival as a historical pre ce dent to the kind of cultural 
cele brations that are prevalent in Toronto  today, though they employ a dif-
fer ent meta phor: the salad bowl. This multicultural reworking of the melt-
ing pot is meant to celebrate cultural differences as a mix of distinct ingre-
dients that complement each other but are not required to merge. The salad 
bowl comparison is more insidious  because it suggests cultural ac cep tance, 
while in practice only sanctioning (and even producing) certain forms 
of cultural difference, a point discussed by authors such as Bhattacharjee 
(1992) and further explored in chapter 4. In con temporary Toronto, a radi-
cal alterity becomes the order of the day.
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Ford’s hygiene regimes may appear an archaic vestige of the past, but 
such civilizing programs are alive and well in the con temporary lives of un-
employed immigrants to Toronto. This has meant the production of an ap-
propriate citizen- worker in which the body as perceived by  others is deeply 
implicated in one’s ability to work. If in the Fordist context a worker was 
subject to a par tic u lar moral code, in the context of post- Fordist Toronto, 
a working body should be erased of all markers of Otherness: bodily odors, 
ethnic clothing (including the hijab), and foreign names. However, as the 
sanitized sensorium indicates, this real ity exists in conjunction with ever- 
pres ent public cultural festivals that purport to celebrate difference, which 
demonstrates that smells and ethnic clothes that are incommensurable on 
the job market are only contextually offensive. This contextual ac cep tance 
demonstrates two diff er ent sides of multicultural practice in Toronto.
This chapter explores how this practice of multiculturalism operates as 
a pro cess of racialization, producing bodies as irrevocably Other through 
sensorial regimes. Jodi Melamed (2011) describes racialization as “a pro cess 
that constitutes differential relations of  human value and valuelessness ac-
cording to specific material circumstances and geopo liti cal conditions while 
appearing to be (and being) a rationally inevitable normative system that 
merely sorts  human beings into categories of difference” (2). Thus, racial-
ization, or multiculturalism in this context, ascribes diff er ent levels of value 
to certain bodies and, further, “naturalizes the privileges of  those who bene-
fit from pres ent socioeconomic arrangements and makes the dispossessions 
of  those cut off from wealth and institutional power appear fair” (2). Thus, 
the pro cess of racialization naturalizes power.
Within multiculturalism, race logics are embedded with liberal prac-
tices and thus include the recognition, toleration, and cele bration of con-
textual sensorial difference as well as its marginalization and even expulsion 
from the  labor market. The two sites explored in this chapter demonstrate 
a state- sanctioned sensorial form of governance, illustrating how the sani-
tized sensorium operates as a disciplinary tool. The sanitized sensorium 
reveals the ways that, in contrast to the rhe toric of “a nation built on dif-
ference,” multicultural practice in Canada denies difference with regard to 
immigrant bodies while si mul ta neously recognizing that very difference 
in contextually specific sites. Both government and popu lar discussions in 
Canada on multiculturalism (through sources ranging from media accounts 
to government policy) describe a relinquishing of cultural imperialism and 
a cele bration of “multi- ness,” as demonstrated by cultural festivals or other 
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public cele brations. This rhe toric is betrayed by the fact that neoliberal 
governance (in the form of government- funded, privately run settlement 
agencies) institutes certain ideals of bodily comportment on immigrants 
by attempting to teach them how to dress and act. This is an imposition 
of Canadian dominant culture; it is cultural imperialism in practice, and 
results in a form of racialization that has wide- ranging effects. Returning to 
the classroom for the last time, this chapter focuses on the sensorial aspects 
of  these encounters between instructors and students. Sensorial regimes 
contained within the sanitized sensorium dictate bodily comportment and 
practice that are critical not only to belonging in the multicultural nation- 
state, but also to survival. Failure to pres ent one’s body appropriately results 
in exclusion from economic and late cap i tal ist proj ects, leading to partial 
inclusion at best and at worst economic exploitation.
Sensorial regimes are a critical component of modernizing proj ects, as 
modernity itself produces racial knowledge. Rather than simply disciplin-
ing the alien Other, or eradicating racialized differences, critically impor-
tant is the fact that modern projects also work to produce selective forms of 
racialized, sensorial alterity, disciplining Other subjects into a minoritized 
space. As Edward Said famously argues in Orientalism,  these Westernized 
notions of self and Other produce not only ideas of the Other as savage 
and wild, but also si mul ta neously ideas of the self as civilized. Thus  these 
contradictory strains of multicultural practice have dual effects, marking 
the racialized Other while si mul ta neously positioning the West as enlight-
ened and civilized. When racialized  women are compelled to perform 
diff er ent kinds of sensorial practices in dual contexts conditional to their 
belonging,  these per for mances themselves become a constant reminder of 
their partial inclusion.
Taken together,  these scenes of abjection and the threat of radical alter-
ity provide the backdrop for a kind of empire of the senses in which the 
politics of smells, sights, and sounds have become not only a means of Oth-
ering, but of colonial expansion and nation- building. Paying attention to 
the daily affective attachments  people have to sensorial phenomena and 
to the perceived affront to the senses, this chapter weaves together  these 
contradictory state practices— the simultaneous erasure and recognition 
(or production) of differences as inscribed on the bodies of immigrant 
 women—in order to analyze multicultural practice as a form of racializa-
tion. The multicultural proj ect as experienced in urban Toronto— a city of 
tremendous racial, ethnic, and religious difference— calls for a par tic u lar 
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set of expectations, demands, and negotiations regarding citizenship.  There 
are multiple actors involved in the making of multicultural praxis: state 
workers, nonprofit workers, the public, the media, immigrant  women of 
color, and self- described immigrant community leaders.  Here I focus on 
the interweaving of  these categories of  people, publics, and repre sen ta tions.
Complicating Multiculturalism
Multiculturalism in Canada is a contentious  thing. In October 2015, lead-
ing up to an election that would overturn Stephen Harper’s conservative 
government, then immigration minister Chris Alexander and Minister for 
the Status of  Women Kellie Leitch proposed mea sures to stop “Barbaric 
Cultural Practices Against  Women and Girls,” saying that Canada should 
have a “Zero Tolerance for Barbaric Practices Act” and that if re- elected, the 
government would institute an rcmp (Royal Canadian Mounted Police) 
task force and tip line for  those wanting to report barbaric acts. In practice, 
the Barbaric Practices Act, as the public is calling it, consists of amendments 
to the Immigration Act and Criminal Code that already made such acts 
illegal, including polygamy, forced child marriage, and so-called honor kill-
ings. So what this new act would do is effectively link for the public  these 
crimes with some essentialized notion of Muslim culture.1
 These concerns around barbaric Muslim acts are linked to recent com-
ments by former Prime Minister Stephen Harper, who used the phrase “old 
stock Canadians” in discussing refugee policy in a public debate. He said 
he would offer to bring more refugees than Canada has historically, but 
that  there are limits: “We do not offer them a better health- care plan than 
the ordinary Canadian can receive. . . .  I think that’s something that new 
and old stock Canadians can agree with.” When  later asked about what 
he meant, he said, “It’s supported by Canadians who are themselves im-
migrants, it’s supported by the rest of us—by Canadians who have been the 
descendants of immigrants for one or more generations.”2 For Harper, an 
old- stock Canadian is one who was born in Canada and whose parents  were 
born in Canada, effectively producing an essentialized notion of citizenship 
and of who belongs. The language of “Barbaric Acts” and “Old- Stock Cana-
dians” echoes (and not too subtly) Orientalist constructions of the Other 
defined in contrast to an enlightened old- stock Canadian.
 These kinds of debates signal the challenges posed to the practice of 
multiculturalism in Canada, a practice that has been subject to critique 
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since its implementation as federal policy.3 Its early supporters and canonical 
writers in the field, such as Charles Taylor (1994) and  Will Kymlicka (1995), 
describe multiculturalism as a progressive form of liberalism in the Cana-
dian context.  Others have addressed  whether or not liberalism as a doc-
trine is compatible with multiculturalism, leading some to argue  whether 
multiculturalism is the prob lem, or if the real issue is in essentialist under-
standings of cultural diversity (Abu- Laban 2002). Vered Amit- Talai (1996) 
argues that the symbolic effectiveness of multiculturalism in Canada arises 
from its ambiguity, in which “vague ideas” of ethnic and cultural pluralism 
are conflated with civil rights, social justice, and government policy to cre-
ate a symbolic bundle that is “as po liti cally charged as it is indeterminate” 
(90). In October 2010, an editorial in the Canadian national newspaper 
the Globe and Mail (2010) argued that national discourse around minority 
culture should eliminate mention of multiculturalism and focus instead on 
“the concept of citizenship.”4 Rather than promote a multicultural society, 
they suggested that national discourse should promote individual member-
ship as a Canadian citizen. Thus, multiculturalism in Canada and elsewhere 
has already been  under scrutiny as the most effective means of dealing with 
racial and ethnic diversity. Indeed, I found that contradictions between the 
state’s rhe toric of multiculturalism and the impact of its practices emerge in 
moments of friction among state bodies, civil society, and aspiring citizens. 
Looking closely at  these points of conflict can reveal how multicultural 
policy arises through concrete social practices, and how aspiring citizens 
translate  these policies into their everyday lives. The range of conflicts and 
interactions among governmental agency workers, immigration counselors, 
and immigrant  women in Toronto demonstrates the changing nature of mul-
ticulturalism and citizenship in con temporary Canada.
Within Canadian multicultural policy  there is an implicit approach to 
race that both produces and enacts racial hierarchies.5 If all Canadian cul-
tures are equal to one another except one, then what remains at the core 
of Canadian multiculturalism is an En glish (or white) subject. As Talal 
Asad (1993) argues, what becomes “crucial for [multicultural] govern-
ment is not homogeneity versus difference as such but its authority to de-
fine crucial  homogeneities and differences” (111). Slavoj Žižek (1997) takes 
up this question of multiculturalism and racism when he writes, “Multicul-
turalism is a  disavowed, inverted, self- referential form of racism, a ‘racism 
with a distance’—it ‘re spects’ the Other’s identity, conceiving the Other as 
a self- enclosed ‘au then tic’ community  toward which he, the multiculturalist, 
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maintains a distance rendered pos si ble by his privileged universal position” 
(44). This equation of multiculturalism with racism critically draws atten-
tion to the issue of proximity so that cultural difference is to be respected, 
even tolerated, but from a distance. This toleration, this form of re spect 
serves to mask racism and race- based discrimination. Race  matters, and any 
national proj ect must use race even if it disavows it (Balibar and Wallerstein 
1991).  These theoretical discussions have taken on real- world significance in 
Canada, where the terms and context of multiculturalism have been hotly 
contested.6
The presumption that Canada is post- racial  because of its commitment 
to multiculturalism was recently challenged by a report released from the 
United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 
which examined the Canadian state’s compliance with international law 
concerning racial equality. While it acknowledged positive mea sures in 
place, the committee highlighted a number of concerns impacting racial 
and ethnic communities in Canada: increasing socioeconomic gaps deter-
mined by race; racial profiling, including that of Black Canadians by po-
lice; the overrepre sen ta tion of Black and Indigenous people in the prison 
system; and the discrimination Black and Indigenous people encounter in 
the criminal justice system. In fact, Black men in Toronto are three times 
more likely to be stopped by police.7  These facts  were most recently sup-
ported by a Maclean’s article that suggested, “Canada’s race prob lem? It’s 
even worse than Amer i ca’s,” comparing the material conditions of the Black 
community in the United States to that of the Indigenous population in 
Canada.8 The author argues, “Our Fergusons are hidden deep in the bush, 
accessible only by chartered float plane,” given that 49  percent of Indigenous 
people live on reserves in remote parts of the country and make up less 
than 1  percent of the total population of the Greater Toronto area.9 Further, 
half of Canada’s Indigenous  children live in states of poverty, 64  percent of 
them in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Indigenous youth suffer at greater rates 
than nonindigenous youth; they are seven times more likely to be mur-
dered and five times more likely to die of suicide. One in three young  people 
in police custody is Indigenous.10 While multicultural rhe toric denies social 
in equality, it is evident in the treatment of  those considered Other.
The challenges to multiculturalism in  these varied cultural contexts sig-
nal a kind of “crisis of multiculturalism,” one that is often blamed in the con-
temporary era on what has come to be considered the “Muslim prob lem,”11 
a term used to describe a perceived radicalization of homegrown Muslim 
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youth,  those of the second generation who have participated in a range of 
events including the “Toronto 18,” caught in 2006,12 and the 2015 joining of 
isis by three British Pakistani girls.13 The prob lem has been described as 
one of unassimilated minorities, and so  these discussions are often accom-
panied by a call for a return to assimilation. This crisis of multiculturalism is 
not due to the presence of unassimilated minorities, but rather to the ways 
that difference is controlled, managed, and contained through liberal mul-
ticultural practices that create competing narratives of citizenship, which 
further alienate already marginalized aspiring citizens. So in this case, the 
widespread unemployment of skilled immigrant workers is not a multicul-
tural prob lem of unincorporated immigrants; it is not a prob lem of the 
“savage,” uncontainable Other. It is, in fact, a crisis of whiteness.
In conjunction with  these theories, anthropologists have studied the 
politics of recognition in diverse socie ties. Elizabeth Povinelli (2002) has 
written extensively on late liberalism in the Australian context, focusing on 
the impasse of liberal conventions of law and policy revealed in the interface 
with indigenous worlds, what she has called “liberal settler multicultural-
ism.” This articulation of the management and control of populations is 
distinct from postcolonialism (as in the work of Franz Fanon or the Sub-
altern Studies Collective): “Colonial domination worked by inspiring in 
colonized subjects a desire to identify with their colonizers,” while, in con-
trast, “multicultural domination seems to work . . .  by inspiring subaltern 
and minority subjects to identify with the impossible object of an au then-
tic self- identity” (Povinelli 2002: 6). Instead of recognition, this has led to 
calls for a radical form of difference.
 These questions of recognition have also been explored in the Canadian 
context in reference to Indigenous communities. Glen Coulthard (2007) has 
written about how self- determination efforts by Indigenous  people in Canada 
have been recast as questions of “recognition,” a pro cess that, he asserts, simply 
reifies colonial power. Audra Simpson (2014) has provocatively recast this ques-
tion of recognition in her study of the Mohawks of Kahnawà:ke, an Indigenous 
community that insists on self- governance and refuses Canadian or American 
citizenship. Her work explores this as a politics of refusal, instead of a poli-
tics of recognition.  These theories of settler colonialism, which describe the 
displacement of Indigenous  people by a colonial occupation, are conceptually 
and po liti cally critical for comprehending racial and ethnic difference  because 
they acknowledge that ongoing immigration results in the continued settle-
ment of occupied land and the colonization of Indigenous people. At the 
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same time, however, the scholarship si mul ta neously marks points of shared 
experiences and possibilities for co ali tion building between marginalized 
immigrants and colonized Indigenous  peoples. But it is impor tant to not 
equate  these two phenomena, which would lead to rendering Indigenous 
populations as simply another ethnic group.
Fi nally, critical in this discussion is the fact that multiculturalism is a 
gendered phenomenon.14 This chapter draws explicit attention to the vio-
lence inflicted by the multicultural state in the name of civilizing immi-
grant  women. Such a civilizing mission seeks to eradicate not only cultural 
difference, but also markers of Otherness inscribed on immigrant  women’s 
bodies. The state emphasizes culture and cultural explanations to ratio-
nalize the foreign- trained worker prob lem, thus obscuring the racial and 
gendered nature of cap i tal ist exploitation. Exploring the gendered logics of 
institutional structures demonstrates how culturally inscribed ideas about 
the Muslim  woman are translated in the intimate interface between im-
migrant  women and the state. This work thus reveals how  these ideas and 
practices attempt to make Muslim immigrant  women’s bodies legible to the 
neoliberal, multicultural state, which ultimately does vio lence to them.
Sanitizing the Other
One of the settlement- services centers I worked with in downtown 
 Toronto conducted a proj ect called “No Hijab Is Permitted  Here.” In dis-
cussing the proj ect with Amal, a member of the or ga ni za tion from Soma-
lia whose expertise was in helping Muslim  women find work, she told me 
they found that having a Muslim name had become a real barrier. “While 
professional organ izations are gatekeepers,” she said, “ there is a real differ-
ence  between vis i ble Muslim  women [meaning  those who wore a hijab] 
and non- vis i ble Muslim  women.” As part of the proj ect, they had done 
focus groups in which Muslim  women shared their difficulties in accessing 
the job market: “We felt we needed to document  these prob lems.” She ad-
mitted that even for her, the results  were shocking. In the experiment they 
attempted to control for every thing except the hijab, so they sent pairs of 
 women of similar nationality, age, and height out with comparable résumés 
to see what would happen. Participants in the study attempted to seek em-
ployment in manufacturing, sales, and ser vice sectors  because  these  were 
considered common employment opportunities for  women whose skills 
and education are not accredited. Experiences ranged from  those wear-
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ing the hijab not being given application forms, to  those without the hijab 
being given extra application forms for their friends. This study highlights 
the failure of the practice of multiculturalism in Toronto, signaling that 
racialized difference continues to result in economic exclusion. Rather than 
addressing this issue directly, settlement-ser vices agencies govern new im-
migrants, domesticating their bodies for legibility in Canada.
Also crucial in this discussion are understandings of the relationship be-
tween the ideology of the state ( here, multiculturalism) and the kinds of affect 
produced and regulated in its name. Ann Stoler (2002) has examined the con-
nection between the “broad- scale dynamics” of colonial rule and the intimate 
spaces in which such forms of governance are enacted. Drawing on the work 
of Foucault, she suggests that  these intimate spaces demonstrate what might 
be called the “microphysics of colonial rule,” within which she locates the “af-
fective grid of colonial politics” (7). Elizabeth Povinelli (2002) has examined 
Australian liberal multiculturalism as an ideology and practice of governance 
and a form of “everyday affective association and identification” (6) to explore 
the corporeal politics of Australian multiculturalism. Following Stoler and Po-
vinelli, I examine the practice of multicultural governance in which intimate 
forms of embodiment are subject to regulation and control.
Settlement ser vices in Toronto govern through a range of techniques— 
including affect, which is significant both po liti cally and epistemologically. 
Stoler (2002) has written about the range of bodily affects implicated in 
colonial rule, from Javanese nursemaids being instructed to “hold their 
charges away from their bodies so that the infants would not smell of their 
sweat” (6), to Dutch  children being forbidden to play with the  children of 
servants for fear that they would begin “babbling and thinking in Javanese” 
(6).  These instances  were part of the proj ect of rule in the colonies and 
 were part of the colonial state’s investment in “the education of desire.” In the 
case of multiculturalism and the body, and the immigrant body in par tic u-
lar, the question of smell is of par tic u lar import. Smells express concepts of 
Oneness and Otherness and contribute to establishing bipolarities of smell, 
such as the evil odors of evil spirits versus the good odors of good spirits, or 
how men should smell strong while  women should smell gentle (Classen 
1993; Synnott 1991; both as cited in Low 2005). Discussions of immigration 
and smell have focused on the ways that smells have marginalized immigrant 
bodies; indeed, the smell of cooking on the body is a mark of Otherness.
In the context of the con temporary multicultural state, the immigrant 
body is constructed as the carrier of all that is undesirable and thus must be 
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cleansed in the name of modern citizenship, which is crucial in the proj ect 
of rule. Contrary to the notion that multicultural paradigms do not require 
par tic u lar modes of embodiment and self- presentation, in Toronto bodily 
praxis was predicated on a racialized ideal of what it means to participate 
in the public sphere. Citizenship is based on embodied practice in which 
certain bodies are subject to par tic u lar kinds of regulation and control. As 
Povinelli (2002) argues, “Liberalism is harmful not only when it fails to 
live up to its ideals, but when it approaches them” (13). Thus, in settlement- 
services classrooms, it is by enacting a form of care, through sensorial peda-
gogies, that liberal practice does harm to immigrant  women.
 Women’s unemployment is managed at the level of the everyday through 
instructions on training their bodies and affects for legibility. As discussed 
in chapter  1, settlement- services workshops assumed a par tic u lar kind of 
unemployed subjectivity that, as I  will elaborate on more  here, needs to 
be erased of its sensorial difference.  These intimate modes of governance 
demonstrate deeply held assumptions or conditions within the practice 
of multiculturalism in Canada in which sight and smell shape the limits 
of acceptability. The following classroom encounter exemplifies this limit. 
Dana, the instructor, was from a large, well- established international associa-
tion that conducts nonprofit work. She was a white  woman in her mid- 
forties, with short, white hair and a tall, lanky frame. She introduced herself 
to us, but did not ask the same of her audience. When I  later interviewed 
Dana about how she came to give  these trainings, she described a trajectory 
that was common among all but one of the workshop coordinators I spoke 
with: she was born and raised in Canada and had entered the workforce 
 after her  children had gone away to college. When I asked her about the 
instruction and how she deci ded on the content of the workshops, she said 
she would gauge her audience’s needs  after meeting them. While she had 
a uniform syllabus for all the workshops, she made changes depending on 
who was in attendance, which is a significant detail. Although smell was 
highlighted when teaching  women from the subcontinent, the instructions 
 were markedly diff er ent when participants  were primarily from Eu rope. 
With non– South Asian audiences, facilitators did focus on bodily com-
portment involving gestures, but never on smell or ethnic dress.
The theme for that day’s class was “Business Etiquette,” and the room 
was packed with twenty  women. Dana began with a remark that signaled 
her assumptions about class and education. She recommended that all par-
ticipants at some point go to another local agency that offers En glish as a 
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Second Language classes, as well as academic tutoring up to grade- twelve 
level. One audience member, indignant and upset, said, “Literate  women 
 here work alongside the illiterate  women.” Dana had not realized that her 
audience was composed mainly of fluent En glish speakers who  were highly 
skilled in specialized professions in Pakistan.
Dana emphasized, “It  doesn’t  matter what you did in your home coun-
try.  You’re in Canada now.” When thinking about clothing, she suggested, 
job seekers should consider their surroundings; she focused particularly on 
advising the participants— none of whom was wearing a head scarf at the 
workshop— not to dress “traditionally.” “You need to consider how they per-
ceive you. You need to fit,” she said, adding, “10  percent of what interviewers 
consider is ‘fit’ in the workplace,” effectively suggesting, if you wear a head-
scarf, you are never  going to get work. Dana stressed, “You always need to 
look good, even if  you’re just dropping off a résumé.” She suggested, “ Don’t 
wear too much make-up,  don’t wear too much perfume, and make sure your 
clothes are clean and  don’t have any distinctive smell. . . .” But her voice 
trailed off as she considered the implications of her suggestion— that  these 
professional  women would attend job interviews smelling “distinctive,” and 
that such marked difference would become a hindrance to their employment. 
She further suggested, “Dress plainly, so you  don’t distract the employer from 
what  we’re saying, yet dress formally,  don’t wear sunglasses, and do not take 
your  children to your job interview.” Of note  here is Dana’s use of “we,” refer-
encing a racial and national community that excluded her audience.
She continued by saying about job applications, “We  can’t always under-
stand your names, so please print clearly, or if you can, change your name, 
get a nickname if it’s hard to pronounce.” When questioned about dressing 
formally, she suggested participants “go out and see what  people are wearing, 
dress plainly, be up- to- date, but dress modern.” This directive necessarily 
puts the supposedly traditional practices  these immigrant  women held in 
Pakistan in direct opposition to constructed modern practices required of 
them in Toronto. This configuration not only renders Pakistani norms (in 
this case, what they wear) as archaic, but also creates a temporal relation-
ship between traditional practices “in the past” and modern practices “in 
the  future,” reproducing a teleology of pro gress that marches  toward the 
West. She reiterated, “Always be sure to shower first— you want to smell 
clean and not like Indian food, or masala, or foods that are foreign to us. You 
want to pres ent yourself as clean and professional.” Her emphases suggested 
to her audience that, at pres ent, they  were neither clean nor professional.
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Dana then played a ubiquitous video called “First Impressions,” which I 
had to watch in many of  these workshops. A smiling man appears, dressed 
in a business suit headed for his first interview. A voiceover explains, “Suc-
cess in an interview is 45   percent packaging, 35   percent responsiveness, 
and 10  percent experience. Interviewers  will know  whether they like you in 
the first seven seconds.” Cut to a Latina  woman named Rita, wearing bright 
makeup and revealing clothing, arriving for an office interview with her 
 children. The receptionist looks at her with distaste. The voiceover reminds 
the viewer, “Be nice to gatekeepers, such as secretaries and administrators. 
They have a lot of control.” Rita is rude. In another scene, a Chinese busi-
nessman named Chang has also paid too  little attention to his appearance. 
He reaches out to shake the hand of his interviewer, who responds with a 
frown at Chang’s limp handshake. Chang then bows, and offers his business 
card by holding two diff er ent corners with both his hands. Chang fails at his ef-
forts to produce small talk and he sits on the edge of his chair, rather than in 
the  middle. He also takes coffee, which he immediately spills. The voiceover 
says never to take coffee. Ultimately, Rita fails to find work. Chang, how-
ever, is considered successful, according to the video’s narrator,  because he 
managed to find a six- month contract. Next, a large animated face appears 
on the screen, detailing the mechanics of vocalization, including where 
to place one’s tongue in one’s mouth, as it is markedly diff er ent for native 
speakers of diff er ent languages (in  these instances, Mandarin and Spanish). 
The voiceover suggests, “Focus on hearing the correct number of syllables 
and sounds in order to learn which ones to stress the way a native speaker 
would.” The faceless narrator advises, “Choose a Canadian nickname, like 
Mike, or Mary. It’ll make it easier.”
When the video was over, Dana reviewed some key ele ments, emphasizing 
be hav ior: “During an interview you need to be confident, make eye con-
tact, [but]  don’t be too over- confident— you need to have a good attitude, 
 don’t be too pushy.” Many of the participants expressed shock and horror 
when the video revealed that interviewers  will decide  whether they like you 
within the first seven seconds of meeting. But the video’s message was clear: 
Chang and Rita strug gled in their job search  because they do not have the 
appropriate bodily comportment to make it past the first seven seconds, not 
to mention the first interview. The video provides a highly gendered account 
of what the two did wrong, with Rita’s  mistakes emphasizing her role as a 
 mother, her clothing, and her sexuality, and Chang’s focusing on his inability 
to perform masculinized American business culture with his limp handshake 
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and deferent bow. Both are illustrated as haphazard and clumsy. The entire 
class burst into laughter when the video described Chang as “successful”  after 
he managed to acquire a short- term contract, rather than a full- time job.
At the end of the lecture, the participants loudly discussed the fact that 
Dana’s “business etiquette” consisted of instructions on how to dress, speak, 
and act. This emphasis on comportment provoked indignation from many. 
One participant, Naseem, said to me that she had come across many work-
shop participants who  were not working in their fields. “They learn how to 
shake hands, but nothing  else!” she said. Many voiced their concerns about 
the specificity of body language and clothing over job placement. When 
I  later had the opportunity to speak to Zeba about her experience in the 
workshop, she highlighted the issue of smell. “Why do they think I smell 
bad? It is just food. They eat Indian food at the shopping center!” Zeba im-
mediately homed in on the hy poc risy of the workshop leaders, and indeed 
the larger Canadian public, which accepts the smells of an exotic South 
Asia and participates in its consumption in one context but not in another. 
As the workshop illuminated, smell is particularly significant in the moral 
construction of self and Other, and part of the pro cess of racialization. It 
functions as a medium through which judgments are made concerning 
raced, classed, and gendered  Others. As a pro cess of Othering, the act of 
perceiving the odor or smell of an individual defines both the self and the 
Other through difference (Low 2005).
Smell is implicated in a social and moral order tied to the prevailing 
ideology of multiculturalism in Toronto and is an impor tant part of the 
pro cess of racialization. Or, put another way, smells can racialize. Classen, 
Howes, and Synnott (1994) have argued that the sense of smell has been ex-
cluded from the realm of reason, associated instead with savagery. Rinaldo 
Walcott (2003) has examined the ways that the “food odors” of Somali 
residents in a primarily white condominium in Toronto  were  imagined 
to be an “affront to ‘Canadian ways of living’ ” and  were used to mark them 
as outsiders (126). This is a civilizing mission of a par tic u lar sort, distinct 
from colonial proj ects that aimed to turn natives into white gentlemen 
(and - women). The similarities lie in the production of a national, or even 
global, professional worker whose sanitized body is interchangeable and 
universal, and is intimately tied to social class and upward mobility. Work-
ers in the global market are called upon to demonstrate, to borrow a phrase 
from Koichi Iwabuchi (2002), the sweet scent of Asian modernity— which 
in this case is no scent at all.
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That Dana instructed the  women not to smell like South Asian food 
points to how smell is also particularly gendered in this context. The smell 
of food reminds  people that  these “foreign- trained professionals” also cook, 
invoking images of the domestic arena and  women’s unpaid work. As in this 
and nearly all of the workshops I attended, instruction was directed  toward 
their “South Asian– ness,” such that smell and appearance become intertwined 
with cultural and bodily difference. While mediated by the senses, the in-
clusion and exclusion of Pakistani  women in Canada’s public sphere is 
about being, in the words of Mary Douglas (2002), out of place. It is not 
only about “smelly bodies,” but about the idea of smelly bodies. The issue 
of smell defines how a Canadian (or national) body should be: the national 
body does not smell—or, more accurately, smells in such a way that the very 
odor dis appears. It is not an issue of not smelling, but of smelling “like us,” 
with the attending assumption that “we” have no smell. “We” are neutral.
Scholarly work has explored the role of the senses, and smell in par tic-
u lar, in the making of the social body. Low (2006) highlights the connec-
tions between smell and morality, whereby “smell as a social medium is 
intertwined with issues of olfactory ac cep tance and hence social and moral 
approval” (608). Rather than focusing on the body as such, I am interested 
in the body as a social medium by which sensory phenomena are affectively 
registered and translated into social ideas not only of belonging but also of 
morality and good citizenship. Smells have also been representative of immi-
grant communities’ inability to assimilate. Manalansan (2006) has described 
a tension in the interpretation of immigrant odors, in which the smells are 
 either conditional (i.e., they can be removed) or they adhere to the body, 
thus justifying the removal of the bodies themselves. Employing Kristeva’s 
notion of abjection, Hyde (2006) has further argued that the expulsion of 
“odorous  Others” is a means by which polities maintain their status. What 
I seek to contribute to  these impor tant works is an examination of the ways 
that the “smell” of South Asia is a means of both exclusion and inclusion, 
and the ways the liberal multicultural state manages such sensorial phe-
nomena as an impor tant part of the pro cess of “immigrant integration.”15
Bodily smell has been intimately tied to class and modernity. As Classen, 
Howes, and Synnott (1994) write, “Smell has been marginalized  because 
it is felt to threaten the abstract and impersonal regime of modernity by 
virtue of its radical interiority, its boundary- transgressing propensities and 
its emotional potency” (5). George Orwell claimed the “ ‘real secret’ of class 
distinctions in the West could be summed up in four frightful words . . . 
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The Lower classes smell,” further suggesting that “race hatred, religious ha-
tred, differences of education, of temperament, can all be overcome, ‘but 
physical repulsion cannot,’ whence the per sis tence of class distinctions” 
(Orwell quoted in Classen et al. 1994: 8). Orwell astutely draws a connec-
tion between olfaction and the symbolic repre sen ta tion of socioeconomic 
status, real or perceived. However, it is not something intrinsic to smell it-
self that codifies meaning; rather,  these meanings are socially and culturally 
produced. Thus, any food smell, even a distinctly North American one like 
that of hamburgers for instance, if detected on the body of a South Asian 
may signal Otherness  because of the perception that they already represent 
alterity, that they already and always, smell bad.
In the con temporary era, the  whole body, not just its smell, becomes a 
site of engagement with the production of citizenship and modern subjec-
tivity. Nayan Shah (2001) has written eloquently on the centrality of the 
relationship between immigration, citizenship, and the body to symbolic 
practices of inclusion and exclusion. Shah traces the ways that concerns 
about the Chinese  were central to “the social classifications of racial danger, 
difference, and subordination” (5). The idea of cleanliness, or the unclean-
liness of immigrant bodies, has been  imagined not only to be a threat to 
social cohesion, but also in fact a literal threat to the health of (white) citi-
zens. State practices of instituting order on seemingly disorderly subjects 
are central to the modern proj ect.
The marking of immigrant bodies was made particularly evident in the 
case of Razia, who participated in a workshop geared  toward foreign- trained 
professionals from diverse fields. Razia had been living in Toronto for a year 
and a half, and had been a practicing  lawyer in Pakistan for five years before 
immigrating. In order to be re- accredited as a  lawyer, she learned she would 
have to begin her education again. While holding several survival jobs, such 
as making kebabs at an Indian restaurant and cashiering at Walmart, she 
 attended a range of unemployment workshops that did not teach her how 
to become employed as a  lawyer. She regularly wore a scarf around her neck, 
and while some employers in vari ous survival jobs  were accepting of it, un-
employment workshop leaders suggested she stop wearing it. Razia was not 
wearing anything resembling Pakistani clothing or representing “the Mus-
lim veil.” With a tone of disgust, she told me, “I got it at the Dufferin mall. 
Why do they think it’s Pakistani?  Because I’m Pakistani?” The scarf she 
wore was marked as a “Pakistani scarf ”  because a Pakistani was wearing it; 
smells and bodily adornments became marked as diff er ent  because of the 
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wearer, which points to the ways that this pro cess is always doomed to fail. 
Even though she did what was required of her and attempted to erase traces 
of minority culture from her body, what she wears and how she smells  will 
always be marked Other  because of the color of her skin.
Another leader of an unemployment workshop for South Asian  women 
went one step further by describing the hijab as dangerous. She illustrated 
this point by using the example of a  woman who was encouraged not to 
wear her hijab for an interview at a home for the developmentally disabled, 
since one of the patients could pull at the scarf and strangle her. She did 
not, however, identify necklaces or dangling earrings as similarly danger-
ous; the hijab became emblematic not only of tradition and the past, but 
of something that could now choke or strangle them. This workshop leader 
inadvertently provided a materialist explanation for a meta phorical prob-
lem. The wearer of the hijab pres ents a kind of cultural Other that injures 
its wearer through the perception that she is inassimilable, dangerous, and 
threatening— all at once. Such Otherness is uncontainable and irreconcil-
able with the modern proj ect of producing model citizen- workers.
Being directed not to wear the hijab was repeated in  every workshop I 
attended in which Pakistani  women  were pres ent— regardless of  whether 
any  were wearing one. It is impor tant to note that at least in Toronto, it 
is not typical for Pakistani  women to wear the hijab; however, the hijab 
and shalwar cameeze suits are popularly understood as traditional forms 
of bodily adornment in contrast to the modern dress associated with ap-
propriate secular womanhood.  These kinds of moments illustrate the ways 
secular modes of governance explic itly direct Pakistani  women on how to 
move and how to dress. While it is true that the hijab has a particularly 
contentious position as not only a cultural, but also a contested religious 
signifier, for my purposes  here the point is simply about the marking of 
Otherness in all its varied semiotic forms, and the equation of such marks 
of Otherness with unemployment.  There is a large body of scholarly work 
concerning Muslim  women and dress, in par tic u lar veiling and bodily com-
portment as well as the relationship of veiling to inhabiting an appropri-
ately pious subject (e.g., Fernando 2010; Mahmood 2001).  Here I include 
practices such as wearing the hijab as a form of racialized difference (par-
ticularly  after 9/11), and so when nonprofit workers suggest the limiting of 
such clothing practices, they invoke the refashioning of immigrant bodies 
and promote a par tic u lar kind of racialized secular body.
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As authors such as Miriam Ticktin (2008) have described, the state ul-
timately decides what national and religious per for mances entail; so, for 
instance, wearing the hijab is fixed “as a coerced act from which [Muslim] 
 women must be saved” (84). As Sherene Razack (2001) has argued in the 
case of South Asian  women in Canada,  women are given the choice of 
 either attending to cultural differences and being ste reo typed as Other, or 
of ignoring cultural differences and reifying the idea of the universal, lib-
eral, individual subject. As the example of settlement ser vices demonstrates, 
modernizing proj ects aimed at immigrant integration relocate systemic 
issues of unemployment to a prob lem of the body: “ Don’t wear the hijab if 
you want to get a job.”
Through the training workshops, immigrants are taught a kind of 
cultural habitus for legibility in the public sphere ( here, the working world) 
in Toronto; but  these practices reveal the ways multicultural claims of uni-
versality are in fact conditional. In this sense, it is a pro cess that is doomed 
to failure since  these  women  will never overcome the obstacle of their raced 
and racialized bodies.  These unemployment workshops pres ent a white Ca-
nadian subject who is invisible and who participants are supposed to strive 
to embody— the other markers (clothing, comportment, bodily smells) are 
simply ways of not naming the  actual fact of their foreignness. This kind 
of Othering cannot be explic itly articulated as such and instead becomes a 
question of food,  music, and clothing.
Although Dana was a well- meaning presenter, an attempt to erase difference 
seeps into her account— not despite her helping immigrant  women, but 
 because of it. Beyond the immediate intentions of the workshop leaders, 
however, it is indeed pos si ble that if  women showed up to a job interview 
smelling like foreign foods, they would never achieve inclusion in the for-
mal economy. The prob lem thus transcends the space of the workshop.
This phenomenon illuminates multiple publics, among them the job 
market and the cultural festival, in which the smell of food on the body of 
a  woman, for example, is understood in two diametrically opposing ways. 
In the context of the job market, the smell of South Asian food on the body 
suggests that  these foreign  women cook foreign food at home; but during 
cultural festivals, the smell of generic South Asian food reminds Canadian 
consumers of the exotic lands where  these foods originate. This distinction 
suggests that in its embodied form, South Asian food smells repugnant; yet 
in a disembodied form, it is appealing. The smell of food on an immigrant 
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body can be described or understood as private, and therefore dangerous 
and threatening to the multicultural nation in one re spect, and alternately 
treated as a public, commodified, accessible form of plea sure for white Ca-
nadian consumption of the other. Thus, the meanings of diff er ent smells 
do not only vary cross- culturally but also contextually. Sara Ahmed (2000) 
argues, “Ethnicity becomes a spice or taste that can be consumed, that can 
be incorporated in the life of the one who moves between (eating) places. 
Differences that can be consumed are the ones that are valued: difference 
is valued insofar as it can be incorporated into, not only the nation space, but 
also the individual body. . . .  By implication, differences that cannot be as-
similated into the nation or body through the pro cess of consumption have no 
value” (117–18, emphasis in original). Between  these diff er ent contexts, the 
look and smell of citizenship change.
Sensing Citizenship
The senses convey meaning. “They [the senses] are operators, which make 
it pos si ble to convey the isomorphic character of all binary systems of con-
trasts connected with the senses, and therefore to express, as a totality, a set 
of equivalences connecting life and death, vegetable foods and cannibalism, 
putrefaction and imputrescibility, softness and hardness, silence and noise” 
(Levi- Strauss 1964 quoted in Sutton 2010: 210).  Here Lévi- Strauss conveys 
the contradictions the senses can embody and proj ect. To his list, I would 
add “the self and other.” The senses, then, convey messages about the social 
world. Turning to the sanitized sensorium, competing social meanings can 
then be ascribed to the same sensorial phenomena to signify belonging and 
non- belonging depending on context. Between the site of the classroom 
and the cultural festival, the conditions of belonging shift. For instance, 
rendered in terms of the sensory pleasures of an exotic South Asia, foreign 
smells become part of an acceptable model of difference: “I am tolerant; 
that food smells  really good.” In the cultural festival, such smells become 
cultural commodities, rather than liabilities. The broader implication  here 
pertains to the contradiction at the heart of multiculturalism: Be diff er ent, 
but only in certain contexts. Multicultural practice in this context specifi-
cally calls for foreignness, exoticness, and smelling “diff er ent.” Foods that are 
“foreign,” marked “bad” in the context of job searches where difference is to 
be mitigated, are now marked delicious when difference is to be embraced. 
Such “ethnic” identifiers like food,  music, and clothing inform the sanitized 
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sensorium and help to construct  people’s perceptions of what it means to 
be South Asian, and by extension, just how “South Asian” one can be and 
still qualify for inclusion into Canadian society. The management of differ-
ence does not go undisputed, however. In the next chapter I  will focus on 
the agency of the Pakistani  women I interviewed as they fashion alternative 
models of the self by resisting norms, values, and constructions of appropri-
ate citizenship around the category “South Asian.” But first, it is impor tant 
to highlight the contradictions between the sanitization that happens in 
the space of the workshops and the public face of multiculturalism  because 
of the distinct roles immigrant  women have in  these diff er ent contexts: as 
flexible workers in one and as displays of multicultural Canada’s inclusivity 
in the other.
In 2001, the space for a South Asian cultural festival was created by the 
demise of Desh Pardesh (dp), a multidisciplinary arts festival that functioned 
as a venue for underrepresented and marginalized groups within Toronto’s 
South Asian diasporic community to participate in public culture. dp was 
a lesbian- and gay- positive, feminist, anti- racist, anti- imperialist, and anti- 
caste or ga ni za tion that operated from 1989 to 2001. It was originally con-
ceived as “Salaam Toronto!” and was administered by Khush (a collective 
of South Asian gay men in Toronto) as an alternative space for South Asian 
diasporics. The dp festival was funded by academic institutions, media and 
film boards, and government- sponsored grants for LGBTQ organ izations; 
however, the festival and its administrative body closed due to a financial 
crisis in 2001 (Desh Pardesh, 2007). Its demise left a vacuum, leading other 
segments of the South Asian community to turn to the government for 
more formalized recognition of the community.
On December 14, 2001, the government of Ontario declared May South 
Asian Heritage Month  under the South Asian Heritage Act of 2001.16 
Throughout that year, parts of the Ontario community had agitated to 
establish an Indian Arrival and Heritage Month, but the government re-
jected the name to avoid confusion with laws pertaining to Indigenous 
populations— a point I take up in more detail in chapter  4. Since then, 
the federal government in Ottawa has hosted cele brations throughout the 
country, the largest of which is on Parliament Hill. Members of all levels 
of government participate in South Asian Heritage Month, making public 
appearances and giving speeches that encourage “diversity.” For instance, in 
recent years, representatives such as then Minister of Citizenship, Immig-
ration, and Multiculturalism Jason Kenney,17 have attended. In a speech at 
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DesiFest, the event that closed the South Asian Heritage Month activities 
in 2008, Kenney said:
Our core Canadian values are democracy, freedom,  human rights, and 
the rule of law. The more than 200,000  people who come to Canada 
annually from  every corner of the world embrace  these values, adding 
an often indefinable ele ment to our sense of who we are. . . .  It’s  great 
to witness such a committed and dedicated group of  people who 
clearly see links between their Canadian citizenship, their civic par-
ticipation, and their commitment to maintaining a connection with 
their cultural heritage. . . .  Canada has an enviable rec ord of integrat-
ing newcomers by encouraging their full participation in our society. 
One of the cornerstones of our pluralistic society is that all citizens 
benefit from equality  under the law, regardless of their cultural or re-
ligious background.
As this quote demonstrates, the government is deeply invested— not only 
financially but also ideologically—in the promotion of “diversity,” and 
more specifically to South Asian Heritage Month.18
Many  people consider this monthlong cele bration to be part of the 
success story of Canadian multiculturalism  because of the recognition it 
provides minority subjects. However, while po liti cal phi los o phers Charles 
Taylor (1994) and  Will Kymlicka (1995) have written that multiculturalism 
in the Canadian context is a progressive kind of liberalism, critics such as 
Yasmeen Abu- Laban (2002) have argued that the central prob lem with it 
lies in the essentialist understandings of cultural diversity it promotes. Talal 
Asad (1993) asserts that while “difference is certainly a crucial issue at the 
level of the law’s treatment of individual citizens (the  bearers of rights and 
duties), it is also relevant to the individual’s desire to have and to maintain 
a collective identity” (262). Further, David Theo Goldberg (2002) has ar-
gued that the multicultural state is inherently a racial state, writing that 
the “apparatuses and technologies employed by modern states have served 
variously to fashion, modify, and reify the terms of racial expression, as well 
as racist exclusions and subjugation” (4). Multicultural policy was designed 
with the central concern of managing racial and ethnic difference by creating 
categories (census and legislative), thus becoming a population- based man-
agement tool that controls and contains the bodies of citizens and subjects.
As a census category for both a vis i ble minority group and an ethnic ori-
gin, “South Asian” signifies a unified community, despite the  actual diversity 
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of its “members” in diaspora. For example, in a report titled “South Asians 
in Canada: Unity through Diversity,” a study developed by Statistics Can-
ada in partnership with the Department of Canadian Heritage, the authors 
claim: “The South Asian community is one of the most diverse vis i ble mi-
nority groups. . . .  And yet, the South Asian community is one of the most 
unified when it comes to the value they attach to  family interaction, the 
maintenance of social networks within their cultural group, and the preser-
vation of ethnic customs, traditions and heritage languages” (Tran, Kaddatz, 
and Allard 2005). Interestingly, all of  these characteristics are always used to 
define and describe the impossibility of their full incorporation (refusal to 
shed ethnic customs, language, and group- based identification).
The flagship event of the South Asian community in Toronto takes place 
in August in the form of a cultural festival called “Masala! Mehndi! Masti!” 
(mmm), which official materials translate as “Spices, Hennah, and Fun.” (A 
number of my interviewees stressed that they thought it was peculiar to use 
the term “Masti,” as they understood it as a derogatory term for girls who 
do “bad  things.”)19 As I walked through mmm one year, I noticed that the 
small section of  tables for nonprofit groups  were eclipsed by stages of South 
Asian dance per for mances, Indian food stands, and stalls selling jewelry.
Abhishek Mathur and Jyoti Rana created mmm in 2001 in the wake of 
the death of Desh Pardesh. In an interview with Meena, a member of a 
nonprofit or ga ni za tion involved with mmm, she said that while dp dealt 
with po liti cal issues, she felt that mmm represented “status quo Bollywood.” 
Local community activists miss dp, believing that it was more a po liti cal 
venue than one for entertainment. Despite re sis tance from members of the 
activist community, mmm has been a tremendous success. Attendance be-
tween 2001 and 2008 grew from 25,000 to 100,000. The event is held at 
Harbourfront  every year and typically consists of a three- day summer fes-
tival with dance per for mances, comedy, art, photography, mehndi parlors, 
food stalls, and cooking demonstrations.20  There was also a midnight yoga 
session by an or ga ni za tion called Yogapalooza.
This par tic u lar year mmm was very well attended, with approximately 
60,000  people participating. It prominently featured two commoditized 
ele ments always associated with South Asia in  these festivals— food and 
clothing. The food section was  under a tent away from the main building 
and adjacent to the outdoor marketplace. Many popu lar restaurants from 
“ Little India” had set up stalls to sell food. Mango lassi was sold everywhere 
as a popu lar,  imagined au then tic South Asian drink, alongside butter chicken 
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and samosas. Of significance is not just the fact that Indian food was being 
sold, but also the type, with each stand specializing in generic fare that could 
be purchased at any food- court restaurant in any mall. Similarly, the garments 
for sale represented a popu lar notion of South Asia— one that arises out of 
film, tele vi sion, and media repre sen ta tions of the country.  There  were numer-
ous stalls that featured Indian sari fabrics, heavy gold and silver jewelry, lighter 
cotton fabric tunics, and leather slippers. In conversations with the vendors, I 
learned that the buyers  here  were most often tourists who wanted to purchase 
an au then tic piece of India, thus revealing that  these par tic u lar commodities 
also signify very diff er ent meanings depending on who wears them.
Another area of clothing sales differed greatly from that understood to 
be traditional dress, including silk- screened T- shirts and “Canadian” cloth-
ing fashioned by Indian designers. The T- shirts had Indian- themed pat-
terns printed on them, with the intended market being young, hip South 
Asian  women who attend the festival.  These clothing stalls, fashioned by 
local young Indian  women designers, enable a similar type of commodity pur-
chase. In this case, the fash ion able, often second- generation South Asian 
 woman, although she may feel more entitled, is also purchasing a piece of 
culture in the way the tourist might.
Cultural festivals emerge as a type of sensorium in which subjects are 
supposed to distinguish between appropriate and inappropriate moments 
to display their Otherness. In the context of the cultural festival, par tic u lar 
kinds of differences are admired and appreciated as signs of an au then tic 
South Asia. During South Asian Heritage Month, dance per for mances, 
arts exhibits, and food stalls (predominantly Indian) take the cele bration 
of culture out into the city streets. The local  Little India on Gerard Street 
closes down several times during the month for food fairs. At  every event 
I attended, long lines of South Asians and non– South Asians alike would 
form around the food stalls.  Because the goal of  these festivals is outreach 
to the larger community,  there is often a large percentage of non– South 
Asians in attendance. Over the years as I waited patiently in line at vari ous 
South Asian festivals for my mango lassi, I overheard a number of conver-
sations between non– South Asians remarking on how delicious the food 
smelled and how exotic it all was.
The focus on South Asian food also draws attention to another aspect of 
the sensorium, that of taste. In this sense, taste takes on a double meaning, 
signaling the sensation of food on the tongue, but also appropriateness and 
cultural capital. The sensorium is a sensuous experience taking into account 
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tastes and culture. As Bourdieu (1984) has argued, cultural capital denotes 
social distinction, which mediates belonging and non- belonging. “Taste,” 
then, translates the literal smells of South Asian food into the meta phorical 
realm of cultural capital and social distinction. Taste becomes an aesthetic, 
such that social class and belonging are mediated by one’s cultural practices, 
habits, and per for mances.
 These markers of taste are not only experienced and performed by immi-
grant  women, but also by non– South Asian Canadian visitors to  these fes-
tivals and by extension by the multicultural state itself. That is, non– South 
Asians gain cultural capital and distinction in the context of a multicultural 
state by their participation in au then tic per for mances of minority culture. 
Demonstrating not only tolerance for cultural difference, but also contextu-
alized plea sure, becomes a kind of social distinction and cultural capital for 
non– South Asians. By extension, the multicultural state also gains cultural 
capital by permitting  these kinds of per for mances of minority culture, as a 
 sensuous experience of difference. For instance, the United Nations Alliance 
of Civilizations praised Canada for this practice, stating: “ Every summer, Can-
ada celebrates its multicultural real ity with numerous festivals.  These festivals 
bring together a rich diversity of cultural heritages, represented by ethnic and 
community groups living together in Canada.”21  These cultural per for mances 
benefit the state on the international stage, as they directly contribute to Cana-
da’s reputation as multicultural and inclusive. Therefore, acceptable difference 
and cultural capital for both the producer of difference ( here, South Asian 
 women) and the consumer (multicultural Canada) are intimately connected.
The smells of South Asian food signal the consumption of South Asian 
commodities and culture, which themselves are fine for local food courts 
and cultural festivals, but inappropriate in the context of work.  These kinds 
of phenomena signal the ways the smells of an  imagined South Asia are 
only situationally repugnant.  There is the “quotidian dilemma” of cooking 
smells representing both cultural heritage and the means through which 
minorities are “Othered” (Manalansan 2006). Smells, unlike offensive bod-
ies, cannot be contained; as such, the focus on offensive odors highlights 
an anxiety over managing refugee bodies in public space (Ong 2003). The 
Toronto example contributes to  these impor tant works in illustrating how 
South Asian food smells and forms of embodied difference also become a 
means of inclusion and beneficial cultural commodification.  Here, I build on 
a long critique of liberal multiculturalism that the only forms of acceptable 
difference consist of “food,  music, and language” (e.g., Fish 1997; Žižek 1997).
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 There is an inherent power differential in multiculturalism, with some 
having the power to determine inclusion and exclusion and  others who 
must remain subject to such judgments. Žižek (1997) critiques the rhe toric 
of multiculturalism by arguing that re spect for the Other is merely illusory. 
“Liberal tolerance” merely condones some practices of “the Other,” such as 
celebrating ethnic cuisine, while denouncing divergent cultural practices 
 under the umbrella of “fundamentalism.” He writes, “The ‘real Other’ is by 
definition ‘patriarchal,’ ‘violent,’ never the Other of ethereal wisdom and 
charming customs” (37), further suggesting that multicultural logic is an in-
herently classed discourse in which global elites are favored; their superiority is 
maintained through their claims to respecting diff er ent cultures, thus creat-
ing a patronizing Eurocentrism. While critics of multiculturalism are correct 
in the context of the multicultural festival, multiculturalism does some-
thing diff er ent when it comes to demands on the body to qualify for work. 
Immigrants must perform  these differing forms of embodied citizenship— 
the sensory, the visceral—to become legible, but  these two contexts do not 
exist in isolation, but rather are intrinsically interwoven and central to the 
practice of multiculturalism.
One secondary example of a cultural festival that illustrates this contra-
diction in multicultural practice is the Canadian National Exhibition (cne) 
public Eid prayer. While not the only Eid cele bration in Toronto,  every year 
on the Muslim holiday, the Muslim Association of Canada hosts a prayer 
meeting at a cne convention center in which close to 15,000 Toronto- area 
Muslims participate. It is advertised as an invitation to “join this  grand cele-
bration that has become a fabric of Ontario’s heritage and Toronto’s multi-
cultural mosaic.”22 A large, plain building, the cne is normally deserted 
during the winter, but on that day, the streets are filled with  people.  Little 
girls wearing patent- leather shoes and frilly dresses run around together in 
groups. Families strug gle to stay together amidst the crowds trying to enter 
the buildings.  There is a point just before the entrance where families di-
vide, men entering one door and  women another. Small  children, especially 
boys, throw tantrums at the audacity of being separated from their  fathers 
and the indignity of having to sit in the  women’s section.  Women pray in 
the second half of the hall, while men pray in the first.  People carefully lay 
out large cloths, or small prayer mats, and try to stay shoulder to shoulder, 
lest the devil get in between them, as I was told over and over and which 
resonated with my own religious upbringing in Toronto. At the back of 
the prayer hall, in the spirit of a festival,  there are small carnival rides for 
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 children: a Ferris wheel, a carousel, and games. Along the right side,  tables 
are set up to sell all manner of desserts, as well as prayer books, Islamic edu-
cational tools, and Muslim baby- name books.
One year, former Toronto mayor Mel Lastman was  there to give a 
speech. Every one was excited. Lastman is a small man with a large head of 
silver- grey hair, short in stature, and very loud. His speech was concise, fo-
cusing on how well- adjusted and hard- working “you” and “your”  children 
are, the “you” referring to the Toronto Muslim community. “You should 
be proud.” I looked around, expecting to find expressions of horror or dis-
taste, but was met instead with pleased expressions at his characterizations 
of Muslims in Toronto. The former mayor’s speech, with its hearkening 
to the “model minority,” is indicative of the core contradiction in Cana-
dian multiculturalism. While multicultural practice in Canada allows for 
the erasure of certain types of difference, it is also invested in recognizing 
(even producing) other kinds of difference in the name of creating a Cana-
dian national identity  imagined to be predicated on inclusion. The same 
markers of bodily difference celebrated in multicultural sites, however, are 
denigrated in the context of the job search. This is indicative of another 
way that immigrant bodies have become central to the making— not 
 undermining—of national identity, and how they are a crucial site to wit-
ness the implementation of the sanitized sensorium.
Through the example of Toronto’s settlement ser vices, I have sought to 
examine emergent contradictions in Canadian multicultural policies and 
new forms of governance, to examine how social inequalities are managed 
in liberal demo cratic contexts. Neoliberal forms of governance aimed at South 
Asian immigrant integration result in the disciplining of immigrant bodies 
by illustrating obstacles to their successful transition to full participation via 
the formal economy. However, as the example of the South Asian festival sug-
gests, other practices within the Canadian regime of multiculturalism tend 
to reinforce  those same differences. Thus,  these vari ous attempts at “inclu-
sion” produced by diff er ent modalities of state governance have unintended, 
contradictory effects.  Here,  these contradictory forms of interpellation— the 
attempts to si mul ta neously erase and celebrate (read produce) differences— 
result in the further marginalization and alienation of immigrant subjects.
As I have argued in this chapter, the look and smell of South Asia are 
markers of both inclusion and exclusion. This is evidenced by the diff er-
ent contextual value of the smell of an exotic South Asian festival versus 
a repugnant South Asian body on the job market, or the wearing of what 
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is understood to be traditional dress in a cultural festival versus on a job 
interview. Smell serves as a marker of Otherness, but its meaning varies 
contextually. The practice of multiculturalism reveals an implicit pro cess 
of moralizing that takes place through the politics of multiculturalism in 
Canada and is enacted through the senses. This moralizing pro cess si mul ta-
neously attempts to celebrate, produce, and erase differences inscribed on 
the bodies of immigrant  women through what I have suggested is a senso-
rial regime. The partial inclusion of immigrant bodies into public national 
life has been widely discussed by social theorists.  Here, I have drawn at-
tention to the sensory dimension of multicultural politics, and to a terrain 
of multicultural practice, in order to understand the conditions of citizen-
ship enabled by this model. This pedagogical tendency in the settlement- 
services sector is not coincidental or to be chalked up to a few bad instruc-
tors. The sheer number of times I heard highly skilled  women instructed to 
take off their headscarves, change their names, and bathe indicates this is a 
systemic prob lem of the modernist proj ect in which  there is only one way 
to be a model citizen- worker— and that is to be “like us.”
The sanitized sensorium primes both the greater Canadian public and 
Pakistani immigrant  women themselves to engage a multicultural public 
through sensorial regimes. In Toronto the sights, sounds, and smells of im-
migrant bodies produce in diff er ent contexts contrasting narratives of citi-
zenship and multicultural belonging.  These sensory conditions contain the 
possibility of inclusion, and yet the constant reminder of their Otherness. 
However, performing within the sanitized sensorium has the capacity for 
subversion, as well. For instance, eye contact takes on new meaning from 
within the sanitized sensorium. Rather than only signifying masculinized 
business culture, eye contact signals both facing white culture and being 
seen by it. The moment of contact generates an affective encounter between 
self and Other that produces both in that moment. That is, through a co-
lonialist lens, or from the perspective of the colonizer, the Other is viewed 
and categorized as more and less aberrant for inclusion. Through a subver-
sive lens, or from the perspective of the racialized, the Other views back, 
bearing witness to the trial it is subjected to, similarly gauging what is neces-
sary for not only inclusion, but also survival. The next two chapters explore 
how  women react to  these sensorial regimes and conditions for cultural 
citizenship— how they look back. Taking on the affective and sensorial ex-
periences of racialization, the next chapter examines the consequences of 
the creation of the multicultural category “South Asian.”
chapter four
RACIALIZING SOUTH ASIA
The extended face- off with conservatism has had a deforming effect, encouraging 
multiculturalism to know what it is against but not what it is for.— henry louis 
gates jr., “Beyond the Culture Wars”
“Who are they, the South Asians?” Madiha asked as she looked around the 
annual incarnation of Masala! Mehndi! Masti! (mmm). Madiha had mi-
grated to Toronto from Pakistan and was a frequent visitor to the local im-
migrant  women’s settlement-ser vices or ga ni za tion where we met. She had 
volunteered to sit at a  table at mmm to represent the or ga ni za tion and dis-
tribute information on their ser vices. To Madiha, “South Asian” was “just 
a Canadian  thing,” and she did not categorize herself in that way. To her, 
South Asians  were Indians, and this event, like all of South Asian Heritage 
Month, had been created for Indians, not Pakistanis. During the numerous 
planning activities leading up to South Asian Heritage Month events in 
Toronto, conversations always inevitably turned to the meaning of “South 
Asian,” which many Pakistani  women rejected  because of its cultural 
homogenization. During one such conversation, Naseem, originally from 
Karachi, said, “South Asians  here are brought  under the same umbrella. 
Canada does it  because we look the same.” Echoing Madiha’s question, she 
asked, “Who are they, ‘South Asians’? . . .  I never heard ‘South Asian’ be-
fore coming  here.”
This self- distancing from “South Asian” was a narrative I heard repeat-
edly during fieldwork, and yet another example of how multicultural state 
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practices can end up excluding subjects and citizens through practices 
aimed at inclusion. But, as I also learned, identity is complicated. When 
explic itly asked about the categorization, most I spoke with rejected it. Yet 
many of  those same respondents  were  women I had met through South 
Asian organ izations, and many of them also participated in South Asian 
Heritage Month, indicating that they did engage strategically with the cat-
egory when necessary. Nadiya’s statements represent this perspective well. 
She was a receptionist for a financial firm. Born in Karachi and a practicing 
Muslim, Nadiya had migrated for marriage  under  family reunification. In 
Pakistan she had been working as an elementary school teacher, which she 
had planned to do in Toronto. However, upon arriving she found out it 
would be impossible due to barriers to accreditation, so she never tried. She 
had been working for eigh teen months as a receptionist  after being trained 
for six months in computer science, but expressed gratitude for being able 
to work at all. She lived in a government housing proj ect in Scarborough.
When our conversation turned to the category of South Asian, she said, 
“South Asian is a newly coined, po liti cally correct term. I have been in this 
part of the world for six years now and only very recently have I come across 
it when filling out a form. Previously I have always referred to myself as a 
Pakistani due to lack of another word.” Her remark that she only recently 
came across “South Asian” when filling out paperwork is indicative of her 
understanding of it as a governmental category of difference, and one that 
she might alternately accept or reject depending on the context. Social theo-
rists have written about the complex negotiation racial, national, and sexual 
 Others must engage as they navigate majority culture (e.g., Kurien 2003; 
Muñoz 1999, Spivak 1988)1. This chapter charts that negotiation with multi-
cultural categories of inclusion as part of the back and forth that happens in 
the pro cess of racialization and the making of multiculturalism, asking how 
 women react to  these sensorial regimes and demands for citizenship.
Multicultural state ideologies of citizenship try to force Pakistani  women 
into liberal constructions of a “South Asia” that they often do not identify 
with, both racializing them and leaving them further excluded from accept-
able and knowable forms of difference. In this context, the sanitized senso-
rium creates a demand for recognizable difference, a radical alterity, which 
renders them invisible as Pakistani and hyper- vis i ble as South Asian. As the 
previous chapter detailed, Pan- Indian food,  music, and clothing invoke a 
sensorial register that triggers acceptance— a kind of self- congratulatory 
multiculturalism that allows the greater Canadian public to feel morally 
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good. In response, Pakistani  women talk back to the state, often resisting, 
but sometimes accepting or even subverting the category “South Asian.”
In taking up this racialized subject category in multicultural Canada, 
this chapter builds on the rich anthropology of citizenship. Moving beyond 
its formulation as an identity imbued with  legal rights and affiliation to 
a par tic u lar nation- state, anthropologists have theorized cultural citizen-
ship to understand a belonging that moves beyond  legal papers (Black-
burn 2009; Koll 2010; Ong 1999; Rosaldo 1997; Siu 2005). The concept of 
cultural citizenship refers to the right to be diff er ent in terms of ethnicity, 
religion, or language with re spect to a national community, without com-
promising one’s right to belong in the sense of participating in a nation- state’s 
demo cratic pro cesses (Rosaldo 1997). While Rosaldo focuses on group 
rights, Aihwa Ong (1999) examines individual agency. Ong suggests that 
citizenship is a pro cess and a disciplining tool the state uses to distinguish 
between “ideal” and “unfit” citizens. More recently, anthropologists have 
theorized cultural citizenship as an analytic frame to understand the social 
and po liti cal exclusion of citizens despite their formal entitlement to  legal 
rights.2 In contrast to  these impor tant works that describe a call for rec-
ognition, Pakistani Muslim  women’s self- distancing from the category of 
“South Asian” happens in response to the state’s attempts at multicultural in-
clusion and recognition. That is,  women react to the marginalization they 
experience when the state tries to interpellate them as citizens and subjects. 
What happens, then, when a form of recognition imposed by the state does 
not resonate with one’s identity? I argue that  these state policies and prac-
tices of multiculturalism create divisions just as communities are striving 
for inclusion and attempting to define their identities in the context of mi-
gration and transnationalism.3
In recent years discussions surrounding questions of state recognition 
have focused on Muslim minority culture in an  imagined West and on a 
few key debates, including the wearing of the Islamic head scarf in France 
and the “reasonable accommodation” debate in Québec.  These issues have 
largely focused on the relationship between an ostensibly coherent group 
identified as “Muslims” and an equally  imagined “West.” Ethnographic work 
concerning Muslim groups in racially and ethnically diverse socie ties has 
focused on the politics of inclusion in a colonial regime, or a settler soci-
ety, calling into question ideologies of secularism and multiculturalism, as 
well as conceptions of citizenship and national belonging.4 Such impor tant 
studies have demonstrated the cultivation of a par tic u lar kind of Muslim 
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selfhood and its relationship to state practices. However, what has been less 
examined is the effect of state practices of recognition (or misrecognition) 
on the relationships between Muslims and other  Others in an  imagined 
West. Writing on the prob lem of recognition in the Australian context, 
Elizabeth Povinelli (2002) argues that state practices and policies create a 
form of identification that demands a radical alterity of its citizens and sub-
jects. Charles Taylor (1994) also argues, “A person or group of  people can 
suffer real damage, real distortion. . . .  Nonrecognition or misrecognition 
can inflict harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning someone” (25). 
In the Canadian context, I argue that  these forms of recognition or leg-
ible Otherness (radical alterity) produce a discomforting alienation among 
Pakistani subjects in Toronto, fomenting the conditions for communal ten-
sions between Pakistanis and Indians. “South Asia,” the state- sanctioned 
category of inclusion, becomes in practice a category of exclusion. Its 
 meaning varies from state understandings of it as an inclusive category to 
individual understandings of it as “a gloss for India.”
Within con temporary debates surrounding multiculturalism, in par tic-
u lar a rhe toric of “equality within a model of difference,” strug gles of identity 
are waged on immigrant bodies.  These strug gles remake ideas of citizen-
ship and the nation in an era of global migrations and demonstrate a social 
order in which citizenship itself is based on embodied difference mediated 
by and through the senses. Throughout this book, but crucially  here, the 
focus is on the intersection of two broad analytical areas regarding multi-
culturalism. First, multiculturalism is addressed as a set of  legal and liberal 
practices, with par tic u lar focus on the politics surrounding the formation 
of a cohesive nation in the midst of a range of diverse practices and claims. 
Second, I look at the lived experience of multiculturalism through mo-
ments of friction between state bodies, civil society, and aspiring citizens 
to examine the ways multicultural policy arises through practices and how 
aspiring citizens translate  these policies into their everyday lives. What does 
it mean to become a citizen of the liberal settler multicultural state when 
 there are limited and proscribed subject positions for inclusion?
This chapter begins by examining narratives that  women continually in-
voked surrounding the category “South Asian.” Their perspectives are rep-
resentative of the damage governmental attitudes, narratives, and rhe torics 
around multiculturalism, difference, and minority culture can do to the 
affective attachments of community members. I then turn to an examina-
tion of the origins and politics surrounding South Asian Heritage Month 
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to understand the ways par tic u lar kinds of cultural differences become en-
coded in law and policy, and then how they get implemented in practice. 
Fi nally and importantly, throughout this chapter I hope to demonstrate 
ethnographically how  these categories are produced in conjunction with a 
range of actors as a pro cess of racialization. State classificatory systems often 
become a means through which the state governs, rather than an accurate 
reflection of how citizens identify themselves (Bernard Cohn 1987). While 
the state’s system of classification can never fully reflect self- understandings 
of citizenship and belonging  because of the contradictory and complex 
nature of subjectivity and personhood, it is a crucial  factor in the ways re-
sources are allocated and census categories are produced, and thus form one 
(impor tant) part of the pro cess of racialization. This happens at multiple 
scales: state- produced categories of inclusion, grassroots organ izing by cer-
tain segments of the community, and racism itself (both in the era of “paki- 
bashing” in 1970s and 1980s, and in the post-9/11 period).
Engaging “South Asia”
The question “Do you identify as South Asian?” was one that I asked in 
more and less obvious ways throughout fieldwork. The overwhelming ma-
jority of the  women I spoke with rejected the term South Asian, saying 
that it conflated the interests of Indians and Pakistanis. Of  those who did 
not like the term, many felt that in lumping all Pakistanis, Indians, Ban-
gladeshis, Nepalese, and Bhutanese together many interests are lost, and 
sometimes that gesture simply becomes a gloss for India. Yasmin illustrated 
this perspective. I had met her while working with a settlement- services 
agency that  handles unemployment issues. She had been an engineer in 
Lahore before migrating with her husband and  children, and at the time 
of our interview she was unemployed. One day she said to me, “I feel 
South Asian somehow caters more  towards Indians, rather than every one 
of South Asian origin.” Responses to  whether or not someone considered 
herself South Asian ranged from, “I refer to myself as Pakistani Canadian,” 
to “Definitely not South Asian, it’s just Indian,” to “Canadian of Pakistani 
origin.” Many also felt that the category was not defined from within, but 
was simply imposed by the Canadian state  because, according to one Paki-
stani  woman, “we all look the same.”
Mariam’s situation elucidates the relationship between multicultural con-
structions of South Asia and the complexities of identification in diaspora. 
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I first met Mariam by accident. I had been searching for Pakistani  women’s 
organ izations and found just one in an old copy of the Blue Book, a direc-
tory of social ser vices in Toronto. I called the number listed for the presi-
dent of the National Guild of Pakistani  Women, and Mariam answered. 
Shocked by my interest in her, she revealed that the or ga ni za tion was in a 
state of disarray  because  there was  little interest from second- generation 
Pakistani  women to take up the leadership. “The only reason you found me,” 
she confessed, “is  because I  haven’t changed my number in twenty years.” 
We often spoke about her own experiences of migration and her perceptions 
of community- building efforts. Our first meeting occurred at her work-
place, a public elementary school in the West End of Toronto where she 
was  doing social work. Mariam told me that she moved with her young 
 daughter from Karachi to Canada in 1966, one year  after her husband had 
immigrated to study engineering at the University of Toronto; she joined 
him as a part- time student in sociology, eventually earning her master’s de-
gree. “ Until 1969,” she told me, “ there  were only twenty Pakistani families 
in Toronto,” a small but cohesive group. In the mid-1960s  there was “no 
discrimination,” she told me. “By 1969, though,  there was a recession, and 
so came discrimination.” Pakistanis worked with Indian organ izations to 
address issues of racism and  human rights violations. The derogatory term 
“Paki” was introduced, but, according to Mariam, “Pakistanis  didn’t  really 
understand it— the Toronto Star explained it to us.”
The history of “paki- bashing” in Toronto is impor tant for understand-
ing the stakes of po liti cal naming and self- identification. “Paki” is a racial 
slur used to denigrate  people from Pakistan. The term dates back to the 
mid-1960s, and is thought to have originated in Britain. Though discussed 
extensively in the context of Britain, and to a lesser extent in the United 
States, paki- bashing also happened in Toronto. In a study on racism in 
Toronto conducted in the 1970s, researchers found images of Pakistanis 
circulating that they deemed racist: “Indians (including Pakistanis) com-
ing from the subcontinent are not wanted anywhere. They are [depicted 
as] the wretched of the earth, unable to feed, clothe, or  house themselves. 
They are lazy and slothful and come to live  here on welfare” (Khan 2012: 
159). Some members of the Pakistani community of Toronto felt the To-
ronto Star was to blame  because of an article published on May 10, 1975, 
titled “Racism: Is Metro Turning Sour?” In the article, a nineteen- year- old 
 house wife was quoted as saying, “Every one I know is against Pakistanis. 
They are dirty, physically dirty— you can see it on them. And they smell. 
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Their  houses are dirty too. That’s what my friends tell me” (quoted in Khan 
2012: 161). This was the first time the term appeared in a Canadian media 
source. In a response to the piece, Khalid Hasan, a member of the commu-
nity, wrote: “That you chose to quote a mindless nineteen- year- old Scarbor-
ough  house wife who in turn quoted ‘friends’ to the effect that all Pakistanis 
live uncleanly, is unfortunate. Surely  there are less provocative ways of 
highlighting the irrationality that lies at the heart of all racism. You unwit-
tingly succeeded in stamping on the mind of your average reader an image 
of the average Pakistani which he may continue to nourish despite its total 
unreality” (quoted in Khan 2012: 161).  These responses led to a protest by 
the Pakistan Canada Association in which 300  people marched on Nathan 
Phillips Square (Khan 2012: 162).
By the 1970s, “Paki” was used widely in Canada—in addition to “dot-
head” or “curryhead.” A Sikh  temple that was built in the new  Little India in 
the early 1970s was vandalized, with swastikas and “Paki Go Home” painted 
on its doors (McCaskell 2005: 6). Raghu Krishnan (2003) writes of his own 
experience with Paki- bashing in Toronto in the 1970s. He reveals that  those 
of South Asian origin, first- or second- generation Pakistani immigrants to 
Toronto, suffered in an atmosphere of vio lence and constant taunting. This 
memory of racism, he writes, contributed to his own radicalization in high 
school, which  later led him in 1989 to found the United Co ali tion Against 
Racism at the University of Toronto. He also founded the Toronto Co ali-
tion Against Racism  after a skinhead attack on Sivarajah Vinasithamby, a 
Sri Lankan Tamil refugee who was working in a restaurant (Krishnan 2003). 
The former head of the Council of Agencies Serving South Asians told me 
that this widespread vio lence, which cut across South Asian community 
lines, led to co ali tion building within the Toronto South Asian  community.
Paki- bashing led to popu lar Indian- born novelist Bharati Mukherjee 
to leave Canada for the United States. In a 1981 Saturday Night magazine 
article she wrote: “I was frequently taken for a prostitute or shoplifter, fre-
quently assumed to be a domestic. The society, or impor tant ele ments of it, 
routinely made crippling assumptions about me and about my ‘kind.’ . . . 
I quickly learned that the country is hostile to its citizens who had been 
born in hot, moist continents like Asia.”5 Toronto- based filmmaker Deepa 
Mehta has similarly commented, “I’ve been called a Paki bitch many times; 
I’ve had tomatoes thrown at me.”6 In May 1980, Amir Din, a Pakistani resi-
dent of the government housing proj ect on Tandridge Crescent in Rexdale, 
was beaten in front of his wife and  children when they returned home 
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with groceries. A group of ten white youths hanging out in the lobby of the 
building started calling them names. One of them tried to kick Mrs. Din. 
Then one of the kids held the elevator door open while two  others kicked 
and punched Mr. Din, using a broken soda  bottle to cut him.7 “I feel angry; 
I feel scared— helpless, I guess,” he said in an article in the national newspa-
per, the Globe and Mail, asserting that “being called a Paki happens  every 
day,” but this kind of vio lence was new. De cades  later, in a 2007 article in 
the Globe and Mail called “Do ethnic enclaves impede integration?” Amrita 
Kumar- Ratta, the Canadian  daughter of Indian immigrants, was quoted as 
saying, “I have been called Paki.  People say  things like ‘Go bathe so you 
 don’t smell like curry anymore.’ ”8
That after noon at her school, Mariam revealed her own experiences of 
discrimination. She told me that she had worked as a sociologist in Paki-
stan, and  after getting her master’s degree at the University of Toronto 
she managed to get work as a contract sociologist in Toronto: “It was the 
most difficult time to get work.” In job interviews they would say, “My God, 
you speak  En glish!” Asked where she learned it, she would reply sarcasti-
cally, “I learned it on the plane,” which, according to her, they always believed. 
Eventually she got a job working for the Canadian government and then for 
the school board,  handling cases of racism and vio lence involving Indians in 
particular— but at the time, she told me, the term “Indian” included Pakistanis.
Racial and ethnic categories are historically and culturally produced and 
continue to be reconstructed over time by both individuals and society, 
as shown by analyses of the malleability of South Asian identity formation 
in the United States (George 1997; Koshy 1998; Leonard 1992). George 
(1997) argues that nearly all upper- and  middle- class South Asians in 
Southern California refuse to be raced: “[Rejecting a] racial identity for 
themselves [is] a response to the multiracial world they inhabit and . . .  a 
response to the current mode of immigrant- bashing rampant in Califor-
nia” (32). In fact, pro cesses of classification in the United States have been 
particularly fraught. In the 1950s, Indian immigrants to the United States 
 were categorized as “Hindu,” though most  were Sikh; in the 1970 U.S. cen-
sus, South Asians  were listed for the first and last time as “white”; in 1977, 
they lobbied for and won reclassification as “Asian Pacific Americans”; and 
they eventually won the category “Asian Indian” in the 1980 census. Ko-
shy’s (1998) work effectively demonstrates the ways in which ethnicity is 
historically constructed. She writes, “Asian in the United States and  Britain 
is not merely a geo graph i cal referent but a meta phor  shaped by par tic u lar 
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 geopo liti cal relations” (25). The construction of the category of South 
Asian, while similarly malleable, has been very diff er ent in Canada.
Nadiya, who highlighted experiences of discrimination, particularly 
around work, echoed Mariam’s stories. She once told me, “I now would use 
the term South Asian specifically when applying for a job, to avoid negative 
stereotyping.” This appeal to avoid stereotyping as Pakistani and/or Muslim 
is indicative of the discrimination Nadiya had experienced on the job mar-
ket. While she uses the category in that realm to help her, it points to the 
discrimination that Pakistanis still feel they are subject to, and the ways that 
“South Asia,” which she believes is “a newly coined po liti cally correct term,” 
erases religious differences, thus making that discrimination invisible.
Identifying Religious Difference
In the Canadian context, the state’s imposition of the South Asian category 
of inclusion has two interrelated effects. First, it conjures the specter of the 
historical strug gle for a national identity based on an in de pen dent Paki-
stan;9 second, it elides religious identity, and therefore renders invisible the 
discrimination Muslim immigrants feel they are subjected to. Thus, when 
every one becomes simply “South Asian,” par tic u lar histories, contexts, and 
experiences, such as Muslim marginalization, are lost in diaspora. Commu-
nal tensions between diasporic South Asians do not stem from primordial 
differences between Pakistanis and Indians, as they have been described 
through the language of ethnic conflict, but as I demonstrate  here, are an 
effect of a “liberal settler multiculturalism” (Povinelli 2002) that heightens 
differences between groups.
Mariam had very strong feelings against the category “South Asian,” 
which surprised me given that she had spent much of her  career working 
with Indian as well as Pakistani organ izations. “Indians are in the forefront 
of South Asian Canada,” Mariam told me. “For example,  there are two Pak-
istani dancers not identified as Pakistani in a famous Indian dance group.” 
Mariam also felt very strongly that Pakistanis  were not included in South 
Asian Heritage Month. In speaking with a number of members of other 
organ izations with “South Asian” in their names, including the organiz-
ers of the Heritage Month festivities, I was told that Pakistani participa-
tion was encouraged, but it was difficult to find any who wanted to take 
part. Drawing on her experience within the Pakistani community, Mariam 
told me, “Pakistanis  don’t dance or sing [despite the fact that she had just 
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complained that Pakistani dancers  were not identified in a famous dance 
group], and they think that  these festivities are un- Islamic, so they  don’t 
go.” I did in fact speak to a number of Pakistani  women who did not want 
to participate in “South Asian” events  because they considered them un- 
Islamic for serving alcohol or having dance per for mances. Mariam also 
felt that Pakistanis are not represented  because  there is not a lot of leader-
ship within the community. “Pakistanis need something like an or ga nized 
voice. . . .  We’ve gone more into religion— Islam has replaced country.” She 
believed that for Pakistanis in par tic u lar, the religious differences seemed 
the most difficult to overcome.
The assertion of a Canadian identity over a Pakistani or Muslim identity 
can also be contextualized in a post-9/11 world in which such allegiances 
may be suspect. Sunaina Maira (2009) argues that cultural citizenship is of 
par tic u lar import for South Asian Americans  because “ legal citizenship is 
not enough to guarantee protection  under the law with the state’s War on 
Terror, as is clear from the profiling, surveillance, and even detention of 
Muslim Americans who are U.S. citizens” (82).  These con temporary exclu-
sions from cultural citizenship, she writes, have historical pre ce dents in the 
cultural exclusion of nonwhite groups, including Asian Americans, as “per-
petual foreigners” (Tuan 1998, cited in Maira 2009). One of the issues with 
cultural citizenship Maira articulates is that, while movements for cultural 
citizenship are critical of state practices, they are still embedded within a 
framework of inclusion. In talking with Mariam, discussing post-9/11 hate 
crimes against the community took place alongside our discussion of cul-
tural festivals; cultural citizenship, vio lence, and state action are fused for 
Arabs/Muslims/ Others in the post-9/11 world.
 After 9/11, Mariam said, “ there was a major shift in the Canadian com-
munity and my students  were traumatized.  There  were more Muslim stu-
dents being harassed.” She described speaking at two conferences in the 
aftermath of 9/11 and working with the Canadian Muslim Liberty Asso-
ciation: “Assaults against Muslims have gone up ten times! And the police 
know this, but  there’s no help for students.  There’s trauma,  there’s fear, 
 people  don’t believe the students.” She offered the example of a ten- year- old 
Ira nian boy who was traumatized, dreaming night  after night that a plane 
would hit his apartment building. “Teachers and the principal felt he was 
fine, but his  mother called the school many times over the course of two 
months. Eventually the principal called me; I had to explain it to him [the 
principal]. I found a Farsi- speaking therapist to help the boy.” She went on to 
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say, “But  women have it the worst. When I go to mosques, I tell  women to 
stop wearing the hijab. Safety first, but the mullahs  don’t like it.”
Some, who chose not to align themselves with South Asians, have felt 
that they have had to compromise their Islamic beliefs, which they consider 
to be a key part of their culture, and further, that the grouping of all South 
Asians is a homogenizing gesture that  will impact the identity of the next 
generation. The former president of the National Federation of Pakistani 
Canadians, Noordin, expressed this set of ideas. Noordin had been in Can-
ada since 1968. Once in Toronto, he met and married a Pakistani  woman 
with whom he had four  children; at the time they  were both attending the 
University of Toronto. He had been educated in Pakistan in electrical engi-
neering before moving to London to do a two- year diploma in computer sci-
ence. He was from Sialkot in the Punjab and deci ded to move to Canada for 
economic reasons. When he first arrived in Canada, he worked in a factory 
for a year  doing  labor before finding work in it. For the past twenty years 
he had been working in investments involving real estate. He has been active 
in community building, forming organ izations and building connections.
He cited a major issue facing the Pakistani community: how govern-
mental categories hindered larger community  building for Pakistanis. 
“Our entity as Pakistanis is challenged by the provincial and federal gov-
ernment. . . .  We are all grouped [into] South Asian as one. I’m not South 
Asian. I want my Pakistani heritage to be recognized. I  don’t want my  children 
to lose their identity as Pakistani. Our  children have an assimilation prob-
lem. We want them to assimilate, but also to keep within our religion and 
cultural circles.” Noordin points to two issues in this narrative. First, Paki-
stani community building is hindered by governmental categories and rhe-
toric that insist on melding  those from diverse countries into one cultural 
group. Second, this categorization hinders assimilatory efforts on the part 
of the next generation ( because, I suspected, for him assimilation for his 
 children was not intended to be as South Asian, but as Canadian). That is, 
the desired assimilation into the majority group rather than into another 
minority group.
Noordin was very resistant to the formation of South Asian Heritage 
Month:
The Pakistani community feels it should not be called South Asian 
Heritage Month; it’s Indian Heritage Month  because  there was not 
consultation with the Pakistani community or the consulate. We 
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should not be taken up as one group.  There are many countries in 
South Asia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,  etc. They all have dif-
fer ent cultures.  People  don’t have that much in common; the reli-
gion, social, culture, economics are entirely diff er ent. India is a larger 
country, a bigger community. I worked with Indian groups; they try 
to monopolize the situation, acting like a big  brother. Each country 
should be given their own identity.
Noordin was very resistant to sharing an event with the Indian community, 
but he  later told me that he was very comfortable working with the Sikh 
community. “I have noticed that I feel more comfortable with Sikhs than 
Hindu— maybe it’s the language of the Punjab; we have some culture in 
common with the Punjab.” For Noordin, it seemed that national divides 
between Pakistanis and Indians  were insurmountable, while religious dif-
ferences between himself and his Sikh friends  were overcome by a common 
history in the Punjab. Many considered the categorization “South Asian” to 
be a façade for hegemonic Indian nationalism, which would erase Islam as 
a part of one’s identity. Furthermore, despite a history of racialization and 
vio lence against Pakistanis,  people still choose that identifier over South 
Asian to affirm a post- Partition identity that was hard- won.
Embracing Co ali tion Building
However, not every one agrees about the use or rejection of the term. Some 
Pakistani community members I spoke with had an economic interest in 
co ali tion building. Faisal, for example, was a well- established Pakistani busi-
nessman who had moved to Canada in 1969 as a student. He was president 
of both the Canada- Pakistan Business Council and sos, a charitable or-
ga ni za tion that exists in thirty- one countries. He worked extensively with 
Indian and Pakistani businessmen in Toronto and told me, “We get along 
well, but  there  isn’t much integration  because of religious differences, which 
restrict [Hindus from participating in Muslim] religious activities.” How-
ever, he told me that at cultural events, such as festivals, “we all come  under 
the same platform.” He went on to say, “ People do get along well  because 
Canada is tolerant. In general  there is a good understanding between India 
and Pakistan.  There is re spect for each other.  People become colorblind.” It 
is in ter est ing to consider his last comment, which seems to suggest that Indi-
ans and Pakistanis are racially diff er ent. Importantly, it also demonstrates 
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the power of the language of the multicultural state and the influence of 
the concept of color blindness in Faisal’s understandings of diversity and 
minority culture, which are aligned with the multicultural state’s desire to 
imagine itself as color blind and inclusive.
Like Faisal, Aisha referred to herself as South Asian. I first met her through 
her role as an or ga nizer of Toronto’s second annual Basant Festival, a kite- 
flying cele bration that also takes place in Pakistan. Like Mariam, Aisha was 
in her sixties. One day we met in the coffee shop of a large bookstore in down-
town Toronto in advance of Basant. She and I had met through mutual 
acquaintances, and she was trying to recruit me to volunteer at the festival. 
Aisha had moved to Toronto four years before our interview. She was born 
in Karachi, and her husband was from Lahore. Many of her  family mem-
bers from her  mother’s side had moved to Canada and the United States. In 
the aftermath of Partition, her  family lived in East Pakistan (now Bangla-
desh). Her story was unusual among the ones I collected during fieldwork, 
as it was one of upward mobility that continued into the diaspora.
During our conversation at that bookstore, she revealed: “We have no 
common clubs. Some Indians or Pakistani are reluctant to come to [South 
Asian] events.  People say they  don’t want to go. They say it’s an Indian event. 
We’ve tried Pakistani food in Indian venues, but it  doesn’t work; every one 
wants butter chicken.” She went on: “ There  isn’t enough communication be-
tween Pakistanis and Indians  here— they live in small pockets. We should 
band together  here.” In reference to South Asian Heritage Month she said:
The Pakistani aspect was very small this year. It  will be diff er ent next 
year. Pakistani dancers exist;  there is singing and dancing, but it’s not 
culturally approved. They think the only  women involved would be 
prostitutes. It’s  because of the fundamentalists, they think every thing 
is wrong. It’s not true for the new generation. They [the parents] live 
 here and go see Bollywood films, but they  don’t want kids participat-
ing. In Bengal, you are supposed to entertain guests in the domain 
of dance . . .  and singing. Indian culture is at a higher level  because 
dancing and singing is part of their culture.
While organ izing the Basant Festival in Toronto, she experienced re sis tance 
and was repeatedly and angrily told, “Basant is a Hindu festival.” While 
she uses the term “South Asian,” she still marks religious divides within 
the community, as Faisal did.  There may be a temptation  here to conclude 
that the poor tend to communal tension while the rich do not, but that 
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would be a simplistic understanding of the dynamics within the commu-
nity. Rather,  there are ways that class and economic interests (of capitalism) 
override seeming differences in the interest of making money. Both Faisal 
and Aisha  were businesspeople who wanted to make contacts and develop 
connections; even so, both their narratives  were haunted by Partition- era 
religious divides, and both asserted that  those are the most difficult divi-
sions to overcome.
Prema Kurien (2003) has written on the concept of “South Asian” and 
how meaningful it is to Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, and Bangladeshi im-
migrants in the United States. The debate is roughly divided between  those 
interested in co ali tion building to address common concerns versus  those 
who want to maintain individual group identities. The former claim that 
 there are numerous cultural similarities, and policymakers do not see differ-
ences between South Asian groups anyway, while the latter argue that the 
cultural and po liti cal differences between groups are too  great. She argues 
that in diaspora, religious differences and tensions have exacerbated. Mar-
iam’s and Aisha’s perspectives reveal contrasting attitudes  toward “South 
Asia” in the diaspora. Both felt the need for community building, but while 
Aisha embraced it, Mariam did not.
Mariam’s perspectives reflect some of the ways the state- sanctioned ver-
sion of South Asia does not resonate with the majority of the Pakistani 
community in Toronto. Asking Pakistanis to identify as South Asian— that 
is, with a group to which they feel  little belonging— results in their margin-
alization by the very form of recognition meant to give them po liti cal voice. 
Multiculturalism in Canada is predicated on notions of inclusion that cut 
across ethnic and racial categories, as well as religion and national affilia-
tion. Ironically, such attempts at state inclusion have served to exclude Pak-
istani  women from civic participation as South Asians  because they do not 
see themselves represented in such government- sponsored cultural events 
like national heritage days and ethnic festivals.10  These perceptions of the 
meaning of South Asia are particularly revealing in the context of the devel-
opment and origins of South Asian Heritage Month and the government’s 
involvement in imposing the category.
The Origins of South Asian Heritage Month
In 1988, the Ontario Society for Ser vices to Indo- Caribbean Canadians 
celebrated the 150- year anniversary of the arrival of Indians to Guyana. 
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In April 1997, the Indo Trinidad Canadian Association (itca) began 
 commemorating what it referred to as Indian Arrival Day. In 1998 the 
name was changed to Indian Arrival and Heritage Day, and in 1999 the 
itca began celebrating May as Indian Arrival and Heritage Month. In 
2001, Raminder Gill, the only Indian Member of Parliament, introduced 
Bill 98  in the Ontario legislature, which was passed on the condition 
that the name be changed from Indian Heritage Month to South Asian 
Heritage Month over concerns that  there would be confusion with In-
digenous groups. Thus, in Ontario, May is South Asian Heritage Month 
and May 5 is South Asian Arrival Day. According to the Canadian gov-
ernment, the South Asian Heritage Act was passed to celebrate the pres-
ence of  people from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, and 
the Ca rib bean.
While South Asian Heritage Month and South Asian Arrival Day are 
widely celebrated, many are not aware of the latter’s direct tie to Indian 
indentured  labor. May 5, 1838, actually marks the formal end of slavery and 
the beginning of the system of indentured  labor in the British West Indies. 
That was the day that 396 Indian immigrants, referred to as the “Gladstone 
Coolies,” landed in Guyana from Calcutta. According to Moon- Ho Jung 
(2006), “The word coolie was largely a product of Eu ro pean expansion into 
Asia and the Amer i cas, embodying the contradictory imperial imperatives 
of enslavement and emancipation” (13). They  were lured with false prom-
ises and coercion by professional traffickers, who also used practices such 
as forced detention and kidnapping. John Gladstone, a plantation owner 
in British Guiana, turned to Indian indentured  labor as the solution to the 
“emancipation prob lem.”  After complaints  were filed with the British Anti- 
Slavery Society,  there was an investigation of the working conditions of the 
“Gladstone coolies,” revealing beatings and extortion. A quarter of the la-
borers died by the time their contracts ended in 1843; the majority of  those 
who survived returned to India, despite their option to remain in British 
Guiana ( Jung 2006: 14). Between 1835 and 1918, 341,600 indentured labor-
ers  were relocated from India to Guyana.
Despite  these grim origins, in Canada, Indian Arrival Day is not a time 
of critical reflection on the dark history of indentured  labor and exploita-
tion, but a cele bration of transnational migration and arrival. In this way, 
South Asian Heritage Month itself is haunted by the specter not only of 
Partition- era communal tension, but also the vio lence and exploitation at 
the heart of Indian emigration. Celebrating the first boatload of indentured 
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laborers to the Amer i cas is indicative of a kind of historical blindness. It 
erases the history of vio lence at the heart of this kind of migration in the 
name of claiming national belonging in a place that condoned  labor exploi-
tation. Erasing this history also allows the state and immigrant communi-
ties to turn a blind eye to the damage caused by multiculturalism. This act 
is reminiscent of what Ananya Bhattacharjee (1992) calls the “habit of ex- 
nomination,” referring to the way some South Asians in the United States 
attempt to recapture their  middle- class status in diaspora by ignoring real 
social issues such as vio lence against  women in the intimate spaces of  family 
life. Similarly, Bhattacharjee’s insights apply to the examples above of Faisal 
and Aisha, who demonstrate through their interest in the financial benefits 
of co ali tion building a desire to regain status lost during migration. As I 
argued in the previous chapter, South Asian Heritage Month is considered 
a success story of Canadian multiculturalism  because it gives recognition to 
minority subjects. “South Asians” are also another kind of success story of 
multicultural inclusion, in contrast to the marginalized racialized category 
of “Muslim” and “ those who look that way.”
South Asian in Practice
South Asian Heritage Month consists largely of cultural festivals occurring 
throughout the country with the help of the federal government in Ottawa. 
Masala! Mehndi! Masti! is the premier event of the South Asian commu-
nity in Toronto. While it typically happens in the summer, and outside of 
the official South Asian Heritage Month, conversations around mmm and 
other festivals held in May concerned questions of who was “South Asian.” 
I also reference them again  here  because attending cultural festivals like 
mmm and listening to Pakistani  women talk about them demonstrated that 
their relationship to the South Asian category is also importantly gendered. 
As many writers have argued, the per for mance of culture and nationalism 
has been understood in the intimate spaces of  family life and cultural prac-
tice as the purview of  women (e.g., Chatterjee 1993; Kaplan, Alarcon, and 
Moallem 1999). In  these contexts,  women are understood to be the  bearers 
of tradition, culture, and language, handing them down to the next gen-
erations. The de pen dency on  women’s bodies becomes both representative 
of Pakistani nationalism and acceptable multiculturalism, which also re-
lies on   women’s bodies and  labor. The category of South Asia is already 
gendered  because, in representing the nation through cultural identifica-
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tions and allegiances,  women do symbolic and material  labor but are not 
included in the exercise of power. Thus, we can perhaps read Pakistani 
 women’s rejection of being categorized as South Asian as a rejection of mul-
ticultural practice that only includes them in symbolic (and not material) 
domains. While  these  women may be invisible in certain cultural contexts, 
they are hyper- vis i ble in the context of cultural cele bration.
When viewed through the lens of patriarchy, South Asian Heritage 
Month festivals occupy an uncomfortable space in liberal settler multicul-
tural politics, as well as in practices of recognition and belonging.  Women’s 
per for mances are central to South Asian Heritage Month festivities, in the 
form of more obvious Indian classical dance, but also in cooking au then tic 
Indian foods and performing in heteronormative (and patriarchal)  family 
structures, including providing childcare.  These par tic u lar calls for the rec-
ognition of difference by multicultural state practices not only normalize 
certain categories of identification (as South Asian) but also recognize and 
regularize only par tic u lar forms of gendered per for mance (cooking and 
dancing). In the cultural festival,  women are expected to perform intimate 
cultural  labor while at the same time the state devalues that kind of work. 
Within the sanitized sensorium, the  labor of the cultural festival is co- opted, 
controlled, and contained by the state and its commitment to multicultural 
policy, practice, and per for mance. While  women’s per for mances in  these 
contexts are integral to the repre sen ta tion of culture, they happen within 
constraints of acceptable difference; they are heterosexual, heteronorma-
tive, patriarchal, and South Asian. The production of radical alterity in the 
making of South Asia is therefore also gendered. Thus, when  women reject 
the label South Asian they are rejecting state discourse and the state’s power 
to produce their bodies.
All the South Asian organ izations I worked with played a role at mmm 
through activities ranging from staging workshops to staffing an informa-
tional  table, which targeted its flyers to what the or ga ni za tion called “a more 
mainstream  family- oriented” audience, toning down its leftist inclinations. 
A notable exception, perhaps proving why this was necessary, was a  table 
for a South Asian or ga ni za tion that promotes safe- sex practices and  family 
planning. That day they  were distributing condoms with wrappers that had 
attractive images of Indian goddesses on them. As I traveled down the path 
between  tables, I noticed that many of the condoms had been tossed on the 
ground once participants who perhaps condemned the idea of premarital 
sex realized what they  were. Engaging with the realities of premarital sex 
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and birth control, real issues facing the community,  were not part of the 
cele bration of South Asian Canadian culture.
During the last day of mmm I had volunteered to sit at one of the  tables 
with Lubna, a forty- year- old single  woman who was originally from Kara-
chi. I had met Lubna at an unemployment workshop at a local immigrant 
 women’s or ga ni za tion. It had been raining all day, but that did not deter 
the hundreds still in attendance. As Lubna and I sat waiting for someone 
to ask us a question, she told me that she felt the entire festival suggested a 
“mainstream Indian population” that was very diff er ent from the Pakistani 
population: “ We’re poorer, not well or ga nized and  don’t do Bollywood 
or dancing. So who is this for?”  These divisions within the community 
 were highlighted and exacerbated during  these festivals. Comments such 
as Lubna’s demonstrate that subjectivity is central to the lived experience 
of immigration and citizenship in Toronto, as is the role of the sanitized 
sensorium in constructing multicultural citizenship. The immigrant body 
becomes a site of discipline and illuminates how ideals of normative citi-
zenship, and thus national identity, are constructed as well. Taking this into 
consideration, we can see the ways that whiteness is naturalized as the cen-
ter and subject of liberal multicultural discourse. Examining the everyday 
experiences of immigrants as partially included subjects demonstrates the 
challenges and fractures in notions of citizenship.
Cultural Producers
Pakistani artists are considered central to the making of South Asian public 
culture, and some have been central to South Asian cultural festivals. For 
the group of Pakistani artists I met, cultural production, employment, and 
social inclusion  were intertwined. I found that it was impossible to discuss 
identity and self- referencing without addressing larger social issues pertain-
ing to belonging, such as work and stable employment. Exploring their 
feelings not only  toward art and South Asian Heritage Month, but also 
migration and citizenship, including their own prob lems with securing a 
livelihood, draws together questions of identity (and self- naming), belong-
ing, and marginalization in the public culture of Toronto and the multicul-
tural state.
While in Toronto I became friends with Rhea, who was the executive di-
rector of the South Asian Visual Arts Centre (savac) at the time. savac 
was established in 1993–94 by a group of visual artists who  were curating 
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the visual arts of Desh Pardesh; in 1994 it was incorporated as a nonprofit 
or ga ni za tion along with the Alliance for South Asian aids Prevention. In 
2008, they changed their name to the South Asian Visual Arts Center and 
became federally incorporated. In 2013, they  were awarded a multiyear On-
tario Trillium Foundation grant for a proj ect that traces savac’s origins 
as part of Toronto’s history. Through my relationship with her and other 
artists I met, I was able to or ga nize a roundtable discussion with eight Paki-
stanis artists (three men and five  women) about issues they had faced living 
in multicultural Canada. Most had gone to the National College of Art in 
Lahore and  were trying to establish themselves as artists in Canada. At the 
time, savac was the only artist collective in Toronto or ga nized along ethnic 
lines. During our roundtable, I asked if anyone ever thought about return-
ing to Pakistan. Zafir, a Pakistani artist, said, “ There are Kashmir issues, Af-
ghani issues.  There was intellectual stiflement in Pakistan. I was  either  going 
to stay and fight or pack up and go.” Saad added, “I  don’t know if  people 
come  here for economic betterment. Most  people from art schools  will find 
a more comfortable situation at home, so most come for access in the intel-
lectual sense.” Zakiya added, “I expected it to be more open, more friendly, 
more open intellectually. In the first year I found it to be very difficult. It’s very 
limiting  here, the Pakistani community in Toronto is limiting. To them, 
I’m eccentric. It’s hard to connect with other  people. In Peshawar,  people are 
very open.” Tabina interjected, “I disagree,  people from  Peshawar are very 
male oriented. I  didn’t find it so open.”
When I asked about their participation in cultural festivals, Zakiya said, 
“I’ve been to an Eid function that was like a cultural festival. Food,  music 
mostly. It’s nice to feel like it’s Eid; it’s nice to take the kids  there, then go 
home.” Sarish said she went to mmm, but “ didn’t like it. The performer we 
went to see  wasn’t good. The food was good, though.” Rhea added, “The 
mission of Masala is to bring South Asian art out in the mainstream. It’s 
 family- oriented art. Not like Desh Pardesh. Masala does a good job of getting 
the community together. It’s a weekend to have artists pres ent their work. 
It’s a very limited expression of art, it’s a community or commercial event. It’s 
a promotional event, rather than a grassroots event.” Zakiya added, “It’s more 
like Bollywood art.” Rhea pointed out, “Its strength is its huge audience.” Za-
kiya explained, “The art shows in Pakistan have religious limits. Defense and 
Clifton [neighborhoods in Lahore] are fine, but elsewhere it’s limited.”
I asked about the term South Asian. Lila told me that she heard it in To-
ronto for the first time. Sarish said, “It’s discriminatory, we want a diff er ent 
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identity. Why the South Asian brand?” Saad questioned Sarish’s statement, 
perhaps trying to defend Canadian state practice: “It could be racial.  We’re 
not white,  we’re not Chinese,  we’re South Asian?” Sarish responded, “Why 
do we need to identify?” Both Sarish and Saad strug gled to make sense of 
the South Asian category; Sarish marked it as a branding strategy by the 
government, while Saad tried to understand its origins.
It was getting late and several members had to leave. Making their apolo-
gies, they headed out the door. Rhea turned to me, “It’s hard for  people like 
Saad  because he worked for twenty- five years as an architect.” Sarish added, 
“ There’s lots of frustration, it shatters your confidence.” Lila added, “Doc-
tors are facing this too. Doctors are not at all accepted. No  matter how 
much you know before you come, it’s a diff er ent picture  here. You have to 
do your résumé again. My  Uncle was a banker in Pakistan, top- level man-
agement. He was told he needs to work on his résumé. It feels strange and it 
makes him angry.” For Saad and  others in his position, cultural production, 
earning a living, and belonging  were inseparable. Discussing their identi-
ties was about discussing multiculturalism, their art, and having a source 
of income.
I later had the opportunity to meet with Lila and her husband at their 
home, where we discussed  these issues further. I had been wandering around 
the Etobicoke neighborhood looking for the address I had been given when 
I ran directly into Lila. She had wet hair and was  running outside to pick up 
a tea towel that had fallen out the win dow. In her thirties, she wore dark- 
framed glasses, had long black hair, and seemed  really cool and in ter est-
ing, so I immediately wanted her to like me. We took the elevator up to 
her apartment to meet her husband, Tahir. Both artists, they had been in 
Canada for five months at the time, having migrated from Islamabad. They 
 were originally from Karachi, but had studied in Lahore. They moved to 
Canada  because they wanted to explore the world. They  were happy with 
their decision. Lila told me, “I  didn’t expect Canada to be the way it is. I 
expected to stand out, but  here  there are more Pakistanis than in Pakistan.” 
She also elaborated, “I prefer not to use the word South Asian.  Here  people 
are put into cultural groups. I never used it before and I’m not  going to now.” 
In Pakistan, they had their own gallery, which they ran for two- and- a- half 
years before closing it. They both attended settlement- services workshops 
on arrival and said the classes “felt useless . . .  telling every one the same 
 thing,  doing the same  thing.” She elaborated, “ People come  here with years 
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of work experience. Why erase what they know and begin again?” She con-
tinued, “odd jobs are degrading. They degrade your dignity. It’s frustrating 
 because  you’re not even good at odd jobs.  People think the West is money, 
but no one can prepare anybody  unless  they’re physically  here.” While Tahir 
was still unemployed, Lila had begun working as an assistant at savac.
I did not get a chance to speak with Maha at the savac roundtable, so 
we arranged to meet  later at her workplace in the graphic ser vices depart-
ment for one of Canada’s major banks. She went to the National College 
of Art in Lahore and graduated with a Bachelor of Design. Her  father was 
a civil engineer who moved the  family. Maha was born in Lahore, moved 
to Saudi Arabia when she was three, then back to Pakistan when she was 
seven.  After she graduated from college she worked for an ad agency in 
Lahore as a graphic designer for two years. She deci ded to leave Pakistan 
 because the social and economic system was terrible. “The economy was 
 going down the drain,” Maha said, “ people who can get out are getting out. 
In Pakistan, the religious fanatics  won’t let the country pro gress. I wish Par-
tition  hadn’t happened, India is ahead of us, more stable.” Her grandparents 
 were in the Indian part of the Punjab, but moved to Lahore  after Partition.
Maha was married in Pakistan, but moved on her own ahead of her hus-
band. The plan was that she would stay and sponsor him, but ultimately 
she deci ded to end the marriage instead. She had no friends or  family and 
stayed with acquaintances in Mississauga for two weeks, but became un-
comfortable  because she felt she should be paying them rent. At first she 
 wasn’t sure if she should stay in Canada, but ultimately she deci ded that 
she would. She initially found work as a waitress in a Pakistani restaurant. 
The owner, a Pakistani immigrant himself, understood her situation and 
gave her a salary advance so she could get her own apartment in Missis-
sauga. She saved up and bought a computer so she could begin trying to 
find work as a designer. She put her portfolio online, sent out résumés to 
two thousand organ izations she said, and had ten interviews. While I am 
not sure if Maha  really sent her résumé to two thousand businesses, her 
reaching for a number that large suggests that her search was broad and in-
tense. She found work in a restaurant for ten to eleven months, then started 
 doing freelance work for the com pany she is now with. She explained, “My 
man ag er took a chance when he hired me. He hired me in a se nior posi-
tion,” which she felt was based on her strong portfolio. She had been at 
the job for three years and found herself happy and secure, although the 
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job itself was not creative  because her work had to succumb to corporate 
standards.
When I asked Maha how she felt about the term South Asian, she said 
she did not use it. “I say Pakistan, or a place near India.  People  don’t use 
it in Pakistan. A country gives someone an identity.” Her remarks  here 
signal the relationship between her identity and her national affiliation. 
Maha did not want to identify as South Asian, perhaps  because of what 
she told me next: “Once, three or four white teen agers stopped me and 
asked if I was Muslim. I could see the hate and anger in their eyes so I kept 
walking. They ran and yelled at me.” She deci ded not to go on walks alone 
anymore. Being identified as South Asian erases the discrimination she 
experienced, and the hate crime she escaped. Identifying as Pakistani dem-
onstrates a form of re sis tance to that erasure and it allowed her to assert 
a part of character that was impor tant to her. Despite the fact that Maha 
does not like the term for herself, she has lots of Indian friends. “The ten-
sions between the countries are  because fanatic extremists are  running the 
countries, giving  people the notion that  people  don’t get along.” In Maha’s 
case, her dislike of the term South Asian has nothing to do with tensions 
between Pakistanis and Indians, but rather is about her desire to maintain 
an identity as Pakistani.
A few years  later, on a return trip to Toronto, I was having lunch with a 
friend at a restaurant in  Little Italy.  After sitting down, I looked up and rec-
ognized the artwork on the walls: a series of paintings by Zakiya. I had told 
her about venues like this over coffee one day when she asked me about the 
art scene in Toronto. I had mentioned this restaurant in par tic u lar, which 
was known for having a rotating art exhibit featuring local artists. I was so 
happy to see that she was able to make her art pres ent in the Toronto scene. 
But being vis i ble, even for artists, can be a double- edged sword, as public 
and state discourses have the power not only to recognize but also to cir-
cumscribe the terms of belonging.
 These artists and cultural producers want to be seen for what they are, 
not how the multicultural state might proj ect them. Their stories and per-
spectives help paint a broader picture of the Pakistani Muslim immigrant 
community in Toronto. Exploring individual experiences regarding their 
art, South Asian Heritage Month, and making a living demonstrates the 
ways identity and belonging are intertwined in individual experiences of 
marginalization in a range of social spheres. And while their migration tra-
jectories or experiences finding work may be diff er ent from some of the 
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other foreign- trained professionals I spoke with,  there  were also impor tant 
similarities in terms of how they felt about being interpellated.
Imagining Citizenship
In planning sessions for  these kinds of South Asian festivals,  there was often 
tension regarding the construction of the category South Asian. I repeat-
edly heard the sentiment that Amina expressed to me: “I refer to myself 
as Pakistani and  don’t agree that all Indians, Pakistanis, et cetera can be 
called South Asians. We might come from similar geographic regions but 
have individual characteristics.” As Naseem said earlier, “South Asians  here 
are brought  under the same umbrella. Canada does it  because we look the 
same. Who are they, ‘South Asians’ . . .  I never heard ‘South Asian’ before 
coming  here.” I had met both of  these  women while conducting fieldwork 
at a nonprofit for South Asian  women, so I was surprised by their reluc-
tance to call themselves “South Asian.” But I realized that it points to the 
material necessity  behind certain kinds of co ali tion building.
Despite its contention, the category was also mobilized by nonprof-
its that drew on what Gayatri Spivak has called “strategic essentialism” in 
order to obtain funding for activities and programming having to do with 
cultural cele brations, employment, and health issues— all related to the 
settlement- services encounter between nonprofit workers and immigrant 
 women. The Canadian government most often gives funding to par tic u lar 
ethnic groups, thus creating conditions in which  there is  little inter- ethnic 
co ali tion building and smaller groups are lumped within larger ethnic cat-
egories. “South Asian” circulates widely and is understood as a means to 
gain government resources  because it is a legible category of multicultural 
difference. Ironically, this category that celebrates the “multi- ness” of Ca-
nadian society serves to exclude members of  those very communities it is 
meant to include. In private,  these identifiers became fraught  because they 
did not coincide with  women’s self- understanding of their citizenship and 
belonging in the multicultural state and in pro cesses of migration. Through 
their disidentification with the term, Pakistani  women actively redefine 
belonging by resisting and negotiating with available multicultural catego-
ries. Their own understandings of South Asia  were haunted by their own 
personal experiences of migration and dislocation.
In Feminist Genealogies, Colonial Legacies, Demo cratic  Futures (1997), 
Jacqui Alexander and Chandra Mohanty write, “We  were not born  women 
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of color, but became  women of color [in the United States]. From African 
American and U.S.  women of color, we learned the peculiar brand of U.S. 
North American racism and its constructed bound aries of race” (xiv). Their 
insights speak not only to their own experiences, but also more broadly to 
the experiences of immigrants who are interpellated into North American 
racial formations, which demonstrates the constructedness of such catego-
ries of inclusion.
This chapter has examined  women’s experiences of multiculturalism and 
the politics of recognition to demonstrate how diff er ent segments of the 
South Asian immigrant community feel about and engage with multicultural 
governmental practice. I have sought to illustrate how the state- imposed 
category of “South Asian” can perpetuate and even naturalize divisions be-
tween Pakistanis and Indians in diasporic Toronto. By socially producing 
racialized difference, the Canadian state ultimately encourages Pakistanis 
to identify with a category that many feel champions the interests of In-
dian immigrants while marginalizing their own. Multicultural governance 
in this instance leads Pakistanis in diaspora to resist and reframe their con-
scription into the category of “South Asian,” which has now become the 
dominant name for them in Toronto, institutionalized and enshrined in 
South Asian Heritage Month. Their re sis tance demonstrates that commu-
nal tensions are naturalized and sustained by (post)colonial, multicultural 
governance, which (like the colonial state) manages not only differences 
but acceptable categories of belonging as well.
As the relationship of Pakistani  women to the state- supported category 
of South Asian attests, the liberal settler multicultural state has the power 
to name minorities and therefore circumscribe the limits of inclusion. But 
that power lies elsewhere, too, in the terms of scholarly debate on multi-
culturalism, which has similarly been colonized by liberal discourse. De-
scriptors such as “difference,” “toleration,” and “ethnicity” are still common 
terms in the scholarly writing on  these issues. As Audre Lorde (1983) fa-
mously wrote, “The master’s tools  will never dismantle the master’s  house,” 
and thus it is critical to engage the work on settler colonialism and bring it 
into conversation with the liberal discourse of multiculturalism.
In calling attention to the fact that Canada is a racial state (Goldberg 
2002), I have attempted to show that, despite the presumed disavowal of 
race politics on the part of government policy makers, multiculturalism is a 
discourse of race. The framework of racialization emphasizes the ways racial 
and ethnic difference is both central to state practices and constantly pro-
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duced through moments of friction between citizens and the state. In this 
context of race- making, Balibar and Wallerstein (2001) challenge the notion 
that racism is a relic of past histories and socie ties. Rather, they argue that 
it is a social relation that is embedded in con temporary social structures, 
including the nation- state and the relationship between the margin and 
the center. In their analy sis, racism is a profoundly modern phenomenon 
tied to capitalism and class conflict. Taken together, discourses of settler 
colonialism and the racial state confront discourses of the state (both popu-
lar and scholarly) that move away from the liberal language of state multi-
culturalism and instead call attention to the under lying politics of racism, 
patriarchy, and heteronormativity that undergird late- liberal policies and 
practices.
 These issues demonstrate the affective dimensions of the tension be-
tween visibility and invisibility in con temporary social life. Misrecognition 
is not the same as not being recognized. Misrecognition is being seen not 
as you are, but who you are assumed to be, and defining how you are  going 
to be. This misrecognition has material effects in that it produces a kind of 
gendered precarity in which  women strug gle to survive and to maintain 
their dignity in the face of extreme marginalization.
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chapter five
THE CATASTROPHIC PRES ENT
I  don’t think of nation- states as land, it’s where your  people are. The Prophet 
 Muhammad taught loyalty to whichever land  you’re living in, it’s your moral duty. 
— interview with safia
On one of my last visits to the Scarborough housing proj ects I visited a 
Pakistani  woman I had come to know well during my fieldwork. In her six-
ties but unable to retire, she was working as a cashier, although she had 
been a teacher in Pakistan. I was horrified when I saw that she had become 
accustomed to the very large rat that was living in the apartment and even 
said she found it funny, calling it her “friend.”  After I  gently suggested that 
she did not have to live like this, and that rats  were dangerous disease car-
riers, it became apparent that she was afraid to complain for fear of evic-
tion. I was incredibly moved by this incident, which stood in stark con-
trast to the ways the South Asian diaspora was understood in the Bay 
Area, where I had been living. Images of the successful Indian businessman 
or entrepreneurial dot- com worker  were prevalent in Silicon Valley; em-
blematic of “flexible citizens,” they  were meant to represent the new global 
order. In  Toronto, I was confronted again and again with the dark under-
side of global pro cesses that produce both  these figures. On one end of the 
spectrum of the South Asian diasporic experience is the Indian dot- com 
worker, seemingly secure in his upward mobility, while on another end of 
the spectrum exists the marginally employed Pakistani  woman too afraid 
to complain about her living conditions for fear of ending up on the street.
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This final chapter explores the anxiety, desperation, and lived experi-
ence of existing in a state of precarity, particularly when that precarity is 
gendered. Throughout this book I have largely focused on theories ranging 
from the anthropology of the state and neoliberalism, to critical studies of 
multiculturalism, to  those of citizenship and belonging; this last chapter 
focuses on the embodied experience of precarity. Precarity invokes a moral 
and ethical register of individual responsibility that I have thus far attrib-
uted to neoliberal practice, but it is also impor tant to consider the affects 
that accompany notions of individual responsibility such as anxiety, uncer-
tainty, and desperation. Precarity is an affective register that itself signals a 
range of states.  These precarious states exist in and through the sanitized 
sensorium, a consequence and an effect of the making of citizens and 
 subjects. This chapter examines what it means to live in a state of precarity 
as a subject of globalization and late capitalism. It explores what living in 
precarity can say about the interface between the government, the market, 
and the social world in which we must live.
Accompanying neoliberal economic transformations that began in the 
1970s in the global market which emphasized market competitiveness and 
 labor- market flexibility was the rise of increasing insecurity for workers and 
the emergence of the “precariat,” which refers to a worker without economic 
stability (Standing 2011). While the notion of precarity indexes a par tic u-
lar conception of work that is secure, it fixes a kind of identity and lifestyle 
(Allison 2013), “linking capitalism and intimacy in an affective desire for 
security itself ” (Berlant 2011, cited in Allison 2013: 7). Thus, precarity refers 
not only to unstable work conditions but to the accompanying social world 
that feels uncertain or unstable. Throughout, this ethnography has sought 
to bring together the po liti cal economic with the intimate and affective, 
examining how bodies are gendered and racialized in the context of global 
capitalism—in other words, how it feels to be a prob lem (Du Bois 2008).
To examine ethnographically the lived experience of precarity, or more 
precisely in this case, the gender of precarity, is to think through the affec-
tive dimensions of living in a seemingly permanent state of insecurity, to 
ask again how  women react to the sensorial regimes of belonging. Like re-
sources, precarity is also distributed unevenly. Judith Butler (2009) suggests 
that some  people are more vulnerable to precarity  because of  factors such as 
gender, class, or race, and urges us to think of precarity not as an existential 
condition, but rather a social relationship: “The differential distribution of 
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precarity is at once a material and a perceptual issue, since  those whose lives 
are not ‘regarded’ as potentially grievable, and hence valuable, are made to 
bear the burden of starvation, underemployment,  legal disenfranchisement, 
and differential exposure to vio lence and death” (25). Thus, the precarious-
ness of certain kinds of gendered and racialized bodies is mediated by and 
through social pro cesses which render a hierarchy of value mapped onto 
individual lives.
 There has been impor tant work on the relationship between precari-
ous  labor and one’s gender in diff er ent historical moments (e.g., Boris and 
Parreñas 2010; Ong 1987; Parreñas 2001). For instance, Ong (1987) dem-
onstrates the ways Malaysian peasant  women became cheap transnational 
 labor in the late twentieth  century, exploring the “deconstruction and 
reconstruction of gender in the shifting webs of agency and domination 
within the  family, the  labor system, Islam and the wider society” (219). The 
phenomenon of  women becoming precarious workers is not a new one, and 
needs to be understood in a longer range of cap i tal ist historical practices that 
have hindered  women’s economic security. The foreign- trained- professionals 
prob lem is a con temporary manifestation of this social phenomenon that 
produces precarious workers.
Reading  women’s life stories allows for an examination of the lived expe-
rience of precarity, which is not only an economic condition but a sensorial 
experience.  These narratives demonstrate the sensorial and affective regis-
ters by which  people come to understand their belonging or not belonging, 
and how they respond to the sensation, the incommensurability that marks 
them and attempts to interpellate them as second- class citizens. Despite a loss 
of prosperity  after leaving Pakistan and in the face of this economic margin-
alization, I was surprised to find that the  women I spoke with affirmed their 
desire to stay in Canada and rejected the idea of returning to Pakistan. In-
stead, they  were actively invested and engaged in claiming citizenship as a Ca-
nadian subject. How do we understand this inherent paradox in which  there 
is an affective attachment to a good life involving secure work and upward 
mobility, while being violently excluded from it?  Women’s understandings 
of citizenship, identity, place, and belonging are critical in understanding 
how  these affective attachments to the good life are po liti cal. In their sto-
ries,  women invoke discourses of a promising  future in order to understand 
their liminal and marginal position; and in so  doing, position themselves as 
good citizens deserving of full participation in the nation- state.
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If inclusion in the state entails economic participation, then unemploy-
ment represents a kind of failed citizenship; therefore, the mobilization of 
Canadian citizenship (which emerged in conversations) is a form of agency 
that they reimagine in the face of economic marginalization. Embedded 
in the narratives presented  here are strains of hope and optimism, which 
illuminate impor tant features of the affective dimension of precarity. José 
Muñoz has theorized hope “as pointing from the past’s unfinished business 
to a  future beyond the pres ent to sustain the (queer) subject within it—he 
explic itly frames the pres ent as a prison” (Muñoz 2009, cited in Berlant 
2011: 13). In Berlant’s reading of Muñoz, “The pres ent is more or less a prob-
lem to be solved by hope’s temporal projection” (Berlant 2011: 13). Building 
on this, Berlant argues, “Optimism is not a map of pathology but a social 
relation involving attachments that or ga nize the pres ent” (13). In the ex-
amples provided in this chapter, hope or promises of a better life provide a 
means out of the catastrophic pres ent— a pres ent that includes unemploy-
ment, underemployment, misidentification, racism, and vio lence.
The Race and Gender of Precarity
Precarity has been theorized as a social condition arising from fluctuating 
market conditions and resulting in increasing instability, both economic 
and social; but it is also a gendered and racialized phenomenon. Under-
standing the explicit way  these pro cesses impact the lives of  women is nec-
essary for grasping the ways global pro cesses are not only  imagined, but 
configured and enacted. For instance, David Harvey’s (1990) analy sis of 
culture in the period of late capitalism has been extremely influential in 
understanding the shifts in the ways  humans experience time and space. 
Geographer Dorinne Massey (1994) has effectively critiqued this work by 
drawing attention to the role of gender. Massey asks the critical question, 
who experiences time- space compression? In her analy sis of social mobility, 
she  counters the claim that capital is the only determinant of one’s ability 
to move, and suggests ways that gender also becomes a power ful limitation. 
For example,  women’s mobility is limited not only by capital, but by threats 
of “physical vio lence, being ogled, or made to feel out of place” (2), thus 
suggesting a power differential in time- space compression. Therefore, the 
precarity that emerges through pro cesses of globalization is also a gendered 
and racialized one.
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One way to see this gendered and racialized precarity is through exam-
ining the relationship between globalization, transnationalism, and  labor. 
 There is a sizable lit er a ture on immigrant  women,  labor, and the global 
economy.1 For instance, Rhacel Parreñas (2001) examines Filipina domes-
tic workers in the global economy who must leave their own families to do 
care work for other families.  These workers experience downward mobility 
to do menial  labor in the global economy at the expense of caring for their 
own  children and families at home, working in uncertain conditions for 
unfair wages and limited job security. Immigrant  women’s access to em-
ployment and work stability is circumscribed by their gender and race as 
their bodies, affects, and dispositions are coded on the global job market. 
Settlement-ser vices workshops, as we have seen, produce normalizing dis-
courses and be hav iors around cultural and bodily difference that are mar-
keted as the solution to unemployment and precarity.
Examining the work experiences of immigrant  women of color high-
lights the need for an explic itly transnational or global frame in order to 
understand the feminization of certain kinds of  labor and the accompany-
ing affect required to make  women workers legible on the global market. 
This is one way that pro cesses of global  labor migrations produce racial-
ized and gendered national subjectivities. In “Is Local: Global as Feminine: 
Masculine? Rethinking the Gender of Globalization” (2001), Carla Free-
man reimagines Catherine Lutz’s (1995) question, “Does theory have a 
gender?” to ask about the gender of globalization. Freeman argues that not 
only has globalization theory been gendered masculine, but also the very 
pro cesses defining globalization (e.g., the spatial reor ga ni za tion of produc-
tion across national borders) have been. She provocatively asks about the 
implications of a divide between “masculinist  grand theories of globaliza-
tion that ignore gender as an analytic lens and local empirical studies of 
globalization in which gender takes center stage” (1008). An account 
of the gender of globalization thus would take seriously the feminization or 
masculinization of par tic u lar pro cesses, while not privileging  grand- scale 
theories over localized examples as more serious social theory. Thus, an 
explic itly global framework would take seriously the ways that large- scale 
pro cesses result in the feminization of  labor and the systematic marginal-
ization of  women of color from participating in the global economy, and 
would not simply dismiss examples of  women’s experiences as localized, but 
as real evidence of the ways globalization operates. As such, gender is central 
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to understanding ele ments of the global economy and cannot be consid-
ered in isolation of structural arrangements. A focus on highly skilled la-
boring  women demonstrates the par tic u lar ways immigrant  women’s skills 
are devalued, forcing them into low- wage  labor and unemployment.
Yet despite their downward mobility  after leaving Pakistan and their 
economic marginalization, the majority of the Pakistani  women I spoke 
with reaffirmed a desire to stay in Canada and did not want to return to 
Pakistan. They did not want to go back and  were actively invested and en-
gaged in claiming citizenship as a Canadian subject. Responses to my ques-
tion, “What made you decide to move to Toronto?” ranged from “ There 
 were too many riots and killings at home” and “I was tired of the pollution 
and the vio lence” to “I heard the health and education system would be 
better for my  daughter” and “I wanted to push for the  future of my kids, 
and I’m uncertain about the po liti cal situation in Pakistan. I wanted a se-
cure  future.”  These narratives invoke a sense of security in which home is a 
site of vio lence and danger, and Canada is a place imbued with hope and 
possibility. Sacrifice then becomes a means to produce a hopeful outcome 
for the next generation, and thus living in a state of precarity in Canada is 
less precarious than living in a state of precarity in Pakistan.
Living in Precarity
Zainab and Parveen  were both in their thirties. Of the stories I retell  here, 
 these two most closely represent the numerous narratives I heard in the 
field. Zainab was a thirty- nine- year- old Pakistani  woman I met at the Cen-
ter. Though she had worked as a doctor in Pakistan, she was unemployed 
in Toronto. She had migrated with a husband and young  daughter, but the 
pressures of migration put undue stress on her marriage, which eventually 
ended. When she and her husband (both doctors) first moved to Toronto 
two years before I met her, they expected a diff er ent quality of life.  After the 
first six months, they spent the $10,000 they  were required to bring as part 
of their immigration pro cess; most went  toward paying for first- and last- 
months’ rent on a small basement apartment in a low- income neighborhood 
in Scarborough, Ontario. Zainab went to all the relevant settlement-ser vices 
agencies she qualified for, learning her rights as a new, permanent resident. 
She contacted the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (cpso), 
the governing board that regulates the practice of medicine in Ontario. She 
was referred to “ Career Transitions for International Medical Doctors,” a 
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government- funded resource for internationally trained doctors to find al-
ternative  careers in health care. She also learned that she effectively would 
have to begin her training again to work as a doctor, and even an alternate 
 career in healthcare would require additional (and expensive) training. 
Eventually, she abandoned the idea  because of the tremendous added finan-
cial cost.  After Zainab separated from her husband, she moved into govern-
ment housing with her child. This was a good alternative for her  because 
the rent was contingent upon her salary; if she  were to suddenly lose a job, 
they would not end up on the street.
In the con temporary moment  there is a collective mourning for the 
promise of the good life— middle- class aspirations, including a nice place 
to live and stable work— that has failed to come to fruition (Berlant 2007). 
The affects that emerge signal a longing for a time in the past, or a frustration 
with the failure of a promise. Zainab was living on money she had borrowed 
from her  brother, but was adamant that she did not want to go on welfare. 
She told me, “I came  here  because I wanted to work, not to live off the gov-
ernment. They need to recognize my credentials. I  don’t understand why 
they  don’t and why I have to go back to school. I’m a doctor.”
Zainab had always had a lot of friends in Pakistan, but in Toronto she 
found herself socially isolated. She had tried making friends with other 
 women she met at local settlement-ser vices agencies and at the mosque 
she attended  every Sunday, but she ended up having to spend all of her 
time  either at settlement-ser vices agencies or caring for her child— and in 
more recent months, dealing with the details of her divorce. She even found 
it increasingly difficult to speak with her relatives back home  because she 
was embarrassed. The pro cess of immigration had taken a psychological toll 
on her as well. “I  wasn’t this ner vous before,” she once told me. “I used to 
trust  people, but now it’s hard— you just  don’t know where you stand 
in this country.” When I asked her what she meant, she said, “Every one at 
the centers is competing for  these small jobs, and you  don’t know who is 
 going to sabotage you.”  These issues of trust in the workplace have lasting 
effects on one’s psychological well- being, contributing to depression and 
anxiety.
In  later conversations, when I asked her about why she stayed when she 
could go back to her life as a doctor in Pakistan, she asserted a discourse 
of  future success— not for herself, but for her  daughter. “I know it’s not 
perfect  here, but it’s better for her  here than in Pakistan.  There are better 
opportunities. She’s Canadian.  We’re both Canadian now.”  Later, when I 
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asked her how she self- identified (as “Pakistani, South Asian, Pakistani- 
Canadian, Canadian, or something  else”), she firmly said, “Canadian.” This 
assertion never failed to surprise me, and so when I pushed further and 
asked her  whether she thought of herself as Pakistani, she said that while it 
was her background, she was now Canadian. In Michèle Lamont’s (2000) 
study of working- class American men, she asserts that they “dissociate so-
cioeconomic status from moral worth. . . .  They contradict the classical 
view that American workers are deprived of dignity  because they are unable 
to live the American dream” (3). In Zainab’s case, even though she, a trained 
doctor, was unemployed, her expectation was that this would not be the 
case forever.  Either through her  daughter, or her own  future prospects, 
she believed she would eventually gain standing in the country to which 
she now claims national affiliation. Her ongoing criticism of the creden-
tialing pro cess for foreign- trained professionals served as a critique of the 
state’s practices, suggesting that in order for this change to happen— for 
skilled immigrants like her to achieve full freedom— the entire state has 
to reform. Considered this way, her demand for a Canadian shift is not a 
modest one; it asserts a kind of identity- rights claim to resources that are 
not available to  those living in Pakistan.
Parveen, a young  woman in her thirties, had only just arrived in Toronto 
when we met. We met at the Center, where she seemed shy and ner vous 
about speaking with me, but also  eager to help. What I was  doing was some-
thing of a mystery— kind of a student, kind of a volunteer, maybe some-
one who had access to resources—so I was also something of a curiosity at 
the Center. While her En glish skills  were good, we conducted some of our 
conversation in Urdu, which seemed to make her more relaxed and speak 
with more ease. Parveen had moved to Toronto from Karachi three months 
earlier. She spent a lot of time telling me about her husband and his arrival 
in Toronto from Karachi via Sweden, where he stopped to complete his 
education in communications. It was not  until we had been speaking for 
a while that she revealed that she had been a surgeon in Pakistan. When I 
asked what precipitated her migration to Toronto, she suggested it was her 
husband’s choice and said that they both wanted to leave Karachi  because 
of a climate riddled with “pollution and vio lence.”
Parveen said, “I was initially bored  here  because I was busy  there, and 
I miss my parents. Now I get two kinds of depression: home depression 
and snow depression,” she told me with a laugh. O’Neill (2014) has writ-
ten on the vio lence of boredom, and the fear that the unemployed have of 
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boredom. Taking boredom as an everyday affect (Stewart 2007), O’Neill 
explores not only downward mobility but the ways that boredom “registers 
within the modality of time the newly homeless’ expulsion to the margins 
of the city. In this sense, boredom is a per sis tent form of social suffering 
made pos si ble by a crisis- generated shift in the global economy, one that 
has forced tens of millions of  people the world over to come to terms with 
diminished economic capacities” (11). Boredom, then, is not something to be 
taken lightly, but rather an affective disposition that can do vio lence to one’s 
sense of self. Also impor tant is the second part of Parveen’s statement about 
the transition from one climate to another, from the heat of Pakistan to the 
bleakness of a Canadian winter and every thing that comes with it. A Toronto 
winter can be isolating for  those unaccustomed to the rhythms of the city. 
The sociality of Toronto is predicated, for  those raised  there, on being out-
side regardless of the weather. Even now on trips home during the winter, 
no  matter how far a destination, from half a mile to several, I simply wear 
my parka and submit to the weather. For Parveen, and indeed  others at the 
Center, that kind of a walk would seem absurd in the winter. I lived what to 
me was walking distance from the Center, a walk I happily did no  matter the 
weather, and yet the  women I met saw it as strange, their incredulity often 
followed by a statement like, “ You’re a real Canadian.”  These kinds of mo-
ments illustrated the cultural distance between myself and the  women I was 
supposed to be studying and the everyday ways that belonging is registered. 
I had that elusive cultural capital and  those unmarked benefits  because of my 
upbringing in Toronto,  things they  were reminded daily that they lacked.
Parveen learned that in order to become a doctor in Canada she would 
need to complete another internship following two to three years of 
study—in effect, completing medical school again. She expressed frustra-
tion at the pro cess  because the year before she had been a resident medical 
doctor in cardiac medicine, and working in a hospital’s intensive care unit, 
but in Toronto she would have to begin again. She would have to be reedu-
cated, take medical exams, and redo her residency, which would qualify her 
to work again in four years.  After extensive online research and speaking to 
other practicing doctors, she found that even if she becomes accredited, it is 
likely that as a foreign- trained doctor, she  will be sent to a relatively remote 
area of Canada to practice. She told me that if she cannot get her creden-
tials recognized, or if she decides to give up, she has thought about phar-
macy work or something  else related to health. “As long as it’s in health, I’m 
happy.” I was always surprised at her level of optimism in the midst of such 
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strug gle. Parveen was relatively new to Toronto and was still weighing her 
options, but  because her finances  were limited, she was already experienc-
ing downward mobility. It is quite likely she  will not end up working as 
a doctor in Toronto. She, like most of the  women I interviewed, was not 
financially stable; they found their lives completely disrupted, their savings 
obliterated, and their credentials ignored.
To grasp this experience of precarity, it is also crucial to understand the 
gendered dimension of unemployment. In the Fordist- Keynesian context, 
the assumption of a heteronormative, patriarchal  family structure with a 
male breadwinner who is responsible for the  family formed the foundation 
for state policy concerning employment and welfare (Fraser 2009).  These 
per sis tent assumptions around masculinity seem to assume not only a het-
eronormative, but also reductionist model of familial relations in which 
economic stability rests entirely on the shoulders of an  imagined husband. 
For instance, Collins (2003) has argued that  these gender ideologies frame 
practices by U.S. corporate man ag ers who oversee  women factory workers 
in the Global South. She writes, “In the cruelest of ironies, gender ideologies 
permit man ag ers to use the insufficiency of the maquiladora wage against 
 women workers. Factory  owners have pointed to the fact that  house hold 
members pool their incomes to argue that  women’s earnings in the maqui-
ladora are only ‘supplemental’ ” (Collins 2003, cited in Tsing 2009: 162). 
Thus,  women’s earnings are  imagined to be part of a  whole, while men’s 
earnings are  imagined to support entire families, despite the realities of any 
given  family structure.
 These gender ideologies frame a variety of cap i tal ist practices pertain-
ing to  women’s wages. High rates of  women’s unemployment somehow do 
not seem to register in the cultural imaginary at all. This is despite the fact 
that in Canada, the unemployment rate for  women and men in 2013 was 
almost equal (6.6  percent for  women, 7.5  percent for men); however,  these 
numbers change when race and ethnicity are factored in. For instance, 
in 2009, the unemployment rate for Indigenous  women was 12.7   percent 
and 15.1  percent for Indigenous men.2 In the United States, in 2013, the un-
employment rate for adult  women (over twenty years old) surpassed that of 
adult men. Recovering from the 2009 economic collapse, male- dominated 
industries (including construction and manufacturing) improved, while 
female- dominated industries (in the public sector) have been in decline.3 
Yet, in this context,  there is simply no language to understand  women’s 
unemployment, as  women are  imagined to be able to rely on the economic 
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fortunes of men.  Women’s economic burden is somehow now secondary to 
men’s suffering, or this “crisis of masculinity.” Yet,  women continue to do a 
disproportionate amount of  house work and childcare in addition to need-
ing to supply a steady source of  house hold income. As the case of Zainab 
demonstrates,  after her divorce, she is also responsible for childcare and is 
the primary breadwinner in her home, performing what Hochschild (2012) 
calls “the second shift.”
As already demonstrated, this pro cess of transnationalism serves to gen-
der  these  women as workers, funneling them into lower- paid, contingent 
 labor; and thus,  women have borne a par tic u lar burden in  these global trans-
formations. In the context of my research, while  women and men  were both 
underemployed or unemployed, the kinds of work opportunities afforded 
to  women pay less. Thus, being “flexible” for  women has economic conse-
quences. For instance, while a Pakistani man and  woman may both enter 
as highly skilled engineers, once they try to find work in Canada they are 
funneled into very diff er ent kinds of work, such that  women typically earn 
substantially less. However, rather than an aberration,  these differences 
according to gender are central to the functioning of late capitalism. For 
instance, Anna Tsing (2013) has argued that the per for mance of gender, eth-
nicity, nationality, religion, and citizenship is fundamental to supply- chain 
capitalism (subcontracting, outsourcing). She theorizes “super- exploitation” 
to understand a form of “exploitation that depends on so- called noneco-
nomic  factors such as gender, race, ethnicity, nationality, religion, sexuality, 
age and citizenship status” (158). Thus, in certain contexts “diversity” is cen-
tral to the functioning of capitalism. While I have argued in this book that 
racialized Otherness is an impediment to be trained away in some circum-
stances,  there are other forms of “diversity” that are central to the cap i tal ist 
proj ect, such as being able to pay  women less for their  labor.
Histories of Precarity: Bushra
Bushra’s story illustrates a longer history of the foreign- trained- professionals 
prob lem; she was among the earliest mi grants I interviewed, having moved 
to Toronto in 1975. The current state of unemployment for  those with for-
eign credentials is sustained and naturalized at the intersection of compet-
ing forms of governance, which have turned  toward neoliberal strategies 
since the 1990s. The current plight of unemployed, skilled workers has 
been further impacted by ever- growing numbers of immigrants from Asian 
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countries, and the prob lem is particularly pressing since the numbers of the 
unemployed continue to grow. However, as Bushra’s story demonstrates, 
the Canadian state has a long history of policing regulated professions, 
and the racism and discrimination that undergird this unemployment have 
much deeper roots.
I met Bushra while I was working with an or ga ni za tion for se nior 
 Muslim  women,  here called Dosti (which translates to female friend), whose 
acting executive director was a  woman from Pakistan. It was a smaller section 
of a larger foundation that was established in 1999 as a nonprofit or ga ni-
za tion, with support from the Don Mills Foundation for Se niors Inc. and 
the Ontario Co ali tion of Se nior Citizens Organ izations. A 2012 study 
by Ryerson University found that a majority of Muslim se niors living in 
Scarborough felt “abused, neglected and angry.” Among the 203 se niors in-
terviewed (61  percent South Asian) at the North American Muslim Foun-
dation and at four local mosques, most  were living with  family and thus 
 were not socially isolated, but they did feel emotionally isolated. Sixty- eight 
 percent felt appreciated and 79  percent felt respected; however, 87  percent 
felt neglected, 72  percent felt powerless, and 83  percent felt abused by their 
 family or friends.4 The concerns of Muslim se niors are often elided in dis-
cussions of citizenship and belonging. With par tic u lar concerns and needs, 
their experiences are often  imagined as a special case, rather than as central 
to questions of migration.
The Dosti foundation worked to  counter the isolation many Muslim 
se niors felt. It was not a nursing home, but a drop-in group where Mus-
lim  women could spend the day socializing and participating in volunteer 
work, such as raising money for Pakistani  causes. One attendee told me 
that she used to go to the Croatian Islamic Centre regularly, but once she 
“heard men talking about  women, saying they are like this . . .”— trailing 
off, not wanting to repeat what she had heard— she deci ded she was more 
comfortable praying at home. She gained her sense of a diasporic Muslim 
community through her activities at Dosti instead. It was a plea sure to at-
tend their meetings, as they often involved storytelling; in  these contexts 
I did not mind being configured and understood as “ daughter” but rather 
embraced the sense of community produced in  these encounters.
Bushra was in her sixties, and the most vocal member of Dosti. I met her 
at the recommendation of another member. I was sitting at one end of their 
large conference  table, speaking with another  woman about her experiences 
living in Toronto; embarrassed by her own story, the  woman repeatedly 
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told me that I should be speaking to Bushra instead. At the end of our con-
versation, she  gently pushed my rolling chair  toward Bushra and walked 
away. I rolled over to Bushra and the small group of  women she was speak-
ing with, a  little embarrassed myself. I  needn’t have worried; I was imme-
diately welcomed by the  women. I waited quietly  until they finished their 
meeting, at which point Bushra turned to me and smiled. Bushra was a 
small  woman with big hair; I can only describe her as wonderfully sprightly 
and out going. She was known throughout Dosti for being completely out-
spoken and utterly charming. She was incredibly self- assured and confident 
despite the considerable challenges she had faced.
Bushra was trained as a doctor in 1959 at Fatima Jinnah College in La-
hore. She moved to Karachi as a young doctor in order to establish her own 
hospital, and worked in the maternity ward. Not only was Bushra among 
the first  women doctors in a major Karachi hospital, to her substantial 
credit she had also volunteered with underprivileged groups in Pakistan 
and worked primarily in clinics in the slums of Karachi. In 1967, she moved 
to Bahrain, where she worked as a doctor  until 1971, at which point she 
moved to London. She had no prob lem getting her Pakistani degree recog-
nized in Bahrain or the United Kingdom, where she specialized in obstet-
rics and pediatrics. In describing her experience in Bahrain, she said, “The 
patients [in the Bahrain hospital] who needed blood transfusions asked 
for British blood [instead of Arab], and I said you  don’t want it— it’s full of 
alcohol. The nurses would tell the patients with a wink, ‘ Don’t mess with 
this doctor.’ ”
It bears taking a moment to reflect on this desire for “white blood,” a 
visceral and bodily manifestation of a racist politics that presumes contami-
nation from a racialized Otherness. In this moment, racial discrimination 
does not end at the skin— the limit proposed by Sara Ahmed (2000) in her 
analy sis of slime as the space between self and alien Other— but in this case 
permeates that barrier and the accompanying ideologies of difference and 
contamination. Bushra met this threat of contamination with humor; in-
stead, she invoked another racialized and cultural ste reo type to  counter the 
patient’s racism and discrimination, that of the drunk British. She turned 
the question around, effectively arguing that Arab blood was healthier and 
not contaminated. The ways one managed racism and sexism varied ac-
cording to context. For instance, foreign nurses  were taught to deal with 
disrespectful or angry patients by walking away and managing their own 
affects, as a move  toward professionalism. In  those workplaces the display 
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of certain kinds of affects, such as anger in the face of outright racism and 
sexism, is considered unprofessional, forcing a kind of per for mance of po-
liteness onto the subjects of discrimination. In a very diff er ent context (and 
speaking as a doctor, not as a nurse) faced with a request for “white blood,” 
Bushra made a joke to sweep aside the patient’s racism.
In 1973, Bushra moved to Nigeria and worked in a  family health clinic 
sponsored by Johns Hopkins University. Two years  later she left Nigeria for 
Toronto, and immediately thereafter her only son began experiencing sei-
zures. He was diagnosed with ce re bral palsy, which put a strain on her mar-
riage and her day- to- day life. In Toronto, she discovered that it was unlikely 
she would be able to work as a doctor. She did begin the pro cess, however, 
and in fact passed all the exams necessary to practice medicine, but  there 
was no one to care for her son while she did her internships. She could 
not afford the expense of essentially being retrained without any social or 
financial support, and so ultimately made the decision to leave medicine. 
In order to provide for themselves, she and her husband opened a dollar 
store that eventually closed down due to financial difficulties. Her marriage 
could not last through the strain, and they separated. Her son now lives in a 
daily care fa cil i ty since she is no longer able to care for him. Bushra said she 
“has a  great regard for this country  because every one was so helpful in [her] 
worst times.” She no longer worked but was by no means retired. She vol-
unteered with the Red Cross, the Daily Bread Food Bank, Dosti, formerly 
with the Easter Seal committee, and was also learning Italian.
When asked about her feelings about Pakistan, Bushra revealed to me, 
“In Bombay, I grew up in vio lence. My  father felt we Muslims  were trapped 
 because  every few days  there  were riots between Hindus and Muslims. He 
thought we would get out of this with Partition. We had the British rule and 
the Hindus treated us like this— what would it be like when we  were ruled 
by Hindus? But Pakistan is terrible now.” Bushra was twelve years old dur-
ing the Partition of India. Her  father worked for the Muslim League, and 
she recalled fondly that as a child she would stand on a chair to tell  people 
how to vote, an act which bonded her and her  father. In January 1948, her 
 family moved by ship to Karachi. She had not been to Pakistan in many 
years, and described it as “a carcass [from which]  people are trying to get 
what they can.” In Canada she felt that she was among her  people, and she 
never thought about returning to Pakistan. “I deci ded to leave the day  after 
the second war with India ended. I used to imagine retiring  there, but not now. 
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 After I’m home for a few days, I’m claustrophobic. I live in Canada now. I’m 
a Canadian.”
Bushra’s description of Pakistan as a “carcass” is telling. A carcass is the 
dead body of an animal, a corpse, the remains, the leftovers. A carcass is the 
discarded remains of something that has been used up. Her use of the word 
to describe Pakistan represents perhaps her own past disappointments with 
what she perceives as the failed proj ect of Partition, the emptying out 
of the remains of the British Empire, and the failures of Pakistanis to take 
on the making of a new nation- state. She lived through it. Her experience 
of Partition was about her own experience of vio lence and abjection. The 
promise of a  future and the failure of the proj ect are mirrored in her own 
experiences of migration.
Narratives of diaspora have described a par tic u lar kind of temporal 
orientation in which  those “living in diaspora” are inextricably tied to an 
 imagined homeland located in the past. Brown (1999) contends that  these 
kinds of approaches to diaspora tend to take the moment of dispersal as 
the starting point of analy sis, “rather than examining how historically- 
positioned subjects identify both the relevant events in transnational commu-
nity formation and the geographies implicated in that pro cess” (293). Brian 
Axel (2002) has questioned the constitution of the South Asian diaspora 
as necessarily linked to a par tic u lar place, more specifically, a “place of ori-
gin.” Using the example of the Sikh diaspora, he posits the notion of the 
“diasporic imaginary” to conceptualize the formation of diaspora through 
temporality, affect, and corporeality. For Bushra, in contrast to many narra-
tives of diaspora in which home is a site of eventual return or is yearned for 
through nostalgic longing, Pakistan is a place best left in the past.
Bushra’s story is compelling in its historical sweep: she lived through 
Partition, the post-1965 transformations in immigration law and practice, 
and helped transform the gendered dynamics of the field of medicine. In 
addition, she had to deal with day- to- day racism and vio lence throughout 
her life, such as having a white British patient ask for another doctor, or 
request “white blood.” Despite her expertise and training, vari ous forms of 
sensorial phenomena marked her belonging and nonbelonging in the eyes 
of patients, other professionals, and the Canadian state. Despite  these ac-
counts, multiple migrations, and downward mobility, the identity marker 
Bushra ultimately settled on was “Canadian.” Bushra’s case is diff er ent, 
however, from the  others described  here in one key way, which is that she 
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migrated at a diff er ent historical moment and was able to access ser vices 
that  later mi grants could not benefit from. Her story details and illustrates 
the long, historical roots of the devaluation of immigrant  labor in Canada, 
while also demonstrating the everyday strug gles  people encounter in the 
pro cess of global migration.
Like Zainab, Bushra also asserts a Canadian citizenship and identity in 
the face of economic marginalization. This assertion is a form of agency, 
but it manifests differently in the context of Bushra’s life. Her story dem-
onstrates a long- term commitment to re sis tance as a pro cess. Having lived 
through so many historical contexts, events, crises, and ruptures, she is now 
older and revered by other  women, held perhaps as a kind of elder of this 
community of immigrant  women  because she has a history and perspective 
on strug gle. For Bushra, strug gle is something that  people do not experi-
ence only once, but something they live with. Even though she no longer 
wants to return  there, she is not disconnected from what is happening in 
Pakistan. She has clearly performed her allegiance to the hurt and sick in 
Pakistan, just as she understands and articulates issues of trauma and jus-
tice in Canada. Her life strug gles did not stop when she moved to Canada, 
 because her life has always been about re sis tance, which also illuminates 
a commitment to re sis tance that is not par tic u lar, essentialist, or singular, 
but rather an ongoing pro cess. She understands that being in Canada is 
not about retiring from strug gle; rather, in Canada she continues to fight 
against oppression. Her ongoing commitment to re sis tance is not just about 
individualistic gains, but is always communal and based on the contingen-
cies she experiences.
In understanding the production of precarity for  these  women workers, 
it is also impor tant to examine the cultural meaning of the term security, 
and what it means to live in security. Bushra’s story illuminates questions 
of safety and security during Partition, when mass migration was accom-
panied by mass vio lence.  After the 9/11 attacks, the term security has been 
singularly equated with the cultural response to terrorism led by Homeland 
Security. This culturally inflected version of security has taken on interna-
tional significance for instance in the Global War on Terror and the jus-
tification for the war in Iraq, events that have had material consequences 
for Pakistani migration. Security in this sense indicates national security 
from terrorist threat and has largely eclipsed the concept of  human secu-
rity, as described by the United Nations Development Program to mean 
“freedom from fear and want” (King and Murray 2001). “Freedom from 
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fear” has infiltrated North American foreign and domestic policy, to the 
marginalization of “freedom from want.” Michelle Lowry (2002) has ar-
gued that Canada’s immigration system creates  human insecurity for new 
immigrants. Security has been discursively constructed as a category that 
works against Muslim immigrant  women, instead of a category that for-
wards their interests.
Bushra’s story also demonstrates several ruptures that mark living in 
a state of precarity. For instance, her multiple migrations (post- Partition 
Pakistan, Bahrain, United Kingdom, Nigeria, Canada) illuminate the dif-
fer ent ways history and cultural context shape migration experiences. In 
the 1970s, she had no trou ble working as a doctor in Bahrain, the U.K., 
and Nigeria, but when she moved to Canada in 1975 she learned that she 
would not be able to do that work  unless she went back to school. On the 
global market, at any given moment, one’s skills and experience can be dif-
ferentially valued or legitimated and despite qualifications, training, and 
experience, one’s livelihood can be taken away.
Histories of Precarity: Abida
This section reveals Abida’s experiences of precarity as manifested through 
her multiple migrations. Beginning with her experience of Partition, her 
migrations have had long-term effects on her self- understanding as South 
Asian and Muslim in diaspora. I met Abida through mutual acquaintances 
who first brought me to Dosti. Abida migrated to Canada in 1962, and had 
been active in the Canadian Council of Muslim  Women, the All Pakistan 
 Women’s Association, and Dosti.  After arriving in Canada she did her 
teacher’s training and worked for over thirty years before retiring in 1998. 
She began the All Pakistan  Women’s Association (apwa) in 1995–96, and 
served as president of the Canadian Council of Muslim  Women (ccmw). 
When we met, apwa was working on a proj ect to fund Pakistani high 
school students who wanted to go on to higher education. “ These are bright 
kids with unfortunate circumstances,” she said. It was clear that for Abida, 
her nonprofit work was critical to her identity and self- understanding as 
a citizen.
Abida felt her job trajectory did not reflect  those of  others  because she 
went to teacher’s college in Canada. She described how she wore a sari to 
an early job interview, where she was asked, “Are you  going to wear saris 
in class while teaching?” She said “Yes, when I open my mouth  people  will 
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know I’m not from  here,” meaning that attempts to hide her perceived for-
eignness  were futile  because of her accent. They hired her anyway. She said 
being Muslim on the job did affect her. For instance, she did not mix 
socially with the other teachers since she did not drink alcohol and their 
sociality was predicted on social drinking at local bars. They  were sensitive 
to her, she said, refraining from vulgar jokes if she was in the staff room.
She used the term South Asian or Muslim to describe her identity. 
“Sometimes  people ask if I’m Italian, but I say I’m Pakistani.  People from 
India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, all  those countries, Af ghan i stan, Iran, are gen-
uine  people.” For Abida, her South Asian identity was deeply tied to her 
childhood experience of Partition. She moved to Pakistan in 1948, while 
in high school. Growing up she lived in a big  house and had Hindu and 
Muslim friends.
In 1947  there  were riots and I was scared. I learned how to use swords 
and guns when I was ten to twelve years old. My  brothers all got train-
ing. I was too young, I  didn’t  really know about the prob lems. I  wasn’t 
 really scared, but saw tanks and  people with guns. Then trains came 
with refugees. We helped to bring  people to their home who [had] 
lost every thing. Girls drowned themselves so they  wouldn’t be taken 
by Hindus and Sikhs.  There are examples of very good  people who 
protected  others. The masses went haywire, they  didn’t know what 
was right or wrong. It  didn’t  matter who they  were. The rapes . . .  
very unfortunate. Whenever  there’s war,  there are not very civilized 
 people  doing  things, even though religions teach differently. . . .  My 
parents  were in the movement and believed it was good for  people to 
keep their identity in their own way.  There was friendliness, but  there 
still used to be communal riots. . . .  People had motivation [for an in-
de pen dent Pakistan] to have an Islamic state to govern the way they 
wanted.  There was lots of patriotism and spirit.
I  later asked Abida about her personal experience of migration during Par-
tition. She told me the following:
We traveled in 1948 from Aurangabad to Bombay on train; from 
 there we took a ship to Karachi. My two  brothers came first, then 
relatives started coming, they stayed with us  until we found places 
for them. The ladies and  children used to live in two rooms, and a 
washroom and a kitchen and balcony, the men slept in the garden. 
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 People thought it was better for the ladies to go into the  house and 
for men to guard them. We did this for a few months. We  didn’t take 
much with us. I was told I could only bring a few  things that  were 
 really impor tant to me. I used to collect choco late wrappers. I took 
the wrappers and a shirt I liked.
Abida laughed and said, “It’s funny how beautiful I thought  those wrappers 
 were.” The image of beautiful, shiny choco late wrappers was to me a shin-
ing example of hope in the face of uncertainty, the emblems of a child who 
wanted to keep something familiar and beautiful with her.
In contrast to Bushra’s experience, Abida was very fortunate financially. 
She was trained in Canada and therefore able to use her training to support 
a  middle- class life in Canada. She originally studied in Karachi and Lon-
don, eventually earning a master’s degree in zoology and microbiology, be-
fore moving to Alberta in 1962 as a student. She moved to Toronto  because 
of the larger Muslim community. She also remained married, which helped 
her financially and emotionally support herself and her  family. Abida’s story 
is in ter est ing  because of the ways precarious past migrations inform pres ent 
circumstances and self- understandings. Her experience of Partition was of 
leaving home as a child with few belongings, and of being a refugee con-
fronted with stories of rape, vio lence, and war. Her use of the self- identifier 
“South Asian” is in ter est ing in this context  because it represents her effectively 
undoing Partition, or putting the country back together. Identifying herself 
as Muslim represents her commitment to religious affiliation and meaning 
making. While Bushra described Pakistan as a “carcass,” Abida told fond 
stories of Hindu aunties and  uncles; thus her use of the term “South Asian” 
attempts to resolve the precarity produced by historical events.
Precarity as Loss
Manar was a young Pakistani  woman working at a pro bono South Asian 
 legal or ga ni za tion in Toronto, located in a large concrete building down-
town. The institutional architecture was at odds with the warm and wel-
coming atmosphere in the building. We had corresponded over e-mail and 
she agreed to meet me at her office downtown. She was still busy working 
when I arrived, so I waited in the lounge. Manar was the proj ect director 
for the Toronto region of this par tic u lar South Asian or ga ni za tion, and she 
consulted extensively with Pakistanis who  were not able to work in their 
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chosen professions. She also spoke to  these issues from personal experi-
ence; although she had been a  lawyer in Pakistan, she was not able to act as 
 legal counsel in Toronto  because she was not accredited to practice law in 
Canada. She could only advise and counsel informally. When we met, she 
was having trou ble making ends meet. Manar spoke to me at length about 
her personal history.
I grew up in a conservative environment in Pakistan. I was married 
at twenty- four and we lived in Karachi. In 1996, my son was diag-
nosed with a heart condition. It was for him that we wanted to move. 
I applied first for a visitor visa to  Eng land for his medical treatment 
 because it would take so long to immigrate abroad permanently. I had 
been to  Eng land, but at customs, they said they  didn’t know why I 
wanted to take my son and my husband with me. It took so long, but 
fi nally they approved me. We  were  going to go on December 13, but 
my son died on December 12. If we lived in a developed country, my son 
would have had a better chance. On January 6, we  were in a car ac-
cident and my husband died in my arms. I paid my taxes in Pakistan, 
but when we went to the hospital, we  were not treated like  human 
beings. I felt disappointed in the system.
Manar stayed with her  mother- in- law in Pakistan while she waited for a 
visa to get in to the United States. She had practiced law in Pakistan, but in 
the United States she worked on and off at a gas station in North Carolina, 
which led her to feel like she was drifting through life. Consequently, she 
applied for and received a full scholarship to study in London for a master’s 
degree. She had to fly back to Islamabad from the United States to obtain 
her British visa for school, as one has to go through the immigration in-
terview in the country of application. Her visa pro cess was slowed due to 
a coup in Pakistan, but eventually it was approved; she then had five or six 
days to move before her visa expired. She fi nally made her way to Britain to 
study, and  later migrated to Toronto.
I  really liked Manar. In fact, I looked up to her; I thought she was  really 
cool. I had recently returned to Toronto for the first time  after living in 
the United States, away from my  family, and  because of the nature of my 
fieldwork I was forced to confront my own feelings about my relationship 
to Islam. Manar and I would meet periodically throughout my time back. 
Once I was at an Ifthar party, which is a party to break fast during Ramadan. 
We  were waiting patiently, watching the minutes pass on the clock. I  wasn’t 
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fasting regularly, but I thought out of re spect that I would fast on that day. 
Unaccustomed to not eating, I was starving and having trou ble paying at-
tention to anything but the time. As we  were comparing watches, Manar 
said, “Look, I  don’t think God’s  going to begrudge us a few minutes.” It 
was the first time I had heard someone talk like that. In my  family,  there 
 were aspects of my religious upbringing that had been very strict. Break-
ing the fast was one of them. This moment was meaningful to me  because 
it revealed that Manar would not take herself or her religious practice so 
seriously that it was removed from the practicalities of life. God  wouldn’t 
begrudge a few minutes.
When I first met her, Manar had been in Toronto for two-and-a-half 
years. When I asked if she liked living in Toronto, she told me she loved it 
 because of her in de pen dence. When Manar arrived in Canada, she immedi-
ately began attending job- search workshops.  Every day she aggressively sent 
résumés, thirty to forty applications she said. It took her a year and a half 
to find a law- related job, and she was still not able to work as a  lawyer. Her 
personal life had been  going well. Manar had been dating someone and was 
thinking about getting married. I asked her if she ever thought about mov-
ing back. “Pakistan feels so distant,” she replied. “I  don’t want to. Maybe 
I’ll go back when I’m older. Right now, I have no desire to visit Pakistan. I 
 can’t be a  lawyer  here per se, but I hope  things  will get better. I know  things 
 will get better.” When I asked her how she self- identified, she said, “I’m a 
Pakistani- Canadian, but Canadian first.”
Manar’s narrative suggests two  things. Outside of Pakistan, her presence 
is a site of contestation; but despite every thing she has suffered, she is happy 
to assert a Canadian identity. While it may be easy to dismiss her assertion 
as resulting from her experience of trauma, it must be taken seriously as her 
attempt to fashion a sense of place, and an effort to be somewhere  else that 
might benefit herself and her  family. Instead of reading her story as one of 
defeat, I interpret her narrative as a real articulation of her desire.
Bushra views Pakistan as a carcass of corruption and finds herself 
claustrophobic upon return, suggesting a deep disappointment with the 
postcolonial state and a sense of disillusionment that perhaps compels her 
identification with Canada. How is this sense of disappointment with or 
betrayal by Pakistan— especially for  those who thought Pakistan would give 
them the equality and dignity they  were denied as Muslims in India, or for 
 women like Manar who felt they  were not treated as  human— reconciled 
with the humiliation and frustration of poverty and racism in Canada? In a 
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way, this apparent insistence on claiming Canadian- ness can be thought of 
as a way to resolve earlier disappointments with Pakistan.
Narratives such as Manar’s life story suggest the deep, affective purchase 
of why  women change their lives and persist in their strug gles, even when 
the results are not what they expected or even necessarily wanted. Although 
a trained  lawyer, Manar spent time working at a gas station, and although 
she is now settled in Toronto, she still cannot counsel  people according to 
her level of education and expertise. Her claim to Canadian citizenship can 
be read as a place- making activity that critiques the differences between liv-
ing in more- and less- developed countries. It is not a stretch to believe that 
she continued to think in the back of her mind, “If I had just lived in Can-
ada, my son would not have died.” She invoked the notion of freedom in 
her conversations with me, but it was about freedom from living in a state 
of abjection. The predicament of postcolonial mi grant lives operates  under 
a number of logics: abjection, disposability, or precarity (Rodriguez 2010; 
Tadiar 2009). It is not surprising that one solution for Manar would be to 
relocate herself to a place where she  imagined  there would be regular access 
to good health care. In  these stories, citizenship and security are necessarily 
and tragically linked. Pakistan arose as a place of the past; even dead and 
picked over, in Bushra’s imagination. With ongoing vio lence, poor access 
to health care, fewer resources, limits on  women’s mobility, and an unstable 
government, they not only felt disadvantaged as  women in Pakistan but 
also that their overall quality of life was better in resource- filled countries 
like Canada.
Precarious Citizenship
Gulnaaz was from Karachi and had been living in Canada for a year and a 
half when we met. She had been a working  lawyer in Pakistan for five years 
before moving to Canada. She moved in de pen dently, although she has a 
 brother in New York who helped her while she was unemployed. In order 
to work as a  lawyer, she would need to write “papers” (her term for exams). 
She was in the pro cess of receiving an evaluation of her credentials from the 
National Accreditation Committee, which takes approximately six months 
to one year. The accreditation of foreign credentials is big business in Can-
ada— a feature of the neoliberal state— and, as I explained earlier,  there are so 
many diff er ent companies with almost no standardization that professional 
organ izations often do not recognize evaluations, rendering them effectively 
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useless. Once Gulnaaz receives her evaluation, she  will be able to take the bar 
exam, which should take another year. In total she has to take twelve exams 
at a cost of approximately $600 each, which  will take an additional year and 
a half. An alternate path suggested to her was that she return to university. 
 After being in Canada for eleven months she got a job as a  legal assistant, but 
ultimately left due to harassment from her employer. When she first arrived 
in Canada she tried odd jobs, including making kebabs. “It was my choice to 
move  here, so I’m still giving Canada a chance.” When I asked her  whether 
she also identified as Pakistani, she said, “I was Pakistani, and my origins  will 
always be Pakistani, but I’m a Canadian now.”
The sovereignty of the state in an era of global migration has been under-
stood as inextricably bound to questions of territory (Gupta and Sharma 
2006); the bound aries of the nation- state become reified through the 
everyday ways citizens make claims to citizenship. The question of state 
sovereignty in an era of globalization and global migration has under-
gone considerable debate in the anthropological lit er a ture (e.g., Appadu-
rai 1996; Gupta and Ferguson 2002). As Gupta and Sharma (2006) have 
argued, globalization is  imagined to compromise the national state since it 
challenges two features that are central to the idea of a national state: terri-
tory and sovereignty. The nation- state is  imagined to be porous, and  those 
permitted entry are thought to have real and  imagined ties to communities 
elsewhere that would compromise their loyalty. Authors have countered 
such images of the equation of territory with “a  people” (e.g., Appadurai 
1996; Gupta 1992). For  these  women, being unemployed represents a fail-
ure of social inclusion, a kind of failed citizenship predicated on the notion 
that inclusion encompasses economic participation. I referred to this kind 
of citizenship, one that goes beyond  legal papers, in detail in the previous 
chapter as cultural citizenship, in an attempt to understand the diff er ent 
kinds of claims that immigrant and minority communities make beyond 
the realm of  legal recognition. Early theorists of cultural citizenship stress 
the necessity of inclusion in multiple spheres of public participation (e.g., 
Flores and Benmayor 1997; Ong 1999; Rosaldo 1994). The  women I spoke 
with invoked discourses of promise and a better  future for their  children 
to understand their liminal, contingent position, sometimes understand-
ing their economic failure as a failure of the state to properly integrate 
foreign  labor, thus critiquing the state, and sometimes blaming themselves. 
This discourse of promise and a better  future for their  children indexes a 
hope in the state with which they still identify. In so  doing, they position 
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themselves as morally right, good citizens deserving of full participation 
in the nation- state.
Precarity throughout this chapter has emerged as a social condition of 
the con temporary global era. In all the narratives presented  here, a socio-
economic state of precarity was accompanied by a similar feeling in their 
social worlds. Berlant (2011) asks, “What does it mean even to propose that 
a spreading precarity provides the dominant structure and experience of the 
pres ent moment, cutting across class and localities? . . .  To what degree [is 
precarity] an economic and po liti cal condition suffered by a population 
or by the subjects of capitalism generally; or a way of life; or an affective 
atmosphere; or an existential truth about contingencies of living, namely, 
that  there are no guarantees that the life one intends can or  will be built” 
(192)? Gendered narratives of precarity illustrated  here demonstrate the 
ways global pro cesses and social in equality are unevenly distributed. Yet, 
in the face of this precarity  women had a desire to persevere and to survive.
Imagining a Better Life
Shabana tells me,
Canada has been good to me,  because in Pakistan if I had a  daughter 
and my husband left me with nothing, I would have been ruined. 
 Here I had housing, they paid for daycare; Canada helped me. In 
Pakistan, maybe  there  wouldn’t have been any help for me— the gov-
ernment  wouldn’t have been  there to help me find a home, or help me 
support my child. . . .  There are other  things, my  mother would have 
helped at home, but the government  there, they  don’t have the re-
sources,  there are no daycares or housing like this [government hous-
ing]. It’s a third- world country. Even if I had a job, I would have been 
struggling all my life.
She explains her Canadian nationalism in relation to the differences be-
tween living in the global North versus the global South. Not only does 
daily life have a diff er ent quality, but  there are resources available to her 
in Canada that she would not have had in Lahore. However, it is impor-
tant that we not read  these narratives as celebratory accounts of the global 
North rescuing  women of the global South. The wealth and power of the 
global North is maintained at the expense of  those living elsewhere, and 
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often living right  there in the global North, contributing to society and per-
petuating the nation but undocumented or underpaid.
In the context of Toronto, one must also remember that  women like 
Shabana moved to Canada  because they  were living in a state of abjection 
in Pakistan; but then, having moved to Canada, they  were victimized again 
by an inequitable system that marginalizes them eco nom ically. Master nar-
ratives such as globalization or capitalism tell stories of pro gress and of be-
coming, but they also represent a disaggregated set of practices with local 
manifestations and cultures. One enduring story of capitalism is that of 
pro gress, or forward movement, of success and accomplishment based on 
a meritocracy, a story challenged by the experiences articulated  here. In the 
face of economic and social precarity, when Pakistani immigrant  women 
claim Canadian citizenship it becomes a way for them to imagine their 
worlds differently. This portrayal of national allegiance represents a very 
definite understanding of material and economic differences between life 
in Canada versus life in Pakistan. Questions of belonging exceed the dis-
course of the nation- state; we need ways of knowing that account for loss, 
as Manar’s story demonstrates, but we also do not want to absolve the state 
of responsibility for the blatant disregard of life, both within its borders 
and outside of them.  These  women’s claims to citizenship also stem from a 
kind of desire— a desire for support or welfare from the state, for equality, 
and for dignity. The structural context in which this desire emerges compli-
cates the standard narrative of “migrating for a better life.” I asked numer-
ous  women why they chose to stay and  whether they ever thought about 
returning to Pakistan. I most often heard some version of the  following: 
“I came  here for my kids— I hope my  children  will do better than me.” This 
imagining of a better life for their  children was a narrative that appeared 
throughout my time in Toronto.  These kinds of statements could be read 
as reproducing aspects of the promise of upward mobility inherent in dis-
courses of global migration and multiculturalism, a kind of “Canadian 
dream.” However, I believe that  these kinds of hopes function instead to 
make sense of a precarious and even catastrophic pres ent, a hope of some-
thing better for generations to come.
 These hopes are not inconsequential; rather, they are po liti cal perspec-
tives that provide a kind of commentary on con temporary social life in 
late capitalism. As Berlant so aptly writes in Cruel Optimism (2011), “For 
many now . . .  the traditional infrastructures for reproducing life—at work, 
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in intimacy, politically— are crumbling at a threatening pace” (5).  People’s 
everyday existence is now “ shaped by crisis in which  people find themselves 
developing skills for adjusting to newly proliferating pressures to scramble 
for modes of living on” (8). The attachments  people forge to an idea of the 
good life can perform the work of cruel optimism, a hoping for something 
that is no longer pos si ble. As the pro cess of capitalism figures in the an-
nihilation of the promise of a good life, creating precarious situations for 
 women and their families, holding on to hope is a means to understand and 
survive the catastrophic pres ent.
The writing of  women into history involves redefining and enlarging traditional no-
tions of historical significance, to encompass personal, subjective experience as well as 
public and po liti cal activities. Such a methodology implies not only a new history of 
 women, but also a new history.— joan scott, Gender and the Politics of History
Nadeem was one of the last  women I met at the Center. I had been answer-
ing phones as a volunteer at the front desk that day  because the regular ad-
ministrator was out sick. Nadeem did not have an  actual appointment, but 
instead had come to the Center to socialize with other  women in the wait-
ing area. Clearly frustrated and perhaps lonely, her conversation filled the 
Center. Suddenly and without warning, her interest turned to me. Who 
was I? She wanted to know. When I told her, she expressed interest in being 
interviewed, wanting to be included in the study or at least to have her 
voice heard and her words documented. She said, “I’ve been exploited. . . . 
So much money is wasted  every year on studies like this [referring to Down-
wardly Global ], but nothing ever changes. If you  don’t like what I said, you 
can erase my interview and not call me again.” Nadeem’s frustration and 
her comments raise a critical point about where money and efforts are put 
and what kinds of change are actually pos si ble.
Multiculturalism’s Identity Crisis
In June 2012, Citizenship and Immigration Canada suspended the Federal 
Skilled Worker Program, which had been the primary route for skilled- 
worker immigration, bringing in approximately 55,000  people  every year. 
Due to a tremendous backlog, some applicants had been waiting up to 
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eight years to hear about the status of their application; nonetheless, Jason 
Kenney, then minister of Citizenship and Immigration, declared that ap-
plications submitted before February 28, 2008, would be terminated. The 
program was reopened again in May 2013, but with substantial changes 
reflecting a more challenging pro cess for applicants. First,  there is now a 
higher minimum threshold for skills in En glish or French, and immigrants 
must meet a higher level of proficiency in the Canadian Language Bench-
mark. Second, more points are given to younger applicants. Third, the new 
Educational Credential Assessment system was established to mea sure 
foreign credentials, though the low success rate of similar programs in the 
past makes this seem like a hollow gesture. Fourth,  those with arranged em-
ployment can now have their applications expedited. Fi nally, more points 
are awarded to applicants with a spouse who has English- language skills 
and/or work experience in Canada. As of January 2015, in order to apply 
for the Federal Skilled Worker Program, prospective immigrants must sub-
mit their applications through what is called Express Entry, which enters 
applicants in a pool from which they may be invited to apply for perma-
nent residence. Drawings to select immigrants happen regularly over the 
course of each year. Express Entry is the culmination of Kenney’s attempt 
to reform the immigration system so that it more closely resembles that of 
Australia or New Zealand, known as an “expression of interest” system, in 
which Citizenship and Immigration Canada could select immigrants based 
on skills matched to businesses.
Ironically, during this period Canada has also faced a  labor shortage. In 
order to resolve this, Kenney traveled to Ireland in October 2012 to pro-
mote immigration to Canada. He attended a recruitment fair in Dublin 
and appeared on Ireland’s Late Late Show to discuss the Canadian gov-
ernment’s interest in recruiting young Irish men and  women to work in 
Canada. According to the Toronto Star, “Kenney said he only has to look 
around the parliament buildings in Ottawa to see the contributions the 
Irish made to Canada. ‘ There are shamrocks (engraved in the stone) that 
is a reminder that the Irish are one of the founding  peoples [of Canada].’ ”1 
This discourse of founding  people is inaccurate; it erases not only the pres-
ence of Indigenous  people, but even the celebrated Canadian origin- story 
of settler colonialism. Kenney has repeatedly spoken publicly about terror-
ists and immigration “queue jumpers,” which is even more disconcerting 
in contrast to his trip to Ireland to seek more white immigrants. This trip 
exemplifies how multicultural practice often appears self- congratulatory, 
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privileging tolerance over justice and focusing on the axis of margin and 
center rather than the axis of oppression and suppression.
This book has told a story of the welfare state in decline, the effects of 
which have caused widespread precarity and uncertainty in the lives of 
many. The scenes described  here—of economic marginalization and gov-
ernment solutions to the prob lem— pres ent a cartography of downward 
mobility that many presume to be caused by bureaucratic entanglements. 
What I have tried to show, however, is that this prob lem has deeper origins 
in settler colonial ideologies of governance and rule that are masked by 
the sanitized language and practice of multiculturalism. The frustrations, 
anx i eties, and desperation that Pakistani Muslim immigrant  women experi-
ence in Toronto make vis i ble the effects of large- scale social transformations 
on everyday lives. The experiences of  these  women challenge the teleologies 
of success that are reproduced in master narratives of capitalism, globaliza-
tion, and even multiculturalism, narratives that elide the social production 
of in equality that are endemic to  these pro cesses. The promise of success 
and the “good life” (Berlant 2011) that dominates  these master narratives 
makes the failures even more devastating. Everyday practices in settlement- 
services agencies and cultural festivals point to broader social issues that 
immigrant  women deal with in their efforts to succeed in a multicultural 
society that promises them inclusion, but practices differentiated exclusion.
In the North American context, questions of multiculturalism have over-
taken explicit public discussions about race, racism, and racialization. Never 
a favored topic in Canada, racism and race politics have been marginalized 
in  favor of the sanitized and  wholesome language of ethnicity, multicultur-
alism, and its attendant rhe toric of “equality within a model of difference,” 
revealing the injury and then the erasure of that injury. Such language re-
produces a discourse of benevolence and generosity in contrast (from the 
perspective of the Canadian public  eager to distance itself from the United 
States) to U.S. prob lems of domestic racism. What is more dangerous about 
the Canadian approach at this par tic u lar historical moment is the way that 
racism and race- based discrimination are masked by the discourse of the 
post- racial moment. If Canadian culture is post- racial, then economic in-
equality must have some other explanation, such as individualized failure 
to be competitive on the global market.
The stories illustrated throughout this book challenge popu lar narra-
tives concerning the workings of multiculturalism and globalization. De-
bates around multiculturalism since the 1970s, at least in Canada, have 
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focused on a perceived tension between giving newcomers a sense of be-
longing versus emphasizing differences between communities, and there-
fore promoting the development of ethnic enclaves.2 This debate often 
leads to a focus on loyalty to the “new country,” which in fact serves to 
mask the Janus- faced approach to multiculturalism in Canada. Public dis-
course on this practice describes a relinquishing of cultural imperialism and 
a cele bration of “multi- ness,” as demonstrated by cultural festivals or other 
public cele brations. The real ity, however, is that dominant culture decides 
what forms of difference are acceptable to emphasize and attempts to train 
away any markers of Otherness that do not serve it. In this book, I have 
examined regulatory practices that make immigrant bodies legible through 
a close analy sis of the sanitized sensorium, and looked at instances of state- 
sanctioned diversity in cultural festivals. An examination of  these modes of 
interpellation demonstrates the embodied nature of citizenship in Canada.
The con temporary crisis of multiculturalism is not due to the presence 
of unassimilated minorities, but rather to the ways that difference is con-
trolled, managed, and contained; liberal multicultural practice creates com-
peting narratives of citizenship, further alienating already marginalized 
citizens. Rethinking immigrant bodies as central to the making of national 
identity (rather than as a challenge to it) contradicts the whiteness natural-
ized as the center and subject of liberal multicultural discourse. Examining 
the everyday experiences of immigrants as partially included subjects dem-
onstrates the challenges and fractures of reigning notions of citizenship, 
which promises not only inclusion but equality as well. The body,  here the 
immigrant body, becomes a site of contestation in the making of modern 
citizen- workers, which reframes globalization not as a smooth pro cess, but 
as one that state institutions mediate and shape.
The crisis contained within multiculturalism is not about the unassimi-
lability of certain bodies, but is  really about the disjuncture between liberal 
ideologies and marginalizing practices. Rather than ask how incommensu-
rate worlds are made commensurate, Elizabeth Povinelli (2001) asks “how 
the incommensurateness of liberal ideology and practice is made to appear 
commensurate” (328, emphasis added). Rather than imagining multicultur-
alism as a means to manage incommensurate social worlds, in the context of 
Canada it is impor tant to understand how liberal ideologies of equality and 
difference are made to appear commensurate with exclusionary practices.
 These liberal ideologies of equality and difference are at the heart of at-
tempts to govern immigrant populations. In the con temporary era,  there is 
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a range of social actors involved in the proj ect of rule;  here, I have focused 
on the contracting out of settlement for new immigrants. This has occurred 
in other cultural contexts (Rose 1996a; Sharma 2008) in which an increas-
ing range and power of voluntary organ izations exist between the state and 
its citizens. In Canada, the contracting out of settlement ser vices has cre-
ated a gap between a government that formerly had an international repu-
tation for welfare and care, and its citizens. In par tic u lar, the settlement- 
services sector has helped exacerbate the marginalization of immigrant 
populations by locating their unemployment not within  labor markets, but 
on their bodies.
Government agencies offer training sessions to teach immigrant  women 
to make themselves more acceptable to white Canadians in order to make 
them more employable, but the state does not act to curtail the discrimina-
tion they face. The Canadian  people and their government wish to view 
themselves as inclusive, multicultural, and anti- racist, yet their policies and 
practices follow the logics of racial, religious, and gender exclusion. The 
multiculturalism that Canadians celebrate as a form of universal integra-
tion in real ity functions to generate and legitimate new forms of exploitation 
and exclusion. Racial stratification is explained as a product of Pakistani 
Muslim immigrant  women’s unfitness for inclusion rather than as the in-
evitable outcome of cultural assumptions and practices deliberately designed 
to exclude  people designated as Other.
Racializing Muslim Bodies
A challenge to multicultural ideals in Canada emerged in 2010, when Qué-
bec introduced Bill 94, the first legislation in North Amer i ca that places a 
ban on the niqab in any government building, including high schools and 
universities. According to an Angus Reid poll, 95   percent of Quebecers, 
and three out of four not from Québec, approved of Bill 94. Québec Premier 
Jean Charest said, “Two words: uncovered face. The princi ple is clear.” 
Christine St- Pierre, cabinet minister, referred to the niqab as “ambulatory 
prisons,” while Louise Beaudoin of the Parti Québécois called any Muslim 
head coverings examples of “submission of  women, of regression, and a sub-
jugation of all our freedoms.” Not mentioning the niqab explic itly, the bill 
states that in government buildings,  people must “show their face during 
the delivery of ser vices,” for “security, communication and identification.”3 
This is the latest manifestation of the “reasonable accommodations” debate 
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that occurred in 2007. This banning of the niqab and the secular and racial 
politics that accompany it, are not limited to Québec, a recent poll finding 
that the majority of Canadians outside of Québec agree with Bill 94, with 
77  percent in Ontario.4 Echoing Ghassan Hage’s (2009) paranoid national-
ism, in which anxiety is a means of attachment to the state in the presence 
of dwindling hope,  these challenges to the practice of Islam have emerged 
in times of increasing economic insecurity, so that Muslims have become a 
demonized Other.
What undergirds this sensorial mode of governance discussed through-
out has been a politics of racialization and race- based discrimination. In the 
post 9/11- period, Muslim has increasingly become a racialized category and 
thus a basis for race discrimination  under the amorphous and growing cat-
egory of Arab/Muslim/Other/ those who look that way. Junaid Rana (2011) 
has thoughtfully explored the emergence of Muslim as a racial category. 
He writes, “in the con temporary theory of racializing Muslims into the 
global racial system, the bound aries of race lie between the body and per-
for mances that aim to restrict and subjugate . . .” the Muslim is understood 
not only as a totalized biological body but also as a cultural and social entity 
constructed within a number of discursive regimes, including  those of ter-
rorism, fundamentalism, patriarchy, sexism, and  labor migration (25–26). 
Thus Muslims emerged as a racial figure, as a body on which global politics 
is enacted.
According to Omi and Winant, racialization is a historically specific, 
ideological pro cess by which “the extension of racial meaning [is ascribed] 
to a previously racially unclassified relationship, social practice, or group” 
(13). While  there is a corporeal relationship to the concept of race,  those 
differences are viewed and interpreted in historically and contextually spe-
cific ways (Omi and Winant 2014: 13). David Theo Goldberg (1993) has 
written on the import of  these racial categories, “[race] has established who 
can be imported and who exported, who are immigrants and who are in-
digenous, who may be property and who are citizens; and among the latter 
who get to vote and who do not, who are protected by the law and who 
are its objects, who are employable and who are not, who have access and 
privilege and who are (to be) marginalized” (87).
To understand this form of racialization, one must understand its out-
comes. Ruth Gilmore (2007) writes, “racism, specifically, is the state- sanctioned 
or extralegal production and exploitation of group- differentiated vulner-
ability to premature death” (28). For Gilmore, racism includes not only 
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practices by state actors but ele ments that fall outside laws, including the 
realms of affect and the senses for instance.  These practices can lead to the 
production of a racial group. In this case, immigration laws, regulations, 
and sensorial registers work together to produce the category of Pakistani/
South Asian/Muslim/Other. This category then becomes a site of exploita-
tion and discrimination, leading to the death of some members of that ra-
cialized group. For instance, in the case of Pakistani/South Asian/ Muslim/ 
Other,  there is systemic discrimination and even death resulting from 
changes in practices and policies following 9/11.5 Thus in this ethnography, 
 these divergent state practices of inclusion and exclusion are intrinsic to 
the practice of racialization at the heart of multicultural governance that 
determines and defines the limits of ac cep tance.
In the post-9/11 period, Muslims as a category have become a racialized 
group subject to exploitation and discrimination, which in this ethnography 
has been experienced through unfair  labor practices in terms of recognition 
and hiring, leading to precarity and even poverty. For instance, Zubeidah 
and her husband (discussed in chapter 1) believed that their Pakistani and 
Muslim identity became a  factor contributing to their  family’s precarity. 
Her husband has had a lot of frustration over being treated like a terrorist 
and has been afraid that it  will impact his work, which included collabora-
tion with American companies. Increasingly, he was being stopped at the 
United States border, where he had been interrogated for three hours and 
had his fingerprints taken. He was angry that he was being treated like a 
terrorist, and afraid of losing his job at the same time.
 These experiences of discrimination  were not Zubeidah and her hus-
band’s alone, but  were felt by many  others. The experiences of two  women, 
Zenith and Najmi, highlight this critical dimension of discrimination 
based on a racialized identity. I had taken the subway to the end of the line 
and then a bus another half an hour to reach the foundation’s main offices. 
I was meeting with Zenith, whose work provided community ser vices for 
se niors,  women, and newcomers in North York. We had met on and off 
at vari ous nonprofits and social events, and she fi nally agreed to let me sit 
down with her to discuss her personal experience of migration. The mission 
of the foundation was to enable members of  these groups to “participate in 
the social, economic and civic life of Canada, by encouraging and engaging 
them to contribute through their knowledge, skills and experiences in the 
development and well- being of our neighborhoods and our communities.” 
Dosti, which had formed as an offshoot of this foundation, targeted se nior 
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 women and was where I met Abida and Bushra. Zenith had been working 
with the foundation for less than a year in communication, research, facili-
tating volunteers, and  running workshops that would get se niors out of the 
 house, as loneliness and depression were major issues facing the community.
Zenith was born in Quetta, the capital of Balochistan. She had moved 
to Canada in 1994. She said, “I wanted to move to Canada to primarily 
push for the  future of my kids. We  were uncertain of the po liti cal situation 
in Pakistan and we wanted a secure  future.” She was educated in Pakistan, 
 doing a degree in communications. She is married and has two  children. 
Her husband was in the  hotel business, having studied business administration. 
Both had a lot of trou ble finding work when they arrived in Canada. “It 
was the standard newcomer situation,” she said, “we went to workshops and 
tried to have our degrees evaluated.” She had been the primary applicant 
 because she had some knowledge of French, which strengthened their ap-
plication since it is one of Canada’s official languages. During workshop 
classes she was told to highlight her language experience. “When we got 
 here, we found that the style of résumés  were diff er ent, but we dealt with 
it. We  were pretty clearly told we  didn’t have Canadian experience and our 
credentials  were not sufficient.” Over and over again she was told that she 
was overqualified, which to her  didn’t make sense. “Every thing we applied 
for, we got curt responses and racist remarks,” the latter of which she did 
not want to discuss. “It’s a Catch-22,” she said, adding, “our credentials are 
in demand, but  we’re not considered to have a good background,” which I 
interpreted to mean that on paper her qualifications looked good, yet her 
Pakistani background was judged to be a negative. “With communications 
I could work in diff er ent fields, education, publishing, advertising, se nior 
management, I could approach diff er ent sectors, but I’m overqualified.” 
Her husband experienced the same kinds of  things, and she was more will-
ing to talk about the racism he faced: “He had racist remarks in the job 
search. One was from a high- end head hunter who said, ‘All we need is 
another Indian tragic story,’ ” in reference to their difficulties finding work. 
“Another Indian tragic story” was marked by Zenith as a point of racism. 
Echoing the comments of  those discussed in chapter  4, she resisted the 
 conflation of Pakistani with Indian. In this instance, a headhunter referring 
to her husband as having a tragic Indian story felt like an affront, a dismissal 
of their experiences based on assumptions surrounding race.
Zenith continued this discussion of the ways race figured in her job 
search when she spoke of the issue of eye contact. She said, “I had an absence 
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of eye contact  because of my own racial discomfort,” meaning that for her, 
she felt uncomfortable making eye contact with white men and  women. I 
did not ask her more about that  because she seemed so uncomfortable, but 
in retrospect it could signify  either her own insecurity and vulnerability 
being on the job market, or her frustration and anger  toward gatekeepers. 
Eventually she started getting contract jobs and attending more workshops 
at settlement- services agencies. “We asked a lot of questions. En glish is my 
language, but it was still difficult.” She sought out a number of available 
resources and marketed her degree in communications  toward nonprofit 
work  because she felt she understood the experiences of newcomers. While 
Zenith was not in a regulated profession, she still faced numerous barriers 
to her employment, including what she identified as racism. “Now, it’s a 
diff er ent climate, it’s less socially acceptable to be racist.” Or perhaps multi-
culturalism simply provides a façade for hiding racial injustice.
Racialized bodies become the site upon which  these global politics are 
written and enacted, with the whiteness of multicultural practices attempt-
ing to bleach uncontainable difference.  Whether in colonial India or con-
temporary Toronto,  these  women are subjects and subjected to a historically 
informed proj ect of empire: of civilizing the native, of disciplining sub-
jects. The sensorial pedagogies that  women receive in settlement- services 
workshops depart from the kinds of (unmarked) self that usually appear 
in discussions of neoliberal governance, and in them, self- management 
takes on highly racialized forms. Such regulatory regimes can be traced his-
torically to colonial modernist proj ects of empire and civilization; in the 
 con temporary era, race, nation, and Otherness have become personalized 
impediments to be trained away through sensorial pedagogies.
Najmi had more success than many. She had been in Toronto for two 
years. She was a psychologist in Pakistan and had her advanced degrees 
mea sured to be the equivalent to the bachelor’s degree by the accreditation 
ser vice offered by the University of Toronto, rather than by wes, which 
was discussed in chapter 1.  After two years, she counted herself among the 
lucky. She was able to find work as a substance- abuse counselor, and is now 
working full time with developmentally disabled  people. Her success is per-
haps due in part to the fact that counseling, like nursing, is understood as a 
gendered form of care  labor. She said, “I’ve come across many  people from 
Pakistan who are not working in their fields. I met a  woman who has been 
 here longer than me and has an ma in sociology and  can’t get a job. She 
 didn’t have work experience.” Najmi pointed to the fact that many employers 
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discriminate against immigrant workers  because they do not have Cana-
dian experience and yet to get Canadian experience, one needs to get a job.
Her husband faced race- based discrimination on the basis of a Muslim 
identity and Muslim identifiers. He is highly educated, having completed 
an mba in Pakistan. He had successfully worked for the head office of an 
international com pany in Dubai before they moved to Canada. He had 
sent his résumé to the local offices of this com pany in Toronto and immedi-
ately received an interview. They said they  were very interested and would 
get back to him, but they never did. Eventually he was able to find work in 
an it com pany. Najmi continued:
The last two years he’s had a tough time. He joined a coop program 
for  those who are newcomers with  little En glish. The instructor 
 didn’t know what to tell him. The instructor was a white Canadian, 
said he  didn’t see anything wrong with his résumé, said it could be 
 because he had a Muslim name so he said he should change it. My 
husband said no  because the next step would be asking him to change 
his faith, then his skin color. They have to accept him the way he is. 
They tell you to forget your past  here. He  didn’t do it.
Najmi went on to discuss media repre sen ta tions as influencing public be-
hav ior. “Our country is always shown to be [filled with] terrorists, it  doesn’t 
reflect well on the community.  People generalize from  these  things— ‘ they’re 
all like that.’ ” Najmi’s comments reflect the racism implicit in the practice 
of the sanitized sensorium. He was encouraged to change his name for leg-
ibility, but felt it would simply be the first step in a larger pro cess of trans-
forming his identity, which he did not want to do.
The sensorium is the site at which the world is interpreted and understood, 
and thus is critical in understanding the politics of globalization, immigra-
tion, unemployment, and the regulation of bodies  under such regimes. Sara 
Ahmed (2004) writes, “Hardness is not the absence of emotion, but a dif-
fer ent emotional orientation  towards  others. The hard white body is  shaped 
by its reactions: the rage against  others surfaces as a body that stands apart 
by its reactions” (4).  These kinds of responses, such as rage or disgust, sig-
nal the stakes of the sanitized sensorium and must be taken seriously as a 
site of disciplining and controlling Other bodies  because they have mate-
rial consequences. In order to understand liberal multicultural governance, 
we must engage questions of affect, the body, and its racialization, which 
in turn demonstrate how governmental forces are exerted differentially on 
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raced and gendered bodies. The larger public’s fear of the smell or look of 
immigrant bodies results in not only social but economic marginalization 
and reproduces poverty and social in equality.
The race discrimination Najmi felt in Canada, however, was not enough 
to make her rethink their decision to migrate. “We came  here  because of the 
po liti cal situation in Pakistan. I came  here as a landed immigrant  under 
the points system. They rate your age, education, your money. Landed im-
migrants need a lot of money in their accounts.” She  later added, “I moved 
 because I wanted to give my  children a better  future, for their education. I 
was thinking ten to fifteen years down the road in Pakistan. I wanted my 
 children to have an international experience.” She had two  children, a boy 
who was twelve and a girl who was eight. Her entire  family was against their 
move, suggesting instead that they  later send their  children for their educa-
tion. Despite her  family’s concerns, she and her husband deci ded to take a 
chance: “My husband is a risk taker.”
Through her counseling work, she found that this systemic racism has 
had large- scale effects in the community. In her experience, South Asian 
immigrants face issues such as depression and substance abuse (alcohol 
being the most common among adults, while teen agers abuse alcohol and 
drugs). “The  whole  family lifestyle changes  here;  there are odd jobs, odd hours, 
 children are left unsupervised. Landed immigrant parents have a compro-
mised job and standard of living, it puts pressure on  children and  they’re 
expected to perform better. . . .  Teens need guidance; they have cultural 
conflicts. They get diff er ent messages, they  can’t identify with  either culture 
and their [skin] color is not accepted  here, but  they’re also deviating from 
their culture at home. In Pakistan,  family life is diff er ent, the  whole  family 
is together;  here  there’s no time  because  they’re so busy.” Najmi points to 
the consequences of unemployment and underemployment, which impact 
 family dynamics,  children’s care, and one’s own personal health.  These con-
cerns taken together illustrate the toll that racialization as terrorist Other 
has taken on individual lives.
This racialization as Muslim, however, is best understood through an in-
tersectional analy sis that takes into account the gender and class ele ments of 
this pro cess. For instance, racialization is also part of a gendered form of na-
tionalism that produces raced and sexed bodies fit for citizenship. Cynthia 
Enloe (1989) writes, “nationalism typically has sprung from masculinized 
memory, masculinized humiliation and masculinized hope. Anger at being 
‘emasculated’—or turned into a ‘nation of busboys’— has been presumed 
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to be the natu ral fuel for igniting a nationalist movement” (44). Bringing 
this conception of nationalism to racialization demonstrates that creating 
a racialized form of citizenship is also at once a pro cess of gendering. In 
this case, the pro cess of turning upwardly mobile professional  women into 
downwardly mobile ser vice workers includes their ability to perform a kind 
of sanitized worker, a radical alterity, and a gendered subject— all part of 
the pro cess of citizen- making.
Sensing Precarity, Belonging, and Citizenship
Racialization is a critical part of this pro cess of downward mobility, and 
is also importantly gendered. Thus, questions of  labor and unemployment 
are inseparable from questions of the racialization and gendering of sub-
jects, and have implications for citizenship, belonging, and living in a state 
of precarity. In this way,  these  women’s exclusion from the public sphere 
of employment demonstrates that the pro cess of making citizens is also a 
pro cess of racialization and race- making. While this unemployment and 
underemployment are most often understood publicly as resulting from bu-
reaucratic error, I have suggested instead that it is symptomatic of state re-
structuring  under late capitalism and is sustained by a sensorial regime that 
produces Otherness. This restructuring moves the terrain of “immigrant 
integration”  toward the gendered immigrant body, so that governmental 
programs and practices treat unemployment as a prob lem of the immigrant 
body and racialized Otherness. State practices then manage  these new im-
migrants through institutionalized multiculturalism that racializes them, 
further revealing the complex ways that immigration (in par tic u lar,  labor 
migration) has come to be managed by neoliberal and multicultural tech-
niques of governance.
How is the greater public to understand itself as benevolent when faced 
with growing numbers of poor and desperate immigrants? As Ahmed 
(2000) writes, “What is at stake in the ambivalence of such relationships 
between  human and alien is not  whether aliens are represented as good or 
bad, or as ‘beyond’ or ‘within’ the  human, but how they function to estab-
lish and define the bound aries of who ‘we’ are in their very proximity, in 
the very intimacy of the relationship between (alien) slime and ( human) 
skin. . . .  Aliens allow the demarcation of spaces of belonging: by coming 
too close to home, they establish the very necessity of policing the borders of 
knowable and inhabitable terrains” (3). The sensorium demarcates belonging 
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at the limits of the body and its Otherness, yet it is not a one- way pro cess. 
 People respond to the ways they are understood and interpellated.
 Women themselves also respond to, act out, and resist  these discourses 
and pro cesses of racialization to make meaning out of state- produced cat-
egories of identification. Exploring the ways Pakistani  women resist the 
category of South Asian makes clear the damage of multicultural practices 
aimed at the governmental category of immigrant integration. Governmen-
tal ideologies of citizenship hinder the inclusion of Pakistani  women who 
feel the strain of limited categories of inclusion. That is not to say that some 
do not see the value in co ali tion building, or the need to strategically em-
ploy  these categories when, for instance, applying for a job. However, many 
feel that community interests are lost and that concerns par tic u lar to Mus-
lims are rendered invisible, citing it not as an inclusive category but rather 
as “a gloss for India.”
I have been concerned with the cultural registers through which the un-
employed and underemployed come to understand themselves as not sim-
ply “professional” and “foreign” but also Canadian and “ethnic.” What does 
it mean to be gendered female, ethnicized Pakistani or “South Asian,” and 
labeled foreign in a place one now calls home? Identity is not a stable cat-
egory and is relational; thus the experiences of  those in diaspora may bear 
 little resemblance to one another as they strug gle to belong and become 
legible in the context of new countries and national imaginaries. Beyond 
the contextual and material differences between the  women I studied and 
 those explored in other South Asian diasporic texts,  women come to under-
stand themselves through affective registers and through diff er ent identi-
fiers (South Asian, Canadian, Muslim) endemic to global pro cesses and 
multicultural politics, as they are subject to pro cesses of racialization and 
de- skilling that turn them from highly mobile  middle- class workers into 
seemingly desperate and poor immigrants. The multicultural state inflicts 
vio lence in the name of socializing Pakistani immigrant  women for legibil-
ity, in the context of a nation- state with an international reputation for its 
excellent treatment of immigrants and refugees.
Also critical is the politics of repre sen ta tion for transnational Muslim 
cultures. It is impor tant to expand conversations about Muslim  women 
beyond questions of Islamic practice to examine issues of agency in other 
areas of their lives. Pakistani Muslim  women as workers have largely failed 
to enter the public or scholarly imaginary. As such, gender has been a cen-
tral analytic in my effort to problematize the category of the highly mobile 
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high- tech worker in order to examine a par tic u lar type of mobile subject.6 
Focusing on the dilemma of professional  women expands what we know 
about gender and  labor in the global economy.7 It shifts focus away from 
images of  women laboring as domestic workers, nannies, and factory work-
ers to examine a broader range of social experiences, particularly for “third- 
world”  women.8 The prism of the unemployment of immigrant  women 
captures changes in governance, multicultural ideologies, transnationalism, 
subject formation, and po liti cal and economic strug gles taking place in the 
con temporary world.
In that vein, it is also impor tant to consider not only the kinds of ethnog-
raphy produced about “third- world  women” but also the kinds of questions 
being asked. For instance, Gayatri Spivak (1988) and Chandra Mohanty 
et al. (1991) inquire who constitutes the subject of anthropological research 
and the subject/object of the anthropological gaze. Who has the authority 
and who constitutes the category “third- world  woman”? Who is entitled to 
have a voice? Attempts to give voice to a subaltern Other necessarily have 
two inherent prob lems: first, the assumption of cultural solidarity among a 
homogenous subaltern; second, a dependence on Western intellectuals to 
speak for subalterns. As Mohanty argues, “Scholars often locate ‘third world 
 women’ in terms of the underdevelopment, oppressive traditions, high illit-
eracy, rural and urban poverty, religious fanat i cism, and ‘overpopulation’ of 
par tic u lar Asian, African,  Middle Eastern, and Latin American countries. 
Corresponding analyses of ‘matriarchal’ black  women on welfare, ‘illiterate’ 
Chicana farmworkers, and ‘docile’ Asian domestic workers also abound in 
the context of the United States” (5–6). Yet, another kind of repre sen ta-
tion of third- world  woman is pos si ble, that of the professional worker. The 
experiences documented  here demonstrate the power of repre sen ta tion, as 
the sensorial regimes to which  women are subjected presume racialized and 
Orientalist conceptions of Otherness that have material consequences.
The sanitized sensorium is not limited in practice to Canada; it is a 
global phenomenon, as evidenced by the appearance of sensorial and af-
fective requirements for workers in other cultural contexts, particularly in 
order to be legible on the global stage. For instance, research on call- center 
workers in India illustrates how they must pres ent themselves in a way that 
is translatable to a larger American audience, while still being on the other 
end of the phone (e.g., Aneesh 2015; Mankekar 2015). Aneesh (2015) has ex-
amined the ways call- center work in India neutralizes racial and ethnic dif-
ference  because workers must not betray their location. Also in the South 
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Asian context, culture has been mobilized in the production of mi grant 
it professionals who represent a “global Indianness” (e.g., Radhakrishnan 
2011; Upadhya 2008). In the East Asian context, the erasure of bodily smell 
has been tied to globalization and modernity (Iwabuchi 2002). As  these 
examples illustrate, in order to be legible as a global worker, one must be 
subject to the sanitized sensorium. Workers’ names, accents, smells, and 
clothing are transformed in order to approximate a white Western subject, 
which is the global norm they are judged against. Possessing a neutral ac-
cent or a scentless body is the currency of global  labor regimes. Pro cesses of 
globalization produce everyday inequities, particularly when the economic 
needs of the state are balanced with cultural desires. That is, the state needs 
differentiated levels of  labor but is unable to deal with difference.  Women 
suffer downward mobility  because of this tension.
Thinking through the question of gender and  women’s experiences can 
provide a more nuanced critique of global capitalism and an understand-
ing of citizenship that moves beyond the realm of the  legal to explore its 
intimate, affective, sensorial, and everyday dimensions. Examining  these 
reveals the hidden aspects of global power and how  women are gendered 
and racialized. When government think tanks and international develop-
ment organ izations contend with issues of immigrant  labor, smelly bodies do 
not arise as the issue. Rather, the World Trade Or ga ni za tion, for instance, 
suggests that if we break down barriers, resources  will go to where they are 
needed.  There is a contradiction between the economic logic of capital, the 
flat world of Thomas Friedman (2005), and the realities that all capital is 
embedded in cultural networks, which means that histories of racism and 
imperialism become reinscribed in the new era.  Because the Canadian state 
is formally multicultural, it does not have to have a reciprocal relation-
ship to culture; thus it hides the Anglo- male Protestant dominance and 
reinscribes global social inequities. With an understanding of the function 
and practice of the sanitized sensorium, we can bring together the po liti cal 
economy of  labor regimes with the realm of the intimate and affective to re-
veal how they have become mutually constitutive features of late capitalism.
Nadeem, whose story begins this conclusion, critically drew attention 
to the fact that seemingly endless resources are funneled into studying the 
foreign- trained- professionals prob lem, and yet  little change actually occurs. 
Nadeem’s frustration makes me return again to this question of racialization 
and value. If racialization (through multiculturalism) produces some bodies as 
valuable and some bodies as valueless, then  these  women’s participation in 
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settlement agencies  will only confound their marginalization as they learn 
the terms of their conditional belonging. Nadeem felt exploited by global 
politics that would render her a victim of precarious employment. I wish I 
had a better answer for her, or that  there  were resources that would actually 
help change her life circumstances. The issue that undergirds social prob-
lems such as this is that  there is a global racial hierarchy that presumes 
some bodies are worth more than  others, and renders some bodies dispos-
able on the global market.
This book is about what it means to live in a state of precarity and lim-
inality, the affective dimensions of not knowing how to make ends meet or 
what is  going to happen next. How does one quantify the experience of feel-
ing hopeless or desperate? Examining anthropological theories of the state 
and governance, the anthropology of the senses, and the production of a 
global body allows us to think through some of  these questions.  People are 
not simply subject to global forces, however; in my work the  women very 
much talked back. In response to  these global forces that make them down-
wardly mobile, they sought to position themselves as deserving and morally 
right citizens. Articulating a discourse of a promising  future became a way 
to understand their pres ent circumstances; engaging with a kind of hope 
and optimism emerged as a way to maintain dignity when they are not able 
to live well or care for their families in the ways they wanted. In this context, 
hope and the promise of a better life become a way out of a catastrophic 
pres ent. Living in a state of precarity and fear in this moment was rendered 
intelligible, as a promising  future appeared phantom- like yet pos si ble.
notes
Introduction
1. At pres ent,  there are two broad categories  under which one may immigrate to 
Canada: as a worker or as a sponsored  family member or refugee. In the first case, one 
may apply as a skilled worker, a Québec- selected skilled worker, a provincial nomi-
nee, for a start-up visa, as self- employed, or as a caregiver.  There are three categories 
of “skilled workers”: Federal Skilled Worker, Canadian Experience Class, and Federal 
Skilled Trades program. Of the 250,000 permanent residents arriving in Canada  every 
year, approximately 60   percent enter in the “in de pen dent” economic class. Of that 
group, one- third (or 50,000) are the principal skilled immigrants the Canadian gov-
ernment strives to attract (Keung 2008).
2. Original data calculation by Dr. Murtaza Haider of Ryerson University using data 
from the 2006 census. Personal correspondence, May 20, 2012. According to Statistics 
Canada, the low income cut- off (lico) is the income limit below which one uses 
more of their income on necessities such as food, shelter, and clothing.
3. The efficacy of the term “immigrant” has been debated in scholarly work on glo-
balization and transnationalism, suggesting that it fails to accurately describe the mo-
bile subject. While Roger Rouse (1995) suggests “im/mi grant,” scholars of South Asian 
communities abroad largely engage with discourses of diaspora in order to describe the 
mobility of subjects. I shift between  these terms through this book in order to empha-
size diff er ent aspects of migration and mobility.
4. This book is based on ethnographic fieldwork I have been  doing in both Pakistan 
and Canada since 2002. Specifically, I conducted 125 interviews with government of-
ficials, nonprofit workers, mullahs, and Pakistani Muslim  women ranging in age from 
their twenties to their sixties. All of the  women identify with Pakistan in some way, 
and the vast majority identify as Muslim.
5. The government of Canada conducted a study of fifty thousand cab  drivers in 
Canada and found that one in three taxi  drivers is born in India or Pakistan. Among 
them they found doctors, engineers, and architects. “Who Drives a Taxi in Canada?,” 
last modified on May 28, 2012, http:// www . cic . gc . ca / english / resources / research / taxi 
/ sec02 . asp#s2 - 2. See also “Overqualified Immigrants  Really Are Driving Taxis in 
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Canada,” Globe and Mail, May  10, 2012, http:// www . theglobeandmail . com / globe 
- debate / editorials / overqualified - immigrants - really - are - driving - taxis - in - canada 
/ article4106352 / .
6. Toronto, as a global city, is a compelling site to explore transnational pro cesses 
that have more often been studied in other urban centers such as New York, London, 
and Tokyo. See Brah 1996; Leonard 1992; Ong 2003; Prasad 2000; Raj 2003; Sassen 
1991; Shukla 2003; Van Der Veer 1995.
7. In Pakistan, teachers are not considered professional in the same way as doctors, 
engineers, or  lawyers; however, in the context of Toronto, teaching is also a regulated 
profession that requires a license to work.
8. A March 18, 2016 article in the New York Times titled, “As  Women Take Over a 
Male- Dominated Field, the Pay Drops,” by Claire Cain Miller, argues that work that is 
done by  women is not valued as highly as work done by men.
9. In contrast to Pakistani  women, Indian  women in Toronto have higher  labor- force 
participation rates at 70  percent, and lower unemployment rates at 10  percent (Ornstein 
2006).  These statistics are from a report by Canadian sociologist Michael Ornstein 
and  were the most current statistics at the time of my research. In 2011, the Canadian 
government conducted the voluntary National House hold Survey instead of conduct-
ing the mandatory census. The sampling frame, questionnaire, and non- response rates 
differ significantly and make any comparison with the previous census years impos-
sible. “Eu ro pean” is a census category used by the Institute for Social Research in its 
analy sis of the racialization of poverty in Toronto (Ornstein 2006).
10. “Annual Report to Parliament on Immigration, 2011,” last modified on Octo-
ber 27, 2011, http:// www . cic . gc . ca / english / resources / publications / annual - report - 2011 
/ section2 . asp. Almost half of Toronto’s population (49.97   percent) is foreign born, 
compared to 36  percent in New York and 39.7   percent in Los Angeles (U.S. Census 
Bureau, “Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2012,” accessed November 15, 2013, 
http:// www . census . gov / compendia / statab / 2012 / tables / 12s0038 . pdf ).
11. “Immigration and Ethnocultural Diversity in Canada,” Statistics Canada, Ana-
lytical products 2011, http:// www12 . statcan . gc . ca / nhs - enm / 2011 / as - sa / 99 - 010 - x / 99 
- 010 - x2011001 - eng . cfm.
12. Original data calculation by Dr. Murtaza Haider of Ryerson University using 
data from the 2006 census. Personal correspondence, May 20, 2012.
13. See Reitz 2001. In 2006, immigrants’ salaries in Canada  were 21  percent below 
average; for recent immigrants, salaries  were 56   percent below average. Further, the 
earnings gap between male immigrants and  those born in Canada was $15,000 or 
26  percent in Toronto. “Immigrants Get Fewer Jobs, Earn Less,” cbc News, Decem-
ber 19, 2011, http:// www . cbc . ca / news / business / immigrants - get - fewer - jobs - earn - less - 1 
. 1092938.
14. While 66  percent of immigrants with a university degree find some type of work 
within six months, very few find work in their professional fields within five years.
15. Frances Woolley, “ ‘Vis i ble Minority’: A Misleading Concept That  Ought to 
Be  Retired,” Globe and Mail, June  10, 2013, http:// www . theglobeandmail . com 
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/ globe - debate / visible - minority - a - misleading - concept - that - ought - to - be - retired 
/ article12445364 / .
16. Omi and Winant (2014) have described racialization as a historically specific 
and ideological pro cess whereby racial meanings are ascribed to a previously “racially 
unclassified relationship, social practice, or group” (13). David Theo Goldberg (1993) 
has discussed the import of racial categories that serve to determine inclusion and 
exclusion.
17. Toronto Community Housing, “About Us,” accessed November 27, 2013, http:// 
www . torontohousing . ca / about.
18. Elaine Carey, “High- Rise Ghettos: In Toronto, Vis i ble Minorities Are Pushed 
into ‘Pockets of Poverty,’ ” Toronto Star, February 3, 2001, m1– m2.
19. Carey, “High- Rise Ghettos.”
20. The non- European population in Canada increased from 5   percent in 1971 to 
40  percent in 2001 (Ornstein 2006: iii).
21. “York University study reveals the true face of poverty,” yFile, York University’s 
Daily News, October 3, 2006, http:// www . yorku . ca / yfile / archive / index . asp ? Article​
=​6102.
22. “The persistance of racial in equality in Canada,” Toronto Star, March 20, 2012, 
http:// www . thestar . com / opinion / editorialopinion / 2012 / 03 / 20 / the _ persistence _ of 
_ racial _ inequality _ in _ canada . html.
23. This book builds on critical studies of multiculturalism in both Canadian (e.g., 
Abu- Laban 2002; Amit- Talai 1996; Kymlicka 1995; Taylor 1994) and other multi-
cultural contexts (Ahmed 2004; Asad 1993; Maira 2009; Moallem and Boal 1999; 
S. Shankar 2008; Zizek 1997).
24. “Sarkozy Speaks Out against Burka,” bbc News, June 22, 2009, http:// news . bbc 
. co . uk / 2 / hi / 8112821 . stm.
25. “Merkel Says German Multicultural Society Has Failed,” bbc News, October 17, 
2010, http:// www . bbc . com / news / world - europe - 11559451.
26. “State Multiculturalism Has Failed, Says David Cameron,” bbc News, February 
5, 2011, http:// www . bbc . com / news / uk - politics - 12371994.
27. Government of Canada, “Canadian Multiculturalism Act,” accessed Novem-
ber 17, 2013, http:// laws - lois . justice . gc . ca / eng / acts / C - 18 . 7 / page - 1 . html.
28. Moallem and Boal (1999) write, “multicultural nationalism operates on the fault 
line between a universalism based on the notion of an abstract citizenship that at the 
same time systematically produces sexualized, gendered and racialized bodies, and 
particularistic claims for recognition and justice by minoritized groups” (245).  These 
multicultural politics are informed by immigration policies targeted  toward produc-
ing a certain kind of population.
29. In 1961 vis i ble minorities composed 3  percent of the population of Toronto (Sie-
miatycki and Isin 1997: 78). Before 1961, 90  percent of Canadian immigrants  were from 
Eu rope (Abu- Laban 1998: 80). However, as Western Eu rope recovered from World 
War II in the late 1950s and 1960s, emigration from  those regions effectively stopped, 
thus creating a need to re- envision Canada’s model of immigration (Troper 2003).
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30. Toronto provides an in ter est ing case study for immigration  because of the speed 
at which it became so dramatically racially and ethnically diverse. From the found-
ing of the city in the late eigh teenth  century, Toronto was dominated by a British, 
Protestant population. Jewish populations, being the largest ethnic group, experienced 
massive discrimination in the early part of the twentieth  century (Lemon 1985; Si-
emiatycki and Isin 1997). International migration transformed the constitution of the 
city’s population in an incredibly short period of time. The first significant influx of 
immigrants following colonization arrived between 1846 and 1849 as a result of the 
Irish potato famine, and by 1851 the Irish constituted Toronto’s largest ethnic popula-
tion. In 1931, 81  percent of the population of Toronto self- identified as of British origin 
(Siemiatycki et al. 2003: 373).
31. “Gatineau’s Values Guide for Immigrants Stirs Controversy,” Ingrid Peritz, 
Globe and Mail, December 4, 2011, http:// www . theglobeandmail . com / news / politics 
/ gatineaus - values - guide - for - immigrants - stirs - controversy / article2259694 / .
32. Peritz, “Gatineau’s Values Guide.”
33. In the context of South Asian American studies,  there is a rich collection of 
ethnographic texts that deals with South Asian American experiences involving the 
politics of citizenship and belonging (Afzal 2014; Maira 2002: 2009; Rana 2011; Ru-
druppa 2004; Shankar 2008; Shukla 2003).
34. This section title is a reference to Behar, The Vulnerable Observer.
1. Bodies and Bureaucracies
1.  These transformations in Canadian immigration policies are also intertwined 
with U.S. immigration histories. For instance, as Nayan Shah (2011) has demonstrated, 
American and Canadian immigration policies at the turn of the twentieth  century “ex-
perimented with developing a ‘white’ po liti cal democracy and forging racial apartheid 
by subordinating, segregating, and exploiting nonwhite ‘races’ ” (3). Post 1965, U.S. 
immigration law promoted  family reunification over granting immigration to skilled 
workers. For instance, in 1987, 75  percent of  those entering as  legal immigrants to the 
United States migrated  under  family reunification, in contrast to 4  percent as skilled 
workers. George J. Borjas, “The U.S. Takes the Wrong Immigrants,” Wall Street Jour-
nal, April 5, 1990, a18, http:// www . hks . harvard . edu / fs / gborjas / publications / popular 
/ WSJ040590 . htm.
2. Nine  factors  were established for in de pen dent applicants, totaling a pos si ble one 
hundred points; each applicant was required to achieve fifty. Three classes of immi-
grants  were established:  family, in de pen dent, and refugee. Five criteria qualified as 
“long term”: education, occupational demand, skills, age, and personal qualities (up 
to seventy points). Four criteria  were considered “short term”: arranged employment, 
knowledge of En glish or French, a  family member living in Canada, and the general 
atmosphere of employment opportunities in Canada (up to thirty points).
3. The investor stream of immigrants is for  those with a net worth of at least $500,000 
who are willing to commit to investing their money in Canada for a period of time.
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4. The period between the 1950s and the early 1980s was defined by the rise of the 
welfare state in Canada and the implementation of Canadian multicultural policy, 
which initiated a diff er ent framework for integrating new immigrants in Toronto (Si-
emiatycki et al. 2003: 413). Trends in social policy  until the mid-1970s moved  toward 
expanding most forms of state social support to reduce economic risks to Canadians 
(Struthers and Montigny 1999). Federal funding was slowly withdrawn from social 
programs; the common state discourse was that reduced social spending was good for 
Canadians, even  those living below the poverty line for whom de pen dency on social 
assistance over individual autonomy has supposedly resulted in the decline in “tradi-
tional  family values.” The reduction of social assistance was part of a “wider campaign 
to ‘remoralize’ the  family and to rehabilitate a work ethic perceived to be  under siege 
through the enticements of an overly generous welfare state” (Struthers and Montigny 
1999). Immigrants have paid the price of this economic restructuring and moralizing 
pro cess.
5. Distinct from assimilation and segregation, integration is  imagined to be, accord-
ing to Citizenship and Immigration Canada, “a pro cess of mutual adjustment by both 
newcomers and society. This approach sets us apart from many other countries. New-
comers are expected to understand and re spect basic Canadian values, but society is 
also expected to understand and re spect the cultural differences newcomers bring to 
Canada. Rather than expecting newcomers to abandon their own cultural heritage the 
emphasis is on finding ways to integrate differences within a pluralistic society” (as 
cited in Abu- Laban 2004: 136).
6. The immigration system in Canada has also been criticized for its inflexibility 
compared to the pre- screening pro cesses of Australia, New Zealand, and the United 
Kingdom, designed to meet short- term  labor needs (Harding 2003).
7. “Planning to Work in Canada? An Essential Workbook for Newcomers,” Section 
C, Finding a Job in Canada, accessed October 23, 2015, http:// www . cic . gc . ca / english 
/ pdf / pub / workbook - national . pdf.
8. While teachers are not considered professional in Pakistan in the same way that 
medical professionals are, in Canada teaching is a regulated profession and prospective 
teachers must go through regulatory boards in order to work.
9. “Building a New Life in Ontario: A Guide for Newcomers,” accessed Novem-
ber  15, 2013, http:// www . ontarioimmigration . ca / prodconsum / groups / csc / @oipp 
/ documents / document / oi _ professions _ english . pdf.
10. Katherine Harding, “A Leap of Faith,” Globe and Mail, January 8, 2003, a7.
11. In 2003, the peo began offering provisional licenses that are valid for one year; 
however, engineers need four years of experience working as an engineer anywhere 
in the world in order to obtain a provisional license. Further, earnings are  shaped by 
one’s country of origin and the origin of their credentials, rather than their ability to 
perform par tic u lar tasks (Boyd and Thomas 2001).
12. In order to be licensed, applicants must (a) be Canadian citizens or permanent 
residents; (b) have a bachelor’s degree in engineering from a Canadian university pro-
gram, or, if they  were trained outside of Canada, their credentials must be assessed by 
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the peo through examinations and interviews; (c) have four years of work experience, 
with at least twelve months in Canada  under the direction of a licensed professional 
engineer; (d) pass the Professional Practice Exam; (e) be proficient in En glish; and fi-
nally, (f ) be “of good character and reputation” as determined by the peo (Girard and 
Bauder 2007: 41–42).
13. All amounts refer to Canadian dollars  unless specifically noted.
14. In 2006, the Government of Ontario premier, Dalton McGuinty, established 
Global Experience Ontario or geo, which functions essentially as a referral ser vice. 
The geo is “a hub of resources and support for newcomers to navigate through the 
complex system of licensure and registration in Ontario” (Ministry of Citizenship 
and Immigration 2006: para. 1). Ontario Citizenship and Immigration Minister Mike 
Colle was quoted as saying, “We’ve listened to newcomers who have said that one of 
the major barriers they face is getting accurate and accessible information about regis-
tration practices in regulated professions” (Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration 
2006: para. 1). The geo is simply another referral tool that provides  little practical 
assistance.
15. In 2001, the Chretien government began a “Strengthening Settlement Capacity 
Proj ect” and committed $95 million to the Voluntary Sector initiative (Abu- Laban 
2004: 137). The result is “an integration system in which the provincial governments 
 will perform the key planning and administrative roles and the federal government 
 will be limited to setting and enforcing princi ples and standards, and providing fund-
ing for settlement and integration programs” (Garcea, cited in Abu- Laban 2004: 138). 
Through this pro cess, the settlement- services sector entered the domain of governance 
through collaboration with voluntary, private, and public actors in the “design and 
achievement of government objectives in a  matter that shares policy formation, risk 
and operational planning, and that may replace program delivery by state employees 
with  those of third parties” (Phillips, cited in Abu- Laban 2004: 137).
16. Intrinsic to this directive to be flexible was a range of affects including positivity 
and in de pen dence. Positivity in this context seemingly suggests  there  will be events 
that may cause one to react negatively, such as mistreatment in the workplace or work-
place discrimination. In the face of systemic barriers, or cultural practices such as racial 
discrimination, the solution proposed in the workshop is to be positive. This question 
of affect is taken up in the next chapter on nursing.
17. The next chapter, on nursing, explores an exception to this model.
2. Pedagogies of Affect
1. While teaching is also a “feminized field,” the images of Asian  women (e.g., docile, 
deferent) do not line up the same way in terms of expectations for nurses.
2. Legislation governing nursing in Ontario is set out in the Nursing Act of 1991 and 
the Regulated Health Professions Act of 1991. The Nursing Act established seven re-
quirements for registration as an rn or rpn in Ontario, http:// www . cno . org / Global 
/ docs / prac / 41064 _ fsNursingact . pdf.  Lawyers similarly must have their credentials 
recognized by the National Committee on Accreditation (nca) before they can enter 
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the licensing pro cess. They must take tests, and often courses. The nca may also refuse 
qualification altogether. The appeals pro cess costs $280.
3. Sanitizing Citizenship
1. Neil MacDonald, “The Barbaric Cultural Practice of Election Pronouncements,” 
cbc News, October 6, 2015, http:// www . cbc . ca / news / politics / canada - election - 2015 
- neil - macdonald - muslims - 1 . 3257892.
2. Sean Kilpatrick, “ ‘Old Stock Canadians’ Comment Gives Chills to Professor,” 
Toronto Star, September 18, 2015, http:// www . thestar . com / news / canada / 2015 / 09 / 18 
/ old - stock - canadians - phrase - chills - prof - ignites - twitter . html.
3. It is impor tant to note that in this analy sis I am primarily focusing on the federal 
policy of multiculturalism.
4. “Part 6 Editorial: Strike Multiculturalism from the National Vocabulary,” Globe 
and Mail, October 8, 2010, http:// www . theglobeandmail . com / news / national / time 
- to - lead / multiculturalism / part - 6 - editorial - strike - multiculturalism - from - the - national 
- vocabulary / article1748958 / .
5. The Canadian nation- state is conceived as a “settler nation” in which the  En glish 
and French are discursively constructed as the center in legislation, erasing the 
 presence of Indigenous populations. All other racial and ethnic groups are periph-
eral in relation to En glish and French Canadians. However, French Canadians— not 
only in Québec but throughout Canada— have felt increasingly marginalized and 
have disputed their seeming equation with other “ethnic” groups. In 1995, a refer-
endum among the Québec population deci ded in a vote of 51 to 49  percent against 
the  separation of Québec from the rest of Canada— a decision that Québec premier 
Lucien Bouchard “blamed” on the “ethnic vote.” “Québec Rejects Separation,” Mi-
gration News 2 (12) (December 1995), http:// migration . ucdavis . edu / mn / more . php 
? id​=​814 _ 0 _ 2 _ 0.
6. See, for example, Abu- Laban 2002; Amit- Talai 1996; Berlant and Warner 1994; 
Breton 1986; Kymlicka 1995; Razack 1998; Taylor 1994; Walcott 2003.
7. “The Persistence of Racial In e qual ity in Canada,” Toronto Star, March 20, 2012, 
http:// www . thestar . com / opinion / editorialopinion / 2012 / 03 / 20 / the _ persistence _ of 
_ racial _ inequality _ in _ canada . html.
8. It is impor tant not to equate the social position of Indigenous populations with 
 those of racial and ethnic minority groups. This comparison between the Indigenous 
population in Canada and the Black population in the United States is meant only 
to highlight how  those in power in  these two national contexts treat  those deemed 
Other.
9. “Canada’s Race Prob lem? It’s Even Worse than Amer i ca’s. For a Country So Self- 
Satisfied with Its Image of Progressive Tolerance, How Is This Not a National Crisis?” 
Maclean’s, January 22, 2015. On November 24, 2014, a  grand jury in Ferguson, Missouri, 
deci ded not to indict police officer Darren Wilson, who fatally shot Michael Brown, 
an eighteen- year- old black man, on August 9, 2014. Protests and unrest erupted in 
response to the shooting and intensified  after the  grand jury’s decision.
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10. Amsin McMahon, “Why Fixing First Nations Education Remains So Far Out of 
Reach: Aboriginal Youth Face a Fate That Should Horrify Canadians and  There’s No 
Obvious Fix,” Maclean’s, August 22, 2014, http:// www . macleans . ca / news / canada / why 
- fixing - first - nations - education - remains - so - far - out - of - reach / .
11. “Kenney Says Homegrown Terrorism a ‘Real ity’ in Canada,” Mark Kennedy, Ot-
tawa Citizen, March 8, 2015. In March 2015, Jason Kenney said, “ Today, homegrown 
terrorism is not a remote concept, but sadly a Canadian real ity,” arguing that in the 
past Canadians have been able to avoid such threats  because of “our geographic re-
moteness, our prosperity and our peaceful pluralism, and the generous dispensation of 
the American security umbrella.”
12. The “Toronto 18” consisted of a group of immigrant and Canadian- born self- 
described Muslims who  were planning a series of bombings in southern Ontario.
13. In February 2015, three teenage British Muslim girls (Khadiza Sultana, Amira 
Abase, and Shamina Begum) left London to join isis, an act that drew international 
attention to the increasing number of single young  women in their teens and early 
twenties joining isis. “Jihad and Girl Power: How isis Lured 3 London Girls,” New 
York Times, Katrin Bennhold, August 17, 2005, http:// www . nytimes . com / 2015 / 08 / 18 
/ world / europe / jihad - and - girl - power - how - isis - lured - 3 - london - teenagers . html.
14. This area is still dominated by the canonical (and deeply problematic) work of 
po liti cal scientist Susan Okin, whose “Is Multiculturalism Bad for  Women?” (1997) 
insists that in modern liberal states, minority rights trump the rights of  women—to 
the latter’s detriment. Okin thus reinscribes colonial notions about the savagery of 
“Other” men and evokes the colonial imperative that Gayatri Spivak (1988) articulates 
concisely as that of white men saving brown  women from brown men.
15. I term the smells discussed  here “South Asian” to highlight the ways that popu lar 
Canadian understandings of cultural difference, in this case, homogenize  people from 
the subcontinent.
16. In 2002, the Canadian government named May Asian Heritage Month in Can-
ada, but in Ontario it is South Asian Heritage Month.
17. On July 15, 2013, Kenney became minister of Employment and Social Develop-
ment and minister for Multiculturalism. On February 9, 2015, he was named minister 
of National Defence.
18. It is impor tant to note that Jason Kenney has only targeted par tic u lar South 
Asian communities, harnessing the deep Islamophobia in diasporic Hindu and Sikh 
communities to forge strategic po liti cal alliances and support. However, his comments 
are crucial in understanding the government’s construction of the South Asian dias-
pora and who counts as its members.
19. Masti is also a term used in India by men who have sex with men to refer to casual 
sexual encounters, although this definition never arose in my ethnographic fieldwork.
20. In 2012, the festival was taken on the road and hosted an event in Dubai,  after 
years of being courted by countries such as Singapore, Britain, and the United Arab 
Emirates, all of which have fraught relationships with their Indian and Pakistani 
minority communities.
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21. “Canada Celebrates Its Multiculturalism and Diversity,” Integration, Building 
Inclusive Socie ties, United Nations Alliance of Civilizations, July 23, 2010, http:// www 
. unaoc . org / ibis / 2010 / 07 / 23 / canada - celebrates - its - multiculturalism - and - diversity / .
22. Eid Festival website, Muslim Association of Canada, accessed November  25, 
2013, http:// www . gtaeid . com / .
4. Racializing South Asia
1. For example, José Muñoz (1999) has theorized disidentification, in which  people 
might strategically use a proscribed subject position, sometimes rejecting it outright, 
sometimes identifying with parts of the category, and sometimes using it to subvert 
that subject position, thus “disidentifying” with the category in response to the way 
it identifies them.
2. Coll (2013) writes, “Cultural citizenship as an analytic frame offers an impor-
tant position from which to highlight the situation of certain groups of citizens who, 
though formally entitled to full  legal po liti cal rights, are socially recognized neither as 
first- class citizens nor as contributors to the vernacular meanings of citizenship as it 
plays a role in day- to- day life in the United States” (5). See also Maira 2009; Shankar 
2008; Siu 2005.
3. This research also builds on impor tant anthropological analyses of diaspora 
that have grappled with understanding identity in an era of increased global migra-
tion (e.g., Axel 2001; Ewing 2008; Khan 2004; Maira 2002; Ong 1999; Siu 2005), as 
well as studies of the South Asian diaspora (e.g., Bhachu 1995; Brah 1996; Gopinath 
2005; Khan 2004; Leonard 2007; Shukla 2003; Van Der Veer 1995; Vertovec 2000; 
Werbner 1999), and the relationship between area studies and diaspora studies. Di-
pesh Chakrabarty (1998) published a seminal work in this conversation on the ben-
efits of bringing together area studies and work on the South Asian diaspora. To his 
analy sis I suggest another benefit to bringing  these areas together. Studying “South 
Asians” in a new geopo liti cal territory allows for the examination of communalism 
outside of South Asia and questions of Partition and vio lence. Instead, in the context of 
the liberal settler multicultural state, an examination of communal tension reveals the 
role of the colonial state in not only perpetuating but also sustaining divisions within 
communities.
4. Bowen 2007; Fernando 2010; Grewal 2013; Werbner 2002.
5. Haroon Siddiqui, “ Children of the Raj,” Toronto Star, October 15, 1992, e8.
6. Siddiqui, “ Children of the Raj.”
7. Barbara Keddy, “Terror in an ohc lobby: Pakistani  family attacked by youths,” 
Globe and Mail, May 14, 1980.
8. Marina Jiménez, “Do Ethnic Enclaves Impede Integration?” Globe and Mail, Feb-
ruary 8, 2007, a8.
9. In August 1947, India gained in de pen dence from Britain and became two sov-
ereign nation- states: India and Pakistan. Partition was a bloody event; approximately 
one million  people died in riots all over northern India, and approximately ten to 
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twelve million  people lost their homes. It was followed by the overwhelming silence of 
citizens not wanting to acknowledge the vio lence at the heart of the nation.
10. The Canadian government in 2008 announced $30 million in new funding per 
year to support local arts, heritage festivals, and events “to engage Canadians in their 
communities through the expression, cele bration and preservation of local culture,” 
accessed November 15, 2013, http:// www . pch . gc . ca / pgm / dcap - bcah / fest - eng . cfm.
5. The Catastrophic Pres ent
1. See Boris and Parreñas 2010; Choy 2003; Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2002; Kang 
2010; Parreñas 2001.
2. Status of  Women Canada, Government of Canada, “Fact Sheet: Economic Secu-
rity,” “ Women’s Repre sen ta tion and Participation in the  Labour Force,” last modified 
February 25, 2015, http:// www . swc - cfc . gc . ca / initiatives / wesp - sepf / fs - fi / es - se - eng . html.
3. Catherine Rampell, “ Women’s Unemployment Surpasses Men’s,” New York Times, 
January 4, 2013, http:// economix . blogs . nytimes . com / 2013 / 01 / 04 / womens -unemploy 
ment - surpasses - mens / ? _ r​=​0.
4. Mike Adler, “Muslim Se niors in Scarborough Feeling Neglected, Angry and 
Abused: Survey,” Scarborough Mirror, February  10, 2012, http:// www . insidetoronto 
. com / news - story / 74616 - muslim - seniors - in - scarborough - feeling - neglected - angry - and 
- abused - sur / .
Conclusion
1. Richard J. Brennan, “Canada woos Irish Immigrants in Search of Jobs,” Toronto 
Star, October 7, 2012, http:// www . thestar . com / news / canada / 2012 / 10 / 07 / canada 
_ woos _ irish _ immigrants _ in _ search _ of _ jobs . html.
2. “Editorial: Strike multiculturalism from the national vocabulary,” Globe and 
Mail, October 8, 2010, last updated August  23, 2010, http:// www . theglobeandmail 
. com / news / national / time - to - lead / multiculturalism / part - 6 - editorial - strike 
- multiculturalism - from - the - national - vocabulary / article1748958 / .
3. Martin Patriquin and Charlie Gillis, “About Face: A Bill Banning the Niqab— 
Supported by a Majority of Canadians: How Did Our Multicultural, Tolerant Nation 
Get  Here?” Maclean’s, April 7, 2010, http:// www . macleans . ca / news / canada / about 
- face / .
4. Patriquin and Gillis, “About Face.”
5. This has been explored by several theorists including Puar 2007; Rana 2011; 
Razack 2002. I have also explored post-9/11 discrimination elsewhere; see Ameeriar 
2012.
6.  Here I seek to build on materialist studies of  women migrating for  labor that have 
focused on sex work, factory work, or domestic  labor from the Philippines or the Ca-
rib bean (Bakan and Stasiulis 1997; Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2002; Fernandez- Kelly 
1983; Lamphere et al. 1993; Parreñas 2001), to examine the experiences of professional 
working  women in masculinist  grand narratives of globalization (Freeman 2001).
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7. For studies of gender and work, see Boris and Parreñas 2010; Ducey 2010; Hochs-
child 1983; McElhinny 2007. Many authors have also explored the relationship between 
gender and transnationalism (e.g., Anzaldúa 1999; Glick- Schiller et al. 1995; Gopinath 
2005; Grewal 2005; Grewal and Kaplan 1997).  Because of the ways the global assembly 
line operates, theories of gendered transnational  labor migrations have tended to focus 
on a par tic u lar set of mobile subjects (e.g., working- class  women laboring in factories 
or providing care in homes).  These works also tend to focus on the United States and 
Eu rope, while few explore the politics of Canada and the global city of Toronto.
8. Immigrant  women as professionals have been underrepresented in academic dis-
course and understandings of working  women in global markets, and descriptions of 
high- tech workers have generally focused on the experience of men. Catherine Choy’s 
(2003) text on Filipino nurses in the United States is a notable exception, as is Carla 
Freeman’s (2000) ethnography of high- tech workers in Barbados.
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